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PREFACE

No ambitious boy could have placed before him

a record more healthfully stimulating than that of

the first Martyr President of the United States of

America. Abraham Lincoln's life is one that must

appeal to the imagination of boys of every land

and for all time. His courage in the face of defeat

after defeat, his bearing before contumely and insult

and misrepresentation, the undaunted front he pre-

sented to difficulties as varied in character as they

were unprecedented in history, his suppression of

self, his unlimited sympathy with suffering, his

silence in private sorrow, his greatness in the hour

of victory are themes that " belong to the ages."

** This rail-splitter, this boy who passed his un-

gainly youth in the dire poverty of the poorest of

the frontier folk, whose rise was by weary and pain-

ful labour, lived to lead his people through the

burning flames of a struggle from which the nation

emerged, purified as by fire, born anew to a loftier

life. After long years of iron effort, and of failure

that came more often than victory, he at last rose to
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the leadership of the Republic, at the moment when

leadership had become the stupendous world-task of

the time. He grew, to know greatness, but never

ease. Success came to him, but never happiness,

save that which springs from doing, well a painful

and a vital task. Power was his, but not pleasure.

The furrows deepened on his brow, but his eyes were

undimmed by, either hate or fear. His gaunt shoul-

ders were bowed, but his steel thews never faltered

as he bore for a burden the destinies of his people.

His great and tender heart shrank from giving pain
;

and the task allotted him was to pour Out like water

the life-blood of the young men, and to feel in his

every fibre the sorrow of the women. Disaster sad-

dened but never dismayed him. As the red years

of war went by they found him ever doing his duty

in the present, ever facing the future with fearless

front, high of heart, and dauntless of soul. Un-

broken by hatred, unshaken by scorn, he worked and

suffered for the people. Triumph was his at the

last; and barely had he tasted it before murder

found him, and the kindly, patient, fearless eyes were

closed for ever."

In recent years no finer tribute to Lincoln's great-

ness has been paid than in these words, spoken by

President Roosevelt at his great predecessor's birth-

place in February, 1909, when representatives of

Japan as well as of France and Great Britain joined
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with the Western Republic's leading citizen in hon-

ouring the birthday of "the first American."

It is said that while there are many portraits of

Lincoln there is yet no one that is a faithful pre-

sentment of him. In a similar sense it may be con-

tended that, whilst an adequate Lincoln bibliography

would contain little short of a thousand entries, in-

cluding books, pamphlets, and personal reminiscences

in newspapers and magazines, all of importance,

there is not, nor can there be, any one all-sufficing

biography.

It is not a little remarkable to find amongst the

great mass of Lincolniana only one serious attempt

by an Englishman to portray on any full-sized canvas

the greatest of the popular statesmen of the nine-

teenth century. Reference is here made to the ad-

mirable Life by Mr. Henry Bryan Binns. To the

great work of Messrs. Nicolay and Hay no writer on

the subject of Abraham Lincoln can fail to be deeply

indebted. Next in importance, perhaps, are the

Lives by Miss Ida M. Tarbell and Messrs. Hern-

don and Weik. In addition, general acknowledg-

ment must be made to many other able writers on

different periods of Lincoln's varied career; but it

is hoped that tribute is paid wherever it is due.

And by a series of footnotes an effort has been made

to give, without hindering the course of the narra-

tive, such an index to the more important authorities
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as will enable the student to follow up with advan-

tage the story of any period of Lincoln's career

in which he may be specially interested.

I trust that this volume, however defective and

limited in range it may be, will yet serve to place

before its readers not only a reliable account

of the gradual evolution of the boy into the man,

but a clear and definite idea also of the mighty

impetus which Abraham Lincoln's life-story con-

tinues to give to the boyhood and manhood of

America, and must continue to give to the ideals of

the human race at large. Who shall say that some

such stimulus is not needed in this country at the

present time?

W. F. A.
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CHAPTER I

Abraham Lincoln's English ancestors—Pioneers of the Far West

—

A tragedy in the forest clearing'—Thomas Lincoln and Nancy
Hanks—The frontier marriage feast—Birth of "the First Ameri-

can"—Freedom of the woods—" Fun" at Knob Creek.

In the fourth decade of the seventeenth century,

when England was preparing for the great struggle

between King and Parliament, and when, across the

broad waters of the Atlantic, the Massachusetts Bay

Colony was springing up on the foundations laid by

the Pilgrim Fathers, there sailed from Bristol, in the

westward wake of The Mayflower, a young man
whose descendant, in the person of Abraham Lin-

coln, became the hero of one of the most awful wars

in modern history, the Liberator and Pacificator of

his country, and a testimony for all time to the

truth of Tennyson's adage that

—

Kind hearts are more than coronets,

And simple faith than Norman blood.

Samuel Lincoln, the young man whose name is

thus preserved for posterity, belonged to a family

B 17
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whose English home was in the little village of Hing-

ham, in Norfolk, and who settled in a spot since known
as Hingham, in Massachusetts. The history of the

Lincoln family has been traced from Massachusetts

to New Jersey ; from New Jersey to Pennsylvania
;

and from the last-named place to Virginia. It is in

Virginia, on a farm on the eastern slope of the

Alleghanies, that, in 1780, during the war of Ameri-

can Independence, we meet with Abraham Lincoln,

the paternal grandfather of the future President.

A Quaker, and a man of means and influence, Abra-

ham Lincoln the elder sold his farm and joined

those adventurous souls who were pressing forward

along the famous Wilderness Trail into the vast and

primeval solitudes of Kentucky, allured by visions

as of a Promised Land, impelled by the economic

results of the war with England, and undeterred by

the fear of wild beasts or that greater peril, the

hatred of the Indians against the whites.

In the Green River Valley, near where to-day the

thriving city of Louisville stands on the banks of

the Ohio, he acquired many acres of land, which he

and his family began to clear and to cultivate with

the primitive means at their disposal. But four

years had not elapsed before disaster came upon this

little band of pioneers. Whilst at work in a clear-

ing with his six-year-old son Thomas the father was

treacherously shot by an ambushed Indian, who,

when his victim fell, seized the boy and began

to run with him to the cover of the adjacent

forest.
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But the noise of the firing attracted the atten-

tion of Mordecai and Josiah, Tom's elder brothers,

and whilst Josiah hastened to the neighbouring

fort for help, Mordecai quickly reached the log

cabin which was their home, and taking down the

ever-ready gun from its supports on the wall,

levelled the weapon at the retreating figure of the

Indian and killed him. Thus liberated from a fate

which might well have been worse than instant

death, the boy picked himself up and was soon

within the cabin and in his mother's arms.

Over what immediately followed time has drawn

a veil, through which, darkly, we can imagine rather

than actually see the struggles of the survivors.

Bereft of husband and father, the widow and her

children—there were two girls, Mary and Nancy,

as well as the three boys—could make little of the

land that went by law to the eldest son, Mordecai,

then a youth of fourteen. The family became se-

parated, and dependent for the most part on the

proceeds of such labour as they could offer to other

settlers in the Wilderness.

We learn that Mordecai was afterwards a sheriff

and a member of the Kentucky Legislature. His

early experiences made him a determined Indian

stalker. But this passion seems to have developed

side by side with a character otherwise full of singu-

lar tenderness and chivalry, and he is remembered

also for his marked faculty for telling a story. But

it is with his younger brother Thomas that, at this

juncture, our narrative is mainly concerned. Thomas
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passed from boyhood to youth, and from youth to

manhood, without education, supporting himself at

first by rude farm work, which, after a time, he

abandoned to learn simple carpentry in the shop

of Joseph Hanks at Elizabethtown. He is described

as a tall, well-built, muscular man, an expert shot,

a stout wrestler, and generally good-natured and

easygoing, but a formidable antagonist when roused

to anger.

When Thomas Lincoln was twenty-eight years old

he married his cousin, Nancy Hanks, a young woman
of about twenty-three. Nancy Hanks has come

down to us surrounded by the glamour of romance,

and has taken her place by no means far removed in

the light of human interest from the other " famous

mothers " of history. She had lost her father in

her early years. Her physique was frail. She had

great personal charm, sparkling eyes, a fine voice,

a love of fun, but a tendency to melancholy that

arose from health that was far from robust. She

could read and write, and was thus intellectually the

superior of her husband.

Tom and Nancy were married on i 2 June, 1806,

by Rev. Jesse Head, one of those wandering minis-

ters of the Methodist church whose visits to the scat-

tered settlements in the new country were marked

as notable occasions in the everyday life of a frontier

community. The marriage was celebrated by an
** infare," as it was called, at which the guests were

entertained with bear-meat, v^enison, the eggs of

the wild turkey and duck, maple sugar swung on a
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string that had to be bitten off when wanted to

sweeten the coffee or other drink, syrup in gourds,

honey, and a sheep that was roasted whole over a

wood fire burned in a pit. These luxuries were set

out on logs that later formed the flooring of the

little cabin in Elizabethtown in which the newly-

married couple began their housekeeping. A year

afterwards a daughter, Sarah, was born.

Carpentry was soon found to be but a poor

source of livelihood where every man felt com-

pelled to do constructive work for himself. And
Thomas Lincoln gave up his trade and moved with

his wife and daughter to a little farm on Nolin

Creek, a spot about sixty miles south of Louisville.

Here he built, or reconstructed, the rude log cabin

in which, on 12 February, 1809, Abraham Lincoln,

" the first American," came into the world his

example has done so much to lift above selfishness,

strife, and mere sordid care.

Rock Spring Farm was on rolling ground, with

thin hard soil. After a time it was exclianged for

a more productive holding some fifteen miles away

at Knob Creek. Here the two children acquired

their first and scanty schooling. Mrs. Lincoln, in

addition to her efforts to teach her husband to read

and write, taught Abe and his sister all that was

possible at her own knee—the Bible, the fairy tales,

and the legends she had gathered in the course

of her own humble life. She saw, too, that they

gleaned all the knowledge that was to be derived

from the teaching of those unattached schoolmasters
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who^ with the itinerant ministers, helped to bring a

leaven of the higher things into the lives of ,the

settlers.

Little Abe proved an unusually bright and per-

severing boy. He had a tenacious memory. He
was ** interested " in everything. His mother spoke

to him once about the need of being kind to soldiers.

And thereby hangs a tale that is worth repeating,

because it forms the first instance of an attitude

towards soldiers that in after years made his name
an inspiration to the boy army of the Union. Abe
had been fishing, and was making his way back to

the cabin with his catch, when he met an old soldier.

Remembering his mother's words, he at once handed

the fish to the man. Asked why he did this, he

replied, *' Because you are a soldier, and my mother

says we ought to be kind to soldiers."

When not at his lessons, which, so far as his

" schoolmasters " were concerned, were few and far

between, or helping, so far as he was able, in the

work of the little farm, young Abe revelled in the

freedom of the woods, running about, as did the

other boys who were situated similarly to himself,

in buckskin mocassins and breeches, a tow-linen

shirt, and a coonskin cap, made by his mother's busy

hands ; and he gained a kinship with nature which

made a lasting impression on his receptive mind.

It happened once, whilst he was wandering with

another boy along the bank of the stream after

which Knob Creek was named, that he suggested

crossing the water to seek for a covey of partridges
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which he had seen on the previous day. The stream

was too wide for the boys to jump over it. So they

secured a log and proceeded to " coon it." The

adventure came near to a disastrous ending. The

other boy crossed in safety. Abe, when only half-

way over, lost his nerve and fell into the water where

it ran deep. Neither of the boys could swim, but,

with that quick resourcefulness in emergency which

children born in the forest clearings of the New World

so rapidly acquired, Abe's companion secured a long

stick, and, clinging to this, more dead than alive,

Abe was pulled out of the water on to the bank,

and there resuscitated by his alarmed chum.

There was a crude kind of chivalry amongst these

boys of the old Kentucky days. As was the case

with their elders—though it is said that Thomas

Lincoln never drank, nor used bad language, nor

played cards—they were not infrequently engaged

in a rough warfare of their own. From this young

Lincoln, being naturally shy and the worst dressed

and ** homeliest " of his kind, usually kept aloof.

It followed that he became very often a butt for the

others. But it was not long before the others found

that he had some qualities beside shyness in his

composition. He was attacked by a lad bigger than

himself, and this attack was followed up by quite

a large party, all eager for fun. But the crowd that

had collected to see the " fun " had a surprise in

store for them. Put on his mettle, little Abe,

mere spindle of human awkwardness as he was,

soundly thrashed in turn numbers one, two, and three
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of his oppressors ; and then, placing his back against

a tree, he defied all and sundry to "come on."

The baiters were baited, and thenceforward he was

treated with a becoming respect.

But Knob Creek was soon to be left behind and

ere long another and a greater change was to come

into the life of the sturdy old Quaker's sturdy little

grandson.
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CHAPTER II

Adventures on a flat boat—The pathway through the forest primeval

—Hardships of the settlers—Abe and the wild turkeys—Victims

of " the milk-sick "— ** My angel mother."

During the period covered by our previous chap-

ter immense developments had taken place in

America. For one thing the invention of machinery

for separating cotton fibre from the seed had served

to bring about a social as well as an industrial revo-

lution. With the contemporary inventions affecting

the arts of spinning and weaving, Eli Whitney's

cotton gin rendered the cultivation of cotton on a

huge scale both possible and profitable. But this

development went hand-in-hand with an extensive

employment of black slave labour imported for the

purpose, and in the South, between those who could

afford this form of labour and those who could not

do so, there opened a wide social gap.

In the North agriculture was still pursued, but

manufactures multiplied with the increasing density

of the population, and so it was that North land

South found causes of acute division, and an un-

happy rivalry arose between their respective interests

and sympathies.

However—for history proper does not come with-

in the scope of this little book—there were yet vast

25
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tracts of virgin country to the Westward; and in

this direction, when the altered conditions in Ken-

tucky made him wish for change, Thomas Lincoln

turned his eyes. The land to the Westward—In-

diana, a State just included in the Union—was said

to possess a soil of wonderful fertility, abundance

of game, grand timber, and pasturage rich beyond

measure. Moreover, its constitution contained a

pledge against the introduction of slave labour. So,

in the spirit in which his father had disposed of

his property in Virginia, Thomas Lincoln sold his

farm and log cabin to a new-comer for a few dollars

in cash and some barrels of corn-whisky—then a

recognised form of currency, for stills required no

licence and there was practically no available market

for the corn in its native state—and moved onward

into Indiana.

Putting the greater part of his household goods,

together with his farming implements and the pro-

ceeds of his sale, on to a raft or fiat-boat of his

own construction, he bade farewell for a time to his

family and floated down the Rolling Fork river to

its junction with the Ohio. Here the frail craft

came to grief, and before he could land on the In-

diana side much of the cargo was lost. Piling what

was saved on to an ox-waggon, which he was able

to hire from a friendly settler, he left it with him,

and made his way through the forest to a place

known as Little Pigeon Creek, near Gentryville, in

Spencer County. After staking out a claim, for

which he bartered his corn-whisky and his available
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dollars, he returned to his former holding—a walk-

ing distance, owing to the devious track he had to

follow, of something approaching to a hundred miles.

Meanwhile, though the time was late summer,

the lot of those who had been left at Knob Creek

was one of very considerable hardship. The cabin,

as we have seen already, was denuded of its more

important furniture. For food, the three inmates

had to depend largely upon what the boy could

snare, or the mother bring down with her rifle.

We read of one bed-ticking, filled with dried forest

leaves and husks, sufficing for the repose of the

family by night. And when Thomas Lincoln re-

turned to bring them to Little Pigeon Creek, the

tale of his misfortune on the Ohio can scarcely have

added to their united stock of courage, however

glowing his reports may have been of the country

in which they were to find their new home.

Abraham was now seven and his sister Sarah

about nine years old. There had been another son,

but this little one had died a few days after his birth,

and one of the much-tried mother's last duties, ere

she set out on the journey to Indiana, was to pay

her last sad visit, accompanied by her surviving

children, to the unmarked grave of their infant

brother.

The journey to Ohio was covered with the aid

of two borrowed pack-horses. It occupied the

travellers for a whole week. They camped as well

as they could during the night, sleeping on impro-

vised beds of fragrant pine-twigs; and caught, shot.
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or gathered their food by the way. From the Ohio

to their new camping-ground the journey was con-

tinued by waggon, but the pathway through the

forest of walnut and hickory had to be cut with the

axe; and in this arduous work Abe had his share.

To those who read the story to-day it may well

appear full of romance. A veritable wonder-world

must have opened itself to the eyes of brother and

sister, however anxiety may have weighed on the

hearts of their parents. Here was the haunt of the

deer and the wild cat, as well as the home of the

more formidable wolf and bear. Copperheads and

rattlesnakes lay coiled or hidden in the dense under-

growth. Birds of varied sizes and plumage flitted

about the trees overhead or plashed in the little

creeks below. And the settler's home, when reached

at last, in the late fall—what was it? In the words

used by Abraham Lincoln in later years of reminis-

cence, it lay in ** an unbroken forest," and the clear-

ing away of surplus wood was the great task ahead.

Though young in years, Abraham was large of his

age. He had an axe put into his hands at once.

** And from that time till within his twenty-third

year he was almost constantly handling that most

useful instrument."

The nearest neighbours were miles away, and it

being impossible, at that period of the year, to build

a more substantial dwelling, the famous " half-faced

camp " was constructed of more or less pliable sap-

lings. This primitive shelter was the poorest the

family had known so far. " Four uprights, forked
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at the top, formed the corner-posts, the rear being

higher than the front. On these corner-poles were

laid the cross-pieces needed to form the edges of the

roof, and across these were the sloping rafters,

covered with split * shakes ' or thin slabs from the

trees felled by the hardy backwoodsman and his

boy. Poles set up against the outer framework and
* chinked in ' with chips and clay, made a shelter

from the blasts that howled around. The open front

was partially screened with ' pelts,' as the half-

dressed skins of wild animals are called. A fire-

place of sticks and clay, with a chimney of the same

materials, occupied one corner of the hut. Here the

future President of the Republic spent his first win-

ter in the new State of Indiana."

That winter the temperature fell to eleven degrees

below zero. Fires had to be kindled with flint and

steel, and carefully watched to be kept alive; or

death might have stalked in in the guise of some

wild animal, even if the bitter cold had spared the

inmates.

Of the '* daily round, the common task " of the

first settlers in Indiana, some idea may be gleaned

when we read, for example, that, except in times of

plenty, crusts of roasted rye-bread served for coffee
;

that an infusion of sun-dried herbs or roots did

duty for tea; that, while game, such as deer, bears,

pheasants, wild turkeys, and ducks, was fairly plenti-

ful, corn an*d wheat were grown with great diffir

culty, and potatoes were the only vegetables raised

in any quantity. Fish were abundant where streams
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were near, and in the summer wild fruits were

gathered and stored for winter use. Corn-whisky,

in addition to being a form of currency, was the

common drink, and to this fact is due, doubtless,

the scenes which occasionally disfigured the meet-

ings and *' revivals " which formed landmarks of

importance in the history of these scattered com-

munities, at a time when it took weeks and even

months for a letter to travel a hundred miles. Cloth-

ing was mainly contrived rather than made from the

skins of the animals shot for food, thorns being the

only available '* pins," while pieces of cork or rudely

fashioned bits of bone, covered with skin, served as

buttons. Boots were seldom seen, mocassins or

birch and hickory foot-coverings being the general

wear, and stockings were an infrequent luxury.

Abraham Lincoln never wore stockings *' until he

was a young man grown."

At Little Pigeon Creek, before the completion

of his eighth year, Abe performed his first exploit

with a loaded gun. In the absence of his father

a flock of wild turkeys approached the little dwell-

ing, and he shot one of them. His first, it was also

his only, adventure of the kind. He " never pulled

a trigger on any larger game."

For many years superstition added a very real

gloom to the days and nights of those who led this

truly simple life ; their spiritual needs were only

attended to by wandering preachers, the fervour of

whose religious convictions was accompanied very

often by a large share of illiteracy. The preachers
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were in most cases the only doctors available when

sickness was abroad. And sickness was not an

infrequent visitor, for malaria lurked in the swampy

ground and sanitation was unknown.

In the early part of the year following the ar-

rival of the Lincolns in Indiana, Thomas Lincoln,

with the aid of his son, built another log cabin,

the completion of which was the occasion of a kind

of gathering of the clans from seven or eight neigh-

bouring holdings. Then Thomas and Betsy Spar-

row came out from Kentucky, and took up their

abode in the vacant " half-faced camp." Betsy was

Nancy Lincoln's aunt, and, having brought up

Abraham Lincoln's mother, she was now perform-

ing a kindred office for young Dennis Hanks, the

son of another sister. So Abe had now a new

playmate, whose recollections of those early years

have added some humorous and pathetic touches to

the pages of American biography.

The Lincolns' new cabin consisted of one room,

with a loft above. The floor was the bare earth,

and this, in wet weather, turned to mud. At first

there was no window or door. Poles stuck between

the logs supported the principal bed, the covering

of which was formed of skins. The boy's sleeping-

place was even more primitive, consisting of a heap

of dry leaves in the loft, to which he mounted by

means of pegs driven in the wall.

Thomas Lincoln had grit. He was a carpenter

of parts, and a still better hunter; but he seems to

have made a poor farmer, and sometimes the family
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had nothing but potatoes to eat. It is not to be

wondered at that his son, in after-life, speaking of

these early days in Indiana, referred to them as

"pretty pinching times." Nor is it a matter for

surprise that when, in the autumn of 1 8 1 8, a

mysterious disease, called " the milk-sick," made

its appearance, those living in such hard circum-

stances fell ready victims to its fatal influence.

Thomas and Betsy Sparrow succumbed first, dying

within a few days of each other. Thomas Lincoln

cut and fashioned the rough wooden caskets which

enclosed the forms of the dead. He had barely

completed this sad task when Nancy Lincoln was at-

tacked. Within a week she too passed away. Before

the end came she called her children to her side,

and begged them to be kind one to another and to

their father, and to worship God.

Little Dennis Hanks had been taken to the Lin-

coln cabin, and he and Abe helped Thomas Lincoln

to fashion the simple coffin in which the remains of

Nancy Lincoln were placed before they were finally

laid beneath a spreading sycamore in the Indiana

forest. As there was no doctor near enough to be

summoned, so there was no minister to read the

Burial Service; and when all was over, "little

Abraham Lincoln, sitting alone on the mound of

fresh earth until the shadows grew dark and deep,

and the sound of night-birds began to echo through

the dim aisles of the forest, wept his first bitter

tears." He never forgot that day as long as he

lived.
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It was at this time that he drafted his first letter.

It was addressed to Parson Elkin, a Baptist minister

who had sometimes visited the Lincolns in their Ken-

tucky home. It was a plea that this good man
would come and preach a funeral sermon over the

grave of his mother. And early in the following

summer, when the trees were at their greenest and

the forest was most beautiful, the preacher duly

came on his errand of kindness.

Another came and helped him on his way to

manhood; but Abraham Lincoln, not unmindful of

this new indebtedness, was wont to say, with tear-

dimmed eyes, " All that I am, or hope to be, I owe

to my angel mother."



CHAPTER III

Early days at school—The historic shovel—The coming of the step-

mother—"A noble woman"—Her tribute—Abe attempts to write

poetry—A farm boy's library— Influence of Washington and
Henry Clay.

Now that she was dead, his mother's counsel came

with renewed force upon the mind of her son. It

was her custom to say to him, " Abe, you must learn

all you can, and be of some account when you grow

up." She was not without a homely pride in her

boy's Virginian ancestry, and she knew how to illus-

trate her words with stories gathered from the life

of George Washington. Before she died Abraham

could both read and write; and when autumn

had strewn a covering of brown leaves over her

grave he took to his studies, such as they were,

with more earnestness than he had ever mustered

before.

Thomas Lincoln set no great store by " book-

learning "; it was owing to his mother that the boy

was induced to tramp backwards and forwards be-

tween his home and the little school held several

miles away. And the fugitive lessons he was taught

there were gone over again in the evenings by the

light of the log-wood fire or such illumination as

was afforded by candles of spruce-wood. He wrote

34
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with pieces of charcoal on the wooden fire-shovel

—

the best form of slate available—and in the daytime

covered fence-rails and tree-trunks with his boyish

scrawl. When the village of Gentryville sprang up,

near by, wrapping paper was procured and on this

he wrote with turkey-buzzard quills dipped in ink

made out of blackberry brier-root and copperas.

It is doubtful if he would have persevered without

further help from someone older and in sympathy

with him, but this help came to him from a totally

unexpected quarter. His father, after a period of

" moping around," meanwhile little Sarah fulfilled

as well as she was able the duties of housekeeper,

left her and the two boys to fend for themselves,

and made his way back to Kentucky. Here he asked

and obtained the help and hand of one he had

early known as Sally Bush, who was then living in

widowhood at Elizabethtown. About the same time

that Thomas Lincoln and Nancy Hanks were wedded

she had married one Daniel Johnston, who had died

and left her with three children and a little property.

" I am a lone man," said Thomas Lincoln, " and

you are a lone woman. I have known you from a

girl, and you have known me from a boy; and

I have come all the way from Indiana to ask you

if you will marry me right off."

" Tommy Lincoln," she replied, " I have no ob-

jection to marrying you, but I cannot do it ' right

ofY.' I owe several little debts which must first be

paid."

"Give me a list of your debts," was the rejoinder.
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The list was given, the debts were paid, and the

next day the two were man and wife on their way

to the cabin in Indiana. But the setting-out was

in marked contrast to that which had preceded it in

the autumn of 1816, nearly three years before. It

took a four-horse team to convey the new Mrs. Lin-

coln with her family and effects from Elizabethtown

to Little Pigeon Creek. There were a table, a set of

chairs, a large clothes-chest, a "fifty-dollar bureau"

with real drawers that pulled out and disclosed a

stock of clothing, crockery to replace the tins used

hitherto in the Lincoln home, bedding, knives and

forks, and numerous other things that spelt luxury

in those times in the backwoods.

It was a red-letter day in the lives of Abe and

Sarah Lincoln and Master Dennis Hanks when the

new mother came to their little home with her son

John and two daughters, Sarah and Matilda, young

people whose ages were not far removed from those

of the little Lincolns. She washed her stepchildren

and dressed them in her own children's clothes, and

for the first time they, with another cousin, John

Hanks, who brought the little household up to nine

in number, knew what it was to sleep on a feather

bed. She was a very tall woman, straight as an

arrow, of fair complexion, sprightly, talkative, com-

panionable, but rightly proud. She possessed what

poor Nancy Lincoln had lacked—the robust strength

for physical labour. She quickly inspired her hus-

band to supply the unfinished cabin with floor, door,

and windows. Greased sheets of paper served the
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purpose of glass ; the crevices in the log walls were

filled up—in fact, the cabin became like a house
;

and, as Dennis Hanks said afterwards, '* the best

house in the country." And, to crown so much
achievement, Thomas Lincoln was prevailed upon

to join the Baptist Church.

Between the children of the two families the

closest affection developed, and from the first i\be

and his stepmother " took to each other." Years

later she said: "He never gave me a cross word

or look, and never refused, in fact or appearance, to

do anything I requested of him." And of her he

said: "She was a noble woman, affectionate, good,

and kind." One of the first things she did, after

seeing to his physical welfare, was to encourage his

love of study. He went to school again, and

Webster's Elementary Spelling-Book found suc-

cessors.

The schoolmaster to whom he was now sent was

named Andrew Crawford, and, curious as it sounds,

" manners " were included in the course of instruc-

tion as well as spelling. Abe was much more suc-

cessful in spelling than in deportment. One day,

when the word " defied " puzzled the spelling powers

of the whole school, Mr. Crawford declared that they

should be kept in all day—and all night too, if

necessary — until one of them had mastered the

orthography of that peculiar combination of vowels

and consonants. What followed has been described

by one of the scholars, then a girl of fifteen, named
Roby. Said Miss Roby: " I saw Lincoln at the win-
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dow; he had his finger in his eye, and a smile on

his face ; I instantly took the hint that I must change

the letter y into an /. Hence I spelled the word,

and the class was let out, after many futile experi-

ments, such as d-e-f-y-d-e, d-e-f-i-d-e, d-e-f-y-d, and

so on."

Many delightful anecdotes cluster around this

happy period of Abraham Lincoln's boyhood. His

stepmother preserved a little book, made and bound

by him, in which he had entered, in a large bold

hand, the tables of weights and measures, and the

sums to be worked out in connection with each table.

It is in this book that some of his early attempts at

verse-writing were found, when materials for his

life-story were being searched for. Here is one:—
Time, what an empty vapour 'tis,

And days, how swift they are :

Swift as an Indian arrow

—

Fly on like a shooting star.

The present moment just is here,

Then slides away in haste,

That we can never say they're ours,

But only say they're past.

And here is another example, which the boy, doubt-

less with a twinkle in his eye, gave to a studious

schoolfellow:—
Good boys who to their books apply

Will all be great men by-and-bye.

All the records that have come down to us of

Lincoln's schooldays show that even at this early

age he well merited the name of '* Honest Abe." It

would be untrue to say that he was perfect in any

respect. What boy—or girl—ever is? But he never
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sheltered himself behind a schoolmate, and always
*' owned up " when in fault.

With the work at school was combined hard work

on the farm, but John Hanks has left this little bit

of reminiscence: ** When Abe and I returned to the

house from work, he would go to the cupboard,

snatch a piece of corn-bread, take down a book,

sit down, cock his legs up as high as his head, and

read." His stepmother said of him: "He read

everything he could lay his hands on, and when he

came across a passage that struck him, he would

write it down on boards, if he had no paper, and

keep it by him until he could get paper. Then he

would copy it, look at it, commit it to memory, and

repeat it." Indeed, it is said that he "read every

book he heard of within a circuit of fifty miles "
;

and to economise space he made his extracts as

brief as possible: an excellent practice. But his

" very own " books were few in number. Here

is the list, so far as we know it: the Bible, Mur-

ray's English Reader, ^sop's Fables, Robinson Cru-

soe, Bunyan's Pilgrim^s Progress, a Life of Henry

Clay, a History of the United States, and Weems's

Life of Washington.

His biographers never tire of telling how Weems's

book came into young Lincoln's possession. It

seems that this work was borrowed by him from a

neighbouring farmer. He kept it at night under

his pillow, and on the occasion of a storm, the rain,

coming in through the logs that formed the wall

of the cabin, drenched him and the book as well.
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Taking the damaged volume to its owner, he asked

how he could make good the damage. It was ar-

ranged that he should put in three days' work
" shucking " (clearing the husks from) corn.

" Will that pay for the book or only for the

damage?" asked Lincoln. The farmer consented

to regard the work as paying for both. He never

forgot this book. Whilst on his way to his inaugur-

ation as President of the United States, he spoke

as follows in an address to the legislators of New
Jersey: "Away back in my childhood, the earliest

days of my being able to read, I got hold of a small

book, Weems's Life of Washington. I remember

all the accounts there given of the battle-fields and

struggles for the liberties of the country, and none

fixed themselves upon my imagination so deeply as

the struggle at Trenton. And you all know, for

you all have been boys, how those early impressions

last longer than any others. I recollect thinking

then, boy even though I was, that there must have

been something more than common that those men

struggled for."

Biography has been an active influence in the

making of all great men, and the Life of Henry Clay

doubtless had its influence in the making of Abraham

Lincoln. Son of a Baptist preacher, Henry Clay

began active life as a mill-boy. At the age of fifteen

he was an assistant clerk in the Chancery Court of

Virginia. Five years later he was licensed to prac-

tise law. Elected twice to the United States Senate,

he was returned to the House of Representatives
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when thirty-four, and was made Speaker. One of

the leading advocates of the war of 181 2-1 5 with

Great Britain, he was also one of those chosen to

negotiate the terms of peace. He was one of the

first to claim for his country freedom from European

interference. He devoted infinite time and thought

toward the establishment of a national system of

internal improvements, and advocated a form of

modified Protection. He was in favour of the

gradual abolition of slavery, but opposed to measures

which the Southern States regarded as an encroach-

ment on the part of the central government. He
was a proud, somewhat overbearing man, but for

nearly fifty years his life may be said to have been

devoted to the service of his country. Born in 1777,

he died in 1852. His career at least taught Abra-

ham Lincoln that ** one can scarcely be so poor but

that, if he will, he can acquire sufficient education

to get through the world respectably."

At the time when he first attracted Lincoln's

attention, Henry Clay was earning the name of "the

great pacificator " in connection with what is known

as " the Missouri Compromise " of 1820, by which,

whilst Missouri was admitted to the union as a slave

State, slavery was to be excluded from the great

plain lying between the Mississippi and the Rocky

Mountains, and above the parallel of 36° 30'.

With the examples of such men as Washington

and Clay before him, added to a close study of

The Revised Statutes of Indiana, which he borrowed

from the local constable, and what he heard from
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the itinerant preachers, who included advocates as

well as opponents of slavery among their number,

young Lincoln was already beginning to take an

interest in affairs beyond the confines of his Indiana

home.

Reference to this farm-boy's " library " and

reading would not be complete without some allu-

sion to another volume that had its influence upon

him. This was a dictionary that came into his

hands ; and we are told that he read it, page by

page, day after day, until he acquired a rare mas-

tery of the meaning of words. To this dictionary

study must be attributed the wonderful clarity, sim-

plicity, and directness of all he wrote and said during

his public life.



CHAPTER IV

Discussions at Gentryville store— Robert Owen's experiments—Cruel

rebuff by Lawyer Breckenridge—Abe plans a love story—His

good nature—His first dollar—An adventurous voyage.

When not at work on his father's farm, Abraham
Lincoln " lent a hand " at a neighbour's. Many
stories are told in proof of his physical strength and

endurance, which were as notable as his great

height; when seventeen he stood six feet four inches

in his socks. With his father he helped to build

a log church near his home. And the travelling

preachers who came here dealt in their addresses

with political as well as religious subjects, and

especially with slavery.

*' Abe," it is stated, " had a powerful memory.

He would go to church and come home and say over

the sermon as well as any preacher. He would often

do it for his stepmother, when she was unable to go

herself, and she said it was just as good as going

herself. He would say over everything from * Be-

loved Brethren ' to * Amen,' without a smile, pass

the plate for a collection, and then the family would

all join with him in singing the Doxology."

When Gentryville, which was named after the

principal landowner in the district, began to grow,

and a Store was started, Abe and others gathered

43
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here of an evening and on Saturday afternoons to dis-

cuss such local affairs as interested them, or as much

as they could learn of the outer world from the pages

of the little newspaper for which they subscribed in

common, but which Abe was one of the few who

were able to read with any degree of fluency.

In Indiana, on the lower Wabash, Robert Owen

began in 1826 one of those many attempts to form

that ideal community poets and philosophers have

dreamt of from time to time, and philanthropists

have occasionally endeavoured to realise. Owen,

like Lincoln, was born in humble circumstances, and

like him also in that he was, in his boyhood, a great

reader. From his home in Montgomeryshire he

made his way to Manchester, and New Lanark, where

he became famous as both a mill-owner and a phil-

anthropic socialist. He distinguished himself by his

efforts on behalf of his employees and particularly in

his care for their children, for whom he constructed

well-ventilated schoolrooms, and planned regular

physical exercises. The character of his work at

New Lanark became widely known, and inspired

similar enterprises in various parts of the country.

After travelling in Ireland and on the Continent, he

went to America, where he lectured from many plat-

forms, and for about two years— 1826- 18 28—was

head of a communistic community at New Harmony,

for which he framed a constitution, and where he

was helped by his son, who afterwards became a

prominent Indiana politician. Finding it impossible

to secure sufhcient support for his co-operative prin-
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ciples, he returned to New Lanark, and founded a

new community at Orbiston, in the parish of Both-

weU. But both at Orbiston and at Tytherley, in

Hampshire, where another experiment of the kind

was tried, Owen's philanthropic enterprise proved no

more successful than in Indiana.

The Indiana experiment, however, lasted long

enough for Lincoln to hear about it, and to become

deeply interested in it, probably from reading of it

in the newspaper already referred to, which also

contained news of the debates in Congress and the

results of law cases, always numerous in such centres,

where many knotty land questions and intricate

slavery disputes had to be adjusted. From reading

the newspaper to the little circle at the Gentryville

Store, where he acted for a time as an assistant,

Lincoln came to be regarded as something of an

oracle, though there were many, his father amongst

them, who regarded his habits as unprofitable and

evidence of an inborn laziness which would lead to

a useless, drifting kind of life. And his tendency to

cease work and put questions when strangers were

around often got him into trouble.

As time went on he escaped now and then from

uncongenial toil, and tramped to the log-barn court-

house at Boonville, some fifteen miles away, on his

return delighting the farm hands, but annoying the

farmers, by holding mock-trials in the fields. One

case had a marked effect on the impressionable mind

of the ambitious farm-lad. " A man was on trial for

murder, and had secured for his defence a lawyer of
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more than common ability, named John Brecken-

ridge. Abraham Lincoln had been exceedingly in-

terested in the case from the beginning; but when

the time came for the prisoner's counsel to speak in

his defence there was a surprise prepared for the

young Gentryville debater. He had never, until that

day, listened to a really good argument, delivered

by a man of learning and eloquence, but he had

prepared himself to know and profit by such an

experience when it came to him. He listened as

if he had himself been the prisoner whose life de-

pended upon the success of Mr. Breckenridge in

persuading the jury of his innocence. Abraham

learned much from that great speech; but he had

yet a deep and bitter lesson to receive that day. The

lines of social caste were somewhat rigidly drawn at

that time. A leading lawyer of good family like Mr.

Breckenridge was a ' gentleman,' and a species of

' great man ' not to be carelessly addressed by half-

clad boors from new settlements.

"Abe forgot all that; perhaps not knowing it

very well. He could not repress his enthusiasm over

that magnificent appeal to the judge and jury. The

last sentence of the speech had hardly died away

before he was pushing through the throng towards

the great orator. Mr. Breckenridge was walking

grandly out of the court-room when there stood in

his path a gigantic, solemn-visaged, beardless clod-

hopper, reaching out a long, coatless arm, with an

immense hard hand at the end of it, whilst an agi-

tated voice expressed the heartiest commendation of
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the ability and eloquence of his plea for his client.

Breckenridge was a small-souled man in spite of

his mental power and his training; for he did but

glance in proud amazement at the shabby, presump-

tuous boy, and then pass stupidly on without speak-

ing." *

Yet he had imparted priceless instruction to one

who had yet but a faint perception of the artificial

social barriers which in Europe and in America were

to be piled up against him and his influence on his

fellows and affairs.

Meanwhile, in the spare-time intervals, when he

was not telling " yarns "—he excelled as a recounter

of good stories from his earliest years—or " orat-

ing " at the Store or in the fields, young Lincoln was

making use of his pen. There are records of early

essays by him on Temperance and Kindness to Ani-

mals—the latter topic suggested by seeing some boys

torment a wood turtle by putting a burning coal on

its back. He even thought out the framework of a

love-story. To quote his own words: ** One day a

waggon with a lady and two girls broke down near

us, and while they were fixing up they cooked in our

kitchen. The woman had books and read us stories,

and they were the first of the kind I had ever heard.

I took a great fancy to one of the girls ; and when

they were gone I thought of her a great deal, and

one day when I was sitting out in the sun by the

house I wrote out a story in my own mind. I

* Ahrahayn Lincoln : The True Story of a Great Life, by W. O.

Stoddard.
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thought I took my father's horse and followed the

waggon, and finally I found it, and they were sur-

prised to see me. I talked with the girl and per-

suaded her to elope with me ; and that night I put

her on my horse, and we started off across the

prairie. After several hours we came to a camp
;

and when we rode up we found it was the one we

left a few hours before. The next night we tried

again, and the same thing happened—the horse came

back to the same place ; and then we concluded that

we ought not to elope. I stayed until I had per-

suaded her father to give her to me, I always meant

to write that story out and publish it, and I began

once; but I concluded it was not much of a story."

Lincoln was always ready to do a " good turn
"

whenever opportunity offered. He and a lad named

Turnham had been threshing wheat, and had decided

to spend the evening at Gentryville. As was the

custom, they lingered late. The night was frosty,

and as Abe and his companions were making their

way home, they saw a man lying dead or insensible

by the side of the path. They rolled him over, to

find an old and normally respectable acquaintance

who had been to a local " house-raising." Obvi-

ously he had taken more corn-whisky than was good

for him, and had fallen from his horse whilst passing

through the woods. All efforts to rouse him failed.

Abe's companions were disposed to let him lie in the

bed he had made for himself. Had their counsel

been followed the man would have been frozen to

death. As it was, young Lincoln picked him up in
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his strong young arms and carried him to the nearest

cabin, about a quarter of a mile away. Here he lit

a fire and nursed and warmed the man till morning

brought renewed consciousness, recovery—and grati-

tude.

When he was eighteen Lincoln acted as a ferry-

man at the spot not far from his home where Ander-

son's Creek enters the Ohio. It was here that he

earned his first dollar. There were no wharves, and

the custom was for those who wished to journey by

the steamers to go out in a boat, the steamer stop-

ping and taking them on board in mid-stream. One

day, whilst Abe was waiting with his boat, two men
with trunks came down to the shore, and after

looking at the different boats singled out that of

which he was in charge and asked, ** Who owns

this?"

The lad answered modestly, " I do."

" Will you," said one of them, " take us and our

trunks out to the steamer?"
" Certainly," said Lincoln, who supposed that

he would be rewarded with a small coin for his

trouble.

The trunks were put into his boat, the passen-

gers seated themselves on them, and he took them

out to the steamer. They got on board and he lifted

their trunks after them. The vessel was about to

proceed when he called out, *' You have forgotten

to pay me." Then each of his late passengers took

from his pocket a silver half-dollar and threw it on

to the bottom of the boat. The young ferryman

D
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could hardly believe his eyes as he picked up the

money.*

A new trouble now came into the boy's life. His

only sister had married when she was eighteen.

Like her brother she occasionally worked out at

one or other of the neighbouring farmhouses. Both,

for example, worked for Mr. Crawford, whose wife,

by the way, had lent him the copy of Weems's Life

of Washington, possession of which came to him

in the manner already described. Brother and sister

were devoted to one another, and it was a terrible

blow to the former when, a year after Sarah's mar-

riage to Aaron Grigsby, she died suddenly. The

result was a growth of ill-feeling between the Lin-

colns and the Grigsbys, though Aaron, poor man,

was doubtless as much cut up as anyone at the sad

event. He buried his young wife in the yard of the

Little Pigeon Creek church which the Lincolns had

helped to build.

That he resented the ill-feeling on the part of her

family is shown by the fact that the Lincolns were

not included in the list of those who were invited to

the wedding of his two brothers. In retaliation for

this slight Abraham wrote a skit on the Grigsby

family which brought him a challenge from William,

the eldest of the Grigsbys. This their tormentor

accepted, but when the combatants were about to

enter the ring, Abraham, his better nature moment-

arily reasserting itself, for he was physically far

more than a match for his opponent, said he would

* Abraham Lincoln^ by P. B. Hanaford.
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forgo the pleasure of thrashing him, and would let

his stepbrother, John, do battle in his stead. This

offer was loudly applauded by the spectators, and

accepted by the two parties principally concerned.

John started with spirit, but the battle going against

him, Abraham broke into the ring, seized Grigsby,

and flung him off his defeated opponent. He next

proclaimed himself the " big buck of the lick "

—

the reference here is to the adjacent deer-lick—and

none caring to come within reach of his long and

powerful arms, the Grigsbys had a bad time of it

for a while.*

A little later he was engaged by Mr. Gentry to

go on a trading voyage to New Orleans, selling

bacon and other farm produce to the cotton planters

on the way. It was a big thing this, but Mr. Gentry

evidently knew his man. Not only so, but he ar-

ranged that his son Allen should accompany Lincoln

as supercargo and steersman. The voyage down

the creek into the Ohio, and thence along the great

Mississippi to where the " Father of Waters " enters

the sea, was taken in a flat-boat or ** broad-horn," in

which a quantity of stores was placed in barrels.

The boys met with more than one adventure by the

way, and, as may be well imagined, took in all the

novelty such an enterprise offered to their inexperi-

enced eyes. A true and faithful record of this

voyage would be as deeply interesting as anything

to be found in the moving pages Mark Twain has

devoted to the doings of Tom Sawyer and Huck
* Lincoln : Master of Men, by Alonzo Rothschild.
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Finn. *' Here and there friendly or inquisitive set-

tlers came down to ask them about their * load,' as

a cargo is called in the Western waters. Or, when

they made fast to the most convenient tree at night-

fall, a far-wandering hunter came to share * pot-

luck ' and the gossip of the region with the youthful

adventurers. In this way they picked up a store

of information, useful and otherwise, and many a

queer tale of frontier and settler's life, which at

least one of the party held fast ever after in his

tenacious memory. Now and again, too, they

passed, or were passed by, other flat-boats, and

much rude chaffing and hailing in outlandish slang

went on from boat to boat."

One incident, however, which took place about six

miles below Baton Rouge, was more exciting and

dangerous than the freshwater navigators had

anticipated. " Tied up to the bank at night, as

was their custom, the twain slept soundly after their

day of toil, when they were awakened by a scram-

bling near at hand. Springing to his feet, Abra-

ham shouted, 'Who's there?' There was no reply,

and seizing a hand-spike, he made ready for an

attack. Seven negroes, evidently on an errand of

plunder, now appeared. Abe held himself ready

to * repel boarders,' and the first man who jumped

on board was received with a heavy blow that

knocked him into the water. A second, a third, and

a fourth, essaying the same thing, were similarly

received. The other three, seeing that they were

no match for the tall backwoodsman and his ally.
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took to their heels, pursued by Abe and Allen.

Overtaking the thieves, a hand-to-hand fight ensued,

but the negroes finally fled again, leaving on the

future President a scar that he carried to his

grave. *

From every point of view this voyage, which

brought him eight dollars a month in cash and the

price of his passage home, is to be regarded as a

notable occurrence in Lincoln's boyhood. It proved

eminently successful as a trading venture. The

"load " was disposed of to advantage; so was the

empty boat. And the two young heroes, as they

must have regarded themselves, made their way back

on board a steamer, arriving home after an absence

of three months, during which they had made their

first acquaintance with the great world of whose

doings they had only read in the newspaper or

heard from strangers visiting their Indiana home.

Moreover, Abe had seen what he never forgot, his

first close view of human slavery. " Slaves toiUng

in the plantations, bending beneath their tasks at

the river-side towns, and, what was more memorable,

linked together in squads or * coffles ' (gangs), torn

from old homes and families far away, and bound

up-river on the steamboats that were now frequent

on the busy Mississippi." But whilst he had no

sympathy with slavery as a system, his study of

Henry Clay's Life enabled him to sympathise with

and understand those who had grown up to regard

* Abrahafu Lmcoln and the Downfall of American Slavery, by

Noah Brooks.
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the system as a natural and defensible one. This

point is one to remember when we come to study

the part he was destined to play in the great struggle

between North and South.

For a time, after his return from New Orleans,

Abraham Lincoln pursued his old routine, making

himself useful wherever and whenever he could, and

with similar readiness and initiative improving his

mind. His visits to Boonville and his admiration for

his idol, Henry Clay, kept his thoughts busy with

the possibilities of advancement by a study of the

law. To his infinite joy he came into touch with a

friendly lawyer who gave him the liberty of his

little library. Here he would sometimes read " half

the night," and one result of this self-imposed labour

was a composition on American government which

would have secured him admission to the office of

the man of law had the lad not, with kindly thought

of those at home, declared that they could not afford

to lose him as a bread-winner.

But changes and the need of change were in the

air. The ** milk-sick " still showed itself. All the

toil of the family, and the economy practised by his

wife, had not enabled Thomas Lincoln to save the

purchase-money for his farm. Like the dove to

the Ark of old came news from John Hanks that he

had found a grand place for settlement in Macon

County, Illinois, "the land of full-grown men."

A month or so later, in February, 1830, Thomas

Lincoln handed over his farm to Mr. Gentry, sold

his corn and his hogs, packed his household goods
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and those of his sons-in-law into a single waggon,

which was drawn by two yoke of oxen, the joint

property of himself and Dennis Hanks, and started

once more in quest of the Promised Land.

Little Pigeon Creek felt under a cloud at their

departure, grieving especially at the loss of their

favourite '* character " in young Abe, one of whose

companions planted a cedar-tree in memory of their

friendship

.



CHAPTER V

In "the Land of Full-grown Men"—The winter of "the Big- Snow"
—Splitting the famous rails—Gallant rescues on the Sangamon

—

Abe's invention—Second visit to New Orleans—"You will be
President and all the negroes will be free."

It was no light task on which, in February, 1830,

the party of pioneers from Little Pigeon Creek en-

tered. Their journey to the spot in Illinois where

John Hanks had selected a piece of ground for

them near his own, at Decatur, on one of the forks

of the Sangamon River, took them for two hundred

miles through what was practically primeval country.

The axe had to be called into play again as on

the old Kentucky-Indiana pilgrimage. Sometimes

the ice had to be broken to allow the solid-wheeled

ox-waggon to pass over the fords in safety. For

the passage of the Wabash at the old French settle-

ment of Vincennes, where Lincoln saw a printing-

press for the first time, a raft had to be con-

structed.

In the daytime the track lay over half-frozen mud
and through swamps caused by the February thaws.

The nights were bitterly cold. But for every crack

of his whip Abe, who drove the team, cracked his

joke, and the active spirits of his stepmother also

56
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helped to keep the courage of the others from droop-

ing, and their hopes alive.

Now of age, Abraham Lincoln had managed to

save a few dollars, and before the exodus from

Indiana he invested these in a stock of '* notions,"

as they were called—knives, forks, needles, pins,

threads, buttons, etc.—at the Gentryville Store; and

he traded them so well at the various holdings which

they passed on their way, that before the journey's

end he had realised twice his original outlay.

With his imperturbable humour and his occasional

aggressiveness he was full of simple kindliness of

heart. One may rest assured that the oxen yoked to

that historic waggon felt little of the whip or goad.

At an early stage in the journey, soon after a rather

troublesome stream had been crossed, a pet dog

which had been trotting behind the waggon was

missed. Going back Lincoln found the little animal

whining and jumping about in great distress ,on

the opposite bank, too afraid of the black water

as it rushed over the edges of the broken ice to

venture to cross by itself. Pulling off his shoes and

socks he waded over and returned in triumph with

the shivering creature under his arm, amply re-

warded by its display of gratitude for all the dis-

comfort involved by his kindly act.

Met by John Hanks a few miles from Decatur, the

Lincolns ** pitched their tent " on a bluff overlooking

the Sangamon, where the timber land verged on

the open prairie. It was not an ideal spot, but the

situation was a more or less familiar one. The
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secret pi the prairie was not yet revealed to ,the

early settlers in "the land of full-grown men."

With characteristic forethought John Hanks had

cut the logs in readiness for the newcomers' cabin,

and it was not long before they had a roof over their

heads once more. Abe, though now at liberty to

shift for himself, stayed to take part in the work of

fixing up the new homestead. With John Hanks, he

helped to plough the fifteen acres taken by his

father, and with the same companion cut, split,

fashioned, and fixed the rails for the fencing of

the embryo farm, the first needs of which, having

regard to the sustenance of the inmates, were sup-

plied by trapping and hunting the game with which

the country abounded.

During the ensuing summer Abraham Lincoln

hired himself out to other settlers, as he had done

in Indiana—rail-splitting, ploughing, lumbering

—

undertaking whatever he could find to do. Such

opportunities as came to him for the purpose he

devoted to study, but these were few and far be-

tween. He was more away from books than ever.

It seemed that his only available capital was his

strong right arm. But men liked to work with him,

and his capacity for accomplishing whatever work he

was put to preserved him from the trouble with his

employers which his love of practical jokes and

his fancy for " orating " might otherwise have in-

volved him in.

Expectations were not at first realised on the

new Lincoln farm. It appeared as if ill-fortune was
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still to follow Thomas Lincoln despite his adaptive-

ness. He had fled from the dreaded Indiana " milk-

sick," but fever and ague haunted the banks oi the

Sangamon during that first fall. The winter opened

with exceptional mildness. But on Christmas Day
a terrible snowstorm set in. It lasted for two whole

days, and covered the land far and near several feet

deep. The snow remained till the end of February.

Crops were ruined. On the farms the live-stock

perished. It was sometimes impossible for the set-

tlers to leave their rude cabins, even to get food,

though the deer were to be caught by the herd, and

game by thousands. One good effect this had was

to bring all the settlers together in a spirit of mutual

helpfulness in face of the common calamity. The

period is still referred to as " the winter of * the

)i2: snow.'
"

In the spring there was more rail-splitting for

the future President. He wanted new pants. These,

in view of his height, required many yards of brown

jean. The price he paid was four hundred rails

per yard! " As he had split some three thousand

rails for another settler the smaller number had no

terrors for him.

But about this time, with John Hanks and John

Johnston, Abraham made the acquaintance of a

young trader and miller, named Denton Offutt, who
engaged them to go on a big river trading trip to

New Orleans with him. This meant much more than

the earlier voyage of a similar kind undertaken for

Mr. Gentry. The Sangamon and Illinois had to be
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navigated before the Mississippi was reached at a

bend a little way above St. Louis.

Offutt promised to provide the flat-boat, but when

the three young men waited upon him at Springfield,

the craft was not forthcoming, and there was nothing

for them to do but to start building the vessel them-

selves. Abe, by virtue of his experience, took com-

mand, and the work occupied them and sundry

others for four weeks.

Meanwhile, ** Lincoln succeeded in captivating the

entire river-side village of Sangamontown, near

Springfield, by, his story-telling. It was the custom

in Sangamon for the * men-folks ' to gather at noon

and in the evening, when resting, in a convenient

lane near the mill. They had rolled out a long

peeled log, on which they lounged while they whit-

tled and talked. Lincoln had not been long in

Sangamon before he joined this circle. At once he

became a favourite by his jokes and good-humour.

As soon as he appeared at the assembly-ground the

men would start him to story-telling. So irresistibly

droll were his stories that, * whenever he'd end up

in his unexpected way, the boys on the log would

whoop and roll off.' The result of the rolHng off

was to polish the old log like a mirror. The men,

recognising Lincoln's part in this polishing, chris-

tened their seat 'Abe's log.' Long after Lincoln

had disappeared from Sangamon, * Abe's log ' re-

mained, and until it had rotted away people pointed it

out, and repeated the droll stories of the stranger." *

* The Early Life ofAbraham Lincoln^ by Ida M. Tarbell.
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When the flat-boat was ready Lincoln was the

hero of a thrilling adventure which, according to

Mr. John Roll, a citizen of Springfield, who with

others helped to build the boat, arose out of the

decision to construct a canoe which was to be used

as a small boat with the **flat."

*' We found a suitable log about an eighth of a

mile up the river, and with our axes went to work

under Lincoln's directions. The river was very high,

fairly, 'booming.' After the dug-out was ready to

launch we took it to the edge of the water, and

made ready to * let her go,' when Walter Carman

and John Seamon jumped in as the boat struck the

water, each one anxious to be the first to get a

ride. As they shot out from the shore they found

they were unable to make any headway against the

strong current. Carman had the paddle and Seamon

was in the stern of the boat. Lincoln shouted to

them to * head up-stream,' and * work back to shore,'

but they found themselves powerless.

" At last they began to pull for the wreck of an

old flat-boat which had sunk and gone to pieces,

leaving one of the stanchions sticking above the

water. Just as they reached it Seamon made a grab,

and caught hold of the stanchion, when the canoe

capsized, leaving Seamon clinging to the old timber,

and throwing Carman into the stream. It carried

him down with the speed of a mill-race. Lincoln

raised his voice above the roar of the flood, and

yelled to Carman to swim for an elm tree which stood

almost in the channel, which the action of the water
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had changed. Carman, being a good swimmer,

succeeded in catching a branch, and pulled himself

up out of the water, which was very cold, and had

almost chilled him to death; and there he sat,

shivering and chattering in the tree.

*' Lincoln, seeing Carman safe, called out to Sea-

mon to let go the stanchion and swim for the tree.

With some hesitation he obeyed and struck out,

whilst Lincoln cheered and directed him from the

bank. As Seamon neared the tree he made pne

grab for a branch, and missing it went under the

water. Another desperate lunge was successful, and

he climbed up beside Carman.
" Things were pretty exciting now, for there were

two men in the tree and the boat was gone. It

was a cold, raw April day, and there was great

danger of the men becoming benumbed and fall-

ing back into the water. Lincoln called out to them

to keep their spirits up and he would save them.

" The village had been alarmed by this time, and

many people had come down to the bank. Lincoln

procured a rope and tied it to a log. He then called

all hands to come and help roll the log into the

water. After this had been done he, with the as-

sistance of several others, towed it some distance up

the stream.

" A daring young fellow by the name of ' Jim '

Dorrell then took his seat on the end of the log,

and it was pushed out into the current, with the

expectation that it would be carried down-stream

against the tree where Seamon and Carman were.
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The log was well directed, and went straight to the

tree. But Jim, in his impatience to help his friends,

fell a victim to his good intentions. Making a

frantic grab at a branch, he raised himself off the

log, which was swept from under him by the raging

waters, and he soon joined the other victims upon

their forlorn perch.

" The excitement on shore increased, and almost

the whole population of Sangamon gathered on the

river bank. Lincoln had the log pulled up the

stream again, and, securing another piece of rope,

called to the men in the tree to catch it if they

could when he should reach the tree. He then strad-

dled the log himself, and gave the word to the others

to push it out into the stream. When he dashed

into the tree he threw the rope over the stump of a

broken limb, and let it play until he had broken

the speed of the log. He then gradually drew it

back to the tree, holding it there until the three now
nearly frozen men had climbed down and seated

themselves astride. He next gave orders to the

people on the shore to hold fast to the end of the

rope which was tied to the log, and, leaving his rope

in the tree, he turned the log adrift. The force of the

current, acting against the taut rope, swung the log

around against the bank, and all ' on board ' were

saved. The excited people, who had watched the

dangerous experiment with alternate hope and fear,

now broke out into cheers for Abe Lincoln and

praises for his brave act." *

* The Early Life of Abraham Lincohiy by Ida M. Tarbell.
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Very soon afterwards Lincoln was the central

figure in another remarkable river-side scene. The

flat-boat, loaded with produce, had been given an

enthusiastic send-off and the spirits of the young

men and their employer were correspondingly elated.

But if they, felt at all proud of themselves the fall

which is traditionally in ready attendance on this

state of mind was not far off—no farther, in fact,

than the little village of New Salem, a spot just

below the point of their departure.

Owing to the unexpectedly rapid fall of the river,

the boat stuck midway across a mill-dam. And the

dilemma in which the party were placed soon at-

tracted the interest of the inhabitants on the bank.

The bow of the vessel was in the air, whilst its stern

was submerged. The onlookers wanted to know

if its occupants expected to dive or to fly to their

destination I

Once again Abe's inventive wit was sufficient for

the occasion. The load having been landed, he

bored a hole in the bow of the vessel, and rigged

up a kind of lever or derrick, by the aid of which

he lifted the stern. Thus the water she had shipped

aft ran out at the fore, and the craft was once more

afloat. The holes were quickly plugged, the cargo

was again taken on board, and to the cheers of the

wondering rustics the travellers resumed their

journey.

In his enthusiasm at Abe's invention, Offutt de-

clared that he would build a steamboat for the

Sangamon on their return, and that Lincoln should
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be her captain; but that he should first of all act

as his Store clerk.

Recollection of this incident moved Lincoln nearly

twenty years afterwards to invent and patent an

apparatus to lift vessels over shoals. The curious

may see his model in the Patent Office at Wash-

ington at the present day.

The remainder of the voyage to New Orleans

was made in safety, the chief stopping-places being

Alton, St. Louis, Cairo, Memphis, Vicksburg, Nat-

chez, and Baton Rouge. New Orleans was reached

in May, and here, having disposed of all that was

left of the cargo, the young men spent a month

"seeing the sights " of the Crescent City.

Lincoln now had an opportunity of making a

closer acquaintance with the degradation of the mar-

ket in human flesh than was possible on his first

visit. He saw men and women whipped, bought

and sold, and families separated at the " bidding
"

of different (and indifferent) buyers. One morning

Lincoln, Johnston, and Hanks passed a slave auction.

A comely mulatto girl was being sold. She under-

went a thorough examination at the hands of the

bidders, much as an animal would. They pinched

her flesh and made her run up and down, just as

if she were a young horse whose paces they wished

to test.

The spectacle thrilled and horrified Lincoln. " He
saw it," said John Hanks in later years; " his heart

bled; it ran its iron into him then and there." He
moved from the scene with a feeling of " unconquer-

E
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able hate." " Boys," he said, " let's get away from

this. If ever I get a chance to hit that thing

[slavery] I'll hit it hard." * And though the way in

which he set about hitting it was not approved of

at first by either the fervid Abolitionists or the

slave-owners, he " hit " it so hard that it never

recovered from the blow.

Some reference has been made to the supersti-

tions of the communities amongst which young Lin-

coln grew up. That these had their effect upon

him cannot be doubted. He was by nature, indeed,

something of a mystic—at all events a believer in

what are known as presentiments. For all his love

of joking, his face in repose always wore a serious,

even a sad, look, which became more and more

noticeable as he grew older. It is said that on his

second visit to New Orleans he and John Hanks

visited an aged negress who claimed to be a Voo-

doo or fortune-teller, and that she said to him,

" You will be President, and all the negroes will

be free."

* Hcrndojis Lincoln^ by W. H, Herndon and Jesse \V. Weik.



CHAPTER' VI

A bout with a famous wrestler—Filling up time as an election agent

—Life as Store manager at New Salem—Encounter with Jack

Armstrong—A lesson in good manners—Candidate for the State

Legislature.

June, 1831, saw Abraham Lincoln, John Hanks,

and John Johnston, with their employer, on board

a steamer bound for home. The three young men

had well earned their fifty cents a day and their

food, and the voyage having been so successful

Offutt added to their pay a bonus of twenty dollars

each. And he repeated his promise to make Abra-

ham a Store manager at New Salem.

The party remained together till they reached

St. Louis. Here Offutt left them, arranging to meet

Lincoln again at New. Salem. The others started

off on foot, Hanks for Springfield, and Abe and

Johnston for Coles County, Illinois, where the Lin-

coln family had removed as soon as " the great

snow " had made the removal possible. They

dreaded another autumnal bout with such foes as

fever and ague.

Whilst on this home visit, Abe came into touch

with a famous wrestler named Needham. The last-

named, it appears, had heard of Lincoln's prowess

67
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and strength, and wished to try a fall with him.

Lincoln was not unwilling. The result was an easy

victory for the ex-flat-boat man.
" Lincoln," said Needham, " you have thrown me

twice, but you can't whip me."
" Needham," was the reply, " are you satisfied

that I can throw you? If you are not, and must be

convinced through a thrashing, I will do that too,

for your sake."

There was no mistaking the attitude of those

around. They saw clearly enough that discretion

was the better part of valour for the discomfited

wrestler, and after his first outbreak of temper Need-

ham saw this too, and surrendered with as much

grace^ as he could muster.

When in July or August Lincoln found himself

at New Salem to keep his appointment with Offutt,

neither that gentleman nor his stores had arrived.

But an election had, and one of the clerks who
had been appointed to officiate being too ill to take

up his duties, Lincoln was asked if he could write.

He answered that he " could make a few rabbit

tracks on paper." This reply appears hardly a prom-

ising one, but young Lincoln's progress in self-

culture had not passed unobserved, and he received

the appointment and his first experience as an active

participator in politics. This brought him into

closer relations with many who were already friendly

from their recollection of the exploit at the mill-

dam; it served to bring about a useful friendship

with Mr. Mentor Graham, the local schoolmaster,
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and it also put a much-needed sum of money in

his pocket.

Then Offutt put in a belated appearance with

the wherewithal to stock the projected Store, and

Abe was installed as manager, Offutt was a good-

hearted man, as we have seen, but he was also a

speculator. And as the Store did not seem to realise

all that he thought it should he took over the mill,

the dam of which had already served as a passive

maker of history, and Abe was for a time manager

of this as well as of the Store. Visitors to the Store

found in its young manager one who was in every

respect amiable and no less entertaining. *' On
one occasion, finding, late at night, when he had,

counted over his cash, that he had taken a few.

cents from a customer more than was due, he closed

the Store and walked a long distance to make good

the deficiency. At another time, discovering on the

scales, in the morning, a weight with which he had

weighed out a package of tea to a woman the night

before, he saw that he had given her too little for

her money. He weighed out what was due and

carried it to her."

His duties left him time for other work, such as

cutting down trees and splitting rails. He limited

his food so that he could subscribe to the Louis-

ville Courier^ which he studied as perhaps no news-

paper has been studied since. Borrowing a copy of

KirkharrCs Grammar, and consulting Mr. Graham as

to the method of studying it, he mastered its contents

in a single week, sitting up at night for the purpose.
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In New Salem, as elsewhere in Illinois at this

date, law and order depended upon the strong arms

of the upright among the settlers. And it often fell

to the lot of Abraham Lincoln at this stage of his

career to be called upon to defend the weak. He
was never found wanting. But he had first of all

to pass through the fire and to prove his ability

to more than hold his own.
" In the neighbourhood of New Salem," writes

Mr. Nicolay, " there was a settlement called Clary's

Grove, where lived a group of restless, rollicking

backwoodsmen, with a strong liking for various

forms of frontier athletics and rough practical jokes.

Always in the progress of American settlement there

has been a time, whether the frontier was in New
England or Pennsylvania or Kentucky, or on the

banks of the Mississippi, when the champion wrest-

ler held some fraction of the public consideration

accorded to the victor in the Olympic Games pi

Greece." We have seen already how Lincoln was

called upon to prove his grit in Coles County, where

he defeated the wrestler Needham. " Until Lincoln

came, Jack Armstrong was the champion wrestler of

Clary's Grove and New Salem, and picturesque

stories are told how the neighbourhood talk, in-

flamed by Offutt's fulsome laudation of his clerk,

made Jack Armstrong feel that his fame was in

danger. Lincoln put off the encounter as long as

he could, and when the wrestling match finally came

off neither could throw the other. The bystanders

became satisfied that they were equally matched in
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strength and skill, and the cool courage which Lin-

coln manifested throughout the ordeal prevented the

usual close of such incidents with a fight. Instead

of becoming chronic enemies and leaders of a neigh-

bourhood feud, Lincoln's self-possession and good

temper turned the contest into the beginning of a

warm and lasting friendship."* There are more

exciting accounts of this tussle, but Mr. Nicolay's

seems the most reliable.

We know that Lincoln never played cards, gam-

bled, smoked, nor used profane language. His ob-

jection to bad language was demonstrated in a cha-

racteristic manner during the time he was at Offutt's

Store. " Whilst he was showing some goods to two

or three women one day, a bully came in and at-

tempted to talk in an offensive manner, using much

profanity, and evidently wishing to provoke a quar-

rel. Lincoln leaned over the counter and begged

him, as ladies were present, not to indulge in such

talk. The bully retorted that the opportunity had

come for which he had long sought, and he would

like to see the man who could hinder him from

saying anything he might choose to say. Lincoln,

still cool, told him that if he would wait until the

ladies had left he would hear what he had to say

and give him any satisfaction he desired. As soon

as the women were gone the man became furious.

Lincoln heard his boasts and his abuse for a time,

and finding that he was not to be put off without

a fight, said, * Well, if you must be whipped I sup-

* A Short Life ofAbrahatn Lincoln., by J. H. Nicolay.
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pose I may as well whip you as any other man !
' This

was just what the bully had been seeking, he said
;

so out of doors they went. Lincoln made short work

of him. He threw him upon the ground, held

him there as if he were a child, and gathering some
* smart-weed ' {Polygonum hydropiper) which grew

upon the spot, rubbed it into his face until the fellow

bellowed with pain. Lincoln did all this without a

particle of anger, and when the job was finished,

washed his victim's face, and did everything he

could to alleviate the pain. The upshot of the

matter was that the man became his lifelong friend,

and was a better man from that day." *

Shortly after Offutt had taken over the mill, he

employed a second clerk, or assistant manager,

named Green. Green was a witness of Lincoln's

first and, so far as we know, only indulgence in the

taste of alcoholic liquor. The incident arose in this

v.ay. Green was addicted to petty gambling, and

i^incoin thought he could break him of the habit.

' Billy," said he one day, " you ought to stop gamb-

ling wiih Estep."
—

" I'm ninety cents behind," was

the reply, " and I can't quit till I've won this back."
—

" If," rejoined Lincoln, " I help you to win that

back, will you promise never to gamble again?"

After a moment's reflection Green gave the pro-

mise. The sequel is an amusing example of Lincoln's

humour. Said he, " Here are hats on sale and you

need one. Now, when Estcp comes, you draw him

on by degrees, and finally bet him one of those hats

* The Every-dny Life of Abnihani Lincohi, by F. F. Browne.
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that I can lift a full forty-gallon barrel of whisky

and take a drink out of the bung-hole." Accord-

ingly they fixed the barrel so that the bung-hole

would be in the right place, and when Estep ap-

peared, after a little bantering, the bet was made.

Lincoln then sat down, and lifting first one end of

the barrel on one knee, and the other on his other

knee, succeeded in taking a mouthful of the liquor,

which he immediately spat out. Green won his

bet and kept his promise. He never gambled

again.

Reference has been made to the fact that in the

intervals of his duties at Olfutt's Store, duties con-

scientiously and scrupulously performed, Lincoln was

able to put his hands to little " jobs " for his neigh-

bours. But whether these odd " jobs " took him

into the woods or into the cabins around he always

seems to have contrived to combine with their ful-

filment a certain amount of reading. One chroni-

cler tells us of seeing the future President lying on

a trundle-bed reading whilst with his foot he rocked

a cradle—that of a little Armstrong. He was ever

fond of children; but his pose on this occasion

supplies a hint of the way in which the shortsighted

among his contemporary critics came to regard him

as a loafer.

One exploit of this period recalls Offutt's declara-

tion, made at the time of the mill-dam adventure,

that he would build a steamer for the Sangamon and

appoint Lincoln her first captain. Someone other

than Offutt saw money in such a steamboat service,
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and thought by it to bring Sangamon and other

budding townships along the river into touch with

the outer world. Public meetings were held and

subscriptions raised in support of the new venture.

The merchants of Springfield advertised the arrival

of goods " direct from the East per steamer." Mails

were promised regularly once a week by the same

medium. The vessel, named The Talisman^ came

from Cincinnati, on the north bank of the Ohio.

Captain Bogue, who commanded her, sent word

when she might be expected to reach Beardstown,

where the Sangamon falls into the Illinois, and here

Lincoln and others went to meet her. They armed

themselves with long-handled axes wherewith to lop

off the branches which overtopped the waters of the

Sangamon and rendered navigation difBcult. The

rivers in those days had to be cleared as well as the

tracks through the woods. The day was a great

one for the whole district. On the arrival of The

Talisman at Sangamontown, whither she was piloted

by, Lincoln, a banquet was given at Springfield to

celebrate the event. To this, however, the pilot

was not invited. He was only " a pilot," and the

assembly was confined to "gentlemen." But his

services were required again to pilot the boat back

to the Illinois, and he was paid for them.

Some time later The Talisman caught fire at

St. Louis, and her brief, if glorious, career came to

a sudden end. Meanwhile OlTutt's many enterprises

also came to a finish. Ere the year was out Store

and mill passed from his hands ; and his deputy was
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once more adrift. Green and Armstrong now proved

themselves friends in need.

Lincoln had achieved a sobriquet, that of " Honest

Abe," by which he was known familiarly all his

life, and which will be his through time. Offutt,

with a divination that he could not apply to his

own concerns, had declared that his assistant would

one day be President. But it must be admitted that

the prophecy, like that of the Voodoo " seer,"

seemed to offer little likelihood of fulfilment.

So far, as M. Taine has said of the author of

Robinson Crusoe^ Lincoln was like one of those

brave, obscure, and useful soldiers who, with empty

belly and burdened shoulders, go through their

duties with their feet in the mud; pocket blows,

receive the whole day long the fire of the enemy, and

sometimes that of their friends into the bargain,

and die sergeants, happy if it has been their good

fortune to get hold of the Legion of Honour. Hap-

pily, the end was not to be like this in Lincoln's

case. The ** sergeant's stripes," at least, were not

far off.

He had won local popularity. In the eyes of the

unruly and the adventurous, as in those of the more

peaceably disposed settlers and their womenkind,

he was an object of respect. It was beginning to

be seen that the outward " loafing " on his part was

no sign of any inward laziness.

Politics were being taken up keenly as means of

communication with the other parts of the country

improved. Here, as in the other States, a passion for
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local improvements sprang into being. New Salem,

Sangamontown, Springfield—indeed, the whole of

Sangamon County—desired better means of reaching

Beardstown, near the junction of the Sangamon with

the Illinois. Opinion was divided between the alter-

natives of a railroad and the clearing of the first-

named river for steamer traffic. The passage of

The Talisman and the tremendous cost of a rail-

road sixty miles in length caused the majority to

fall in with the project for making the river more

navigable. The pros and cons of the various plans

were threshed out in the columns of a newspaper

wherewith the community had provided itself

—

The

Sangamon Journal.

The first term of office of the seventh President

—Andrew Jackson—was approaching its close. The

succession was again to be disputed by Henry Clay.

Voters in Illinois were preparing themselves for the

contest. Six candidates came forward for the re-

presentation of Sangamon County in the State Legis-

lature. The election was fixed for the August of

1832. In its issue of March 15 the local Journal

printed a letter some two thousand words long, and

addressed "To the People of Sangamon County."

In this " Your Friend and Fellow-citizen, A. Lin-

coln," proclaimed himself a candidate.

The address in question was a very remarkable

effort for so young a man. In it Lincoln declared

himself an upholder of the true principles of repub-

licanism, and applied the then prevailing idea of

internal improvements to the needs of the county he
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sought to represent. After pointing out the ob-

stacles in the way of a railroad he proceeded ,to

advocate the river-improvement scheme, citing in

dignified language his own experiences in building

flat-boats and navigation to show that he approached

the subject with some authority. A curious side-

light is thrown on the perils of small communities

by a reference in this address to the need for a

law against usury, the evasion of which " could

only be justified in cases of extreme necessity."

But let us quote Lincoln's own words. They are

peculiarly interesting.

** Upon the subject of education," he wrote, " not

presuming to dictate any plan or system respecting.

it, I can only say that I view it as the most impor-

tant subject which we as a people can be engaged

in. That every man may at least receive a moderate

education, and thereby be enabled to read the his-

tories of his own and other countries, by which he

may duly appreciate the value of our free institu-

tions, appears to be an object of vital importance,

even on this account alone, to say nothing of the

advantages and satisfaction to be derived from all

being able to read the Scriptures and other works,

both of a religious and moral nature, for .them-

selves."

Lincoln always looked back with pain, as Charles

Dickens did, to the limitations against which he

had to labour in his pursuit of knowledge when a

child, but even in the backwoods the efforts made
by. the rude forefathers of modern America to pro-
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vide themselves with schools and churches is worthy

of remembrance.
" For my part," proceeded Lincoln in his first

election address, " I desire to see the time when

education^—and by its means morality, sobriety,

enterprise, and industry—shall become more general

than at present; and should be gratified to have it

in my power to contribute something to the ad-

vancement of any measure which might have a ten-

dency to accelerate that happy period." The young

candidate for Sangamon County concluded: ** Con-

sidering the great degree of modesty which should

always attend youth, it is probable that I have been

already more presuming than becomes me. How-
ever, upon the subjects which I have treated I have

spoken as I have thought. I may be wrong in re-

gard to some or all of them; but holding it to be

a sound maxim that it is better only sometimes to

be right than at all times to be wrong, so soon as I

discover my opinions to be erroneous I shall be ready

to renounce them. Every man is said to have his

peculiar ambition. Whether it be true or not, I can

say, for one, that I have no other so great as that

of being truly esteemed of my fellow-men, by ren-

dering myself worthy of their esteem. How far I

shall succeed in gratifying this ambition is yet to

be developed. I am young and unknown to many
of you. I was born, and have ever remained, in the

most humble walks of life. I have no wealthy or

popular relations or friends to recommend me. My
case is thrown exclusively upon the independent
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voters of the county, and, if elected, they will have

conferred a favour upon me for which I shall be

unremitting in my labours to compensate. But if

the good people, in their wisdom, shall see fit to

keep me in the background, I have been too familiar

with disappointments to be very much chagrined."

The man he became may now be seen growing

in the boy that he was.



CHAPTER VII

Service in the "Black Hawk" war—Defence of the poor Indian

—

In the thick of the election—Lincoln's first election speech

—

Defeated but not disgraced.

Before the State election could take place volun-

teers were called for a defensive movement against

an old Indian war-chief who, with a party of braves,

had defied the treaties in which they had agreed to

keep to the land west of the Mississippi. They now

declared a right to the ancient hunting grounds of

their people in Northern Illinois.

This outbreak was the last of the Indian risings

in Illinois, and is known, after the name of the

chief who led it, as the " Black Hawk " war. The

call for volunteers came from the State Governor

—

John Reynolds—in April, and Lincoln was amongst

the first to respond. His old rivals of Clary's Grove

enlisted also, and elected him as their captain, a suc-

cess, he wrote in 1859, '* which gave me more plea-

sure than any I have had since." It was thus that

the ** sergeant's stripes," referred to in the preced-

ing chapter, came to him; and he wore them long

enough, short as his period of service was, to re-

flect credit upon them.

On April 22, the day following his appointment,

80
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the company was mustered in at Beardstown and

attached to a regiment of mounted troops. Six

days later they moved on towards the frontier. The

work was far from child's play, and involved no

little hardship; and Lincoln's lack of military experi-

ence led to some more or less amusing incidents.

His company, be it remembered, was composed of

the most unruly elements. Once, indeed, he was

deprived of his sword because his men, escaping

from his vigilance, smuggled into camp one night

a quantity of liquor and were, as a result, unable

to fall in the next morning. But he wore down all

obstacles, as was his wont, and very quickly had a

loyal and cheerful following. Though the campaign

was short, and the Clary's Grove boys saw little

actual fighting, they were not without their painful

experiences. One morning, just as the sun was ris-

ing, they came upon a camp of white scouts. The

Indians had surprised the sleepers and had killed

and scalped every one of them.

On another occasion Lincoln interposed his body

between his men and a poor friendly Indian who

came to their camp with a safe conduct from a

well-known officer.

'* Injun white man*s friend," exclaimed the for-

lorn, hungry, and helpless friendly, as he extended

his hand in supplication. "See—paper talks; from

big white war-chief." And he drew from his belt

a letter which he offered as evidence of friendship.

But the soldiers into whose presence he had thrust

himself had no faith in such assurances. They had

F
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been looking for Indians. Here was one at last—no

doubt a spy-perhaps Black Hawk himself.

" String him up! Scalp him! Kill him!" they

cried. " He's a sure-enough Injun. He's what

we're after. Rush him along. We'll settle him."

In vain the poor old Red Man fluttered the letter

in their faces. '' Me good Injun," he protested
;

** white chief say so. See um talking-paper."

"Get out! Can't play that forgery on us. Shoot

him I Shoot him! " the soldiers shouted. And with

that they hustled the old Indian about so roughly and

made so much noise over their prize that they aroused

their Captain, who came springing from his tent.

"What's all this row about?" he demanded.

At once his glance fell upon the badgered Indian,

and, dashing in among his men, he scattered them

to right and left, and placed a protecting hand upon

the fugitive's shoulder.

" Stand back all of you! " he shouted. " Aren't

you ashamed of yourselves—all of you piling on one

poor old redskin? What are you thinking of?

Would you kill an unprotected man?"

"A spy—he's a spy!" cried the discomfited

soldiers, gathering again about their prey. The

Indian read his fate in their eyes. He crouched low

at the Captain's feet, recognising in him his only

protector.

" Fall back, men; fall back! " Lincoln demanded.
" Let the Injun go. He hasn't done anything to

you. He can't hurt you."

" What are you afraid of?" demanded one of the
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ringleaders, brandishing his rifle.
** Let us have

him. We're not afraid, even if you are a coward."

The tall Captain faced his accuser and proceeded

to roll up his sleeves deliberately and with unmis-

takable meaning.

•'Who says I'm a coward?" he demanded.

The implied challenge received no response. The

Sangamon boys knew the length and strength of

those brawny arms.
** Get out, Cap'n, that's not fair," they said.

" You're bigger 'n we are, and heavier. You don't

give us a show."
" I'll give you all the show you want, boys," said

the Captain. '* More'n you'll give this Injun. I'll

tell you what: I'll fight you all, one after another,

just as you come. Take it out of me if you can,

but you shan't touch this Injun. When a man comes

to me for help, he's going to get it, if I have to

lick all Sangamon County."

There was no acceptance of that challenge either.

The Indian was given over to the Captain; the

men dispersed; the trouble was over; no man in

the camp, or all the camps together, had any desire

to try a wrestle with Captain Abraham Lincoln,

who protected a fugitive Indian from the ferocity of

that unruly set of raw recruits at the risk of his life.

" I never," said one of his comrades, " saw Lin-

coln so roused before." *

Towards the end of May the Sangamon boys were

mustered out. Convinced that their chances of seeing

* Historic Americans^ by Elbridge S. Brooks.
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some real fun—by which they meant serious fighting

—were small, and chafing at the physical hardships

nevertheless imposed upon them, they became dis-

satisfied; and as they had been enlisted for no

definite term, and other levies were on the way to

the frontier, it was decided to send them home.

Meantime, those who were willing to do so were

asked to re-enlist for a few days longer, pending

the arrival of the new men. Lincoln was amongst

the willing ones, and on the day he was mustered

out as Captain he was enrolled as private in a com-

pany of mounted scouts or rangers, with whom he

remained, as did others whose names later became

prominent in public affairs, until the middle of June,

about a month before Black Hawk was taken prisoner

and the war brought to a close. Lincoln, we are told,

made a first-class scout; and many lived to tell

with zest of his yarns around the camp fire.

He and his comrades were finally disbanded at

a spot called Whitewater, in Wisconsin. They

started home like schoolboys on their holidays. And
Lincoln and his messmate, George M. Harrison, had

need of their high spirits, for their horses were

stolen and they had to begin their long pilgrimage

on foot. Says Harrison: *'
I laughed at our fate,

and he [Lincoln] joked at it, and we all started

off merrily. The generous men of our company

walked and rode by turns with us, and we fared

about equal with the rest. But for this generosity

our legs would have had to do the better work; for

in that day this dreary route furnished no horses to
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buy or to steal, and, whether on horse or on foot,

we always had company, for many of the horses'

backs were too sore for riding."

At Peoria, on the Illinois, they bought a canoe

and paddled down to Pekin, where Lincoln busied

himself with making an oar for the little vessel

whilst his companion reconnoitred for provisions.

Harrison, in his narrative of the adventure, goes

on to say: " The river, being very low, was without

current, so that we had to pull hard to make half

the speed of legs on land; in fact, we let the canoe

float all night, and on the next morning always found

the objects still visible that were beside us the pre-

vious evening. The water was remarkably clear

for this river of plants, and the fish appeared to

be sporting with us as we moved over or near them.

On the day after we left Pekin we overhauled a raft

of saw logs, with two men afloat on it to urge it

on with poles and to guide it in the channel. We
immediately pulled up to them and went on the raft,

where we were made welcome by various demonstra-

tions, especially by an invitation to a feast on fish,

corn-bread, eggs, butter, and coffee, just prepared

for our benefit. On these good things we fed al-

most immoderately, for it was the only warm meal

we had made for several days. Whilst preparing it,

and after dinner, Lincoln entertained them, and they

entertained us for a couple of hours very amusingly."

At Havana they sold their canoe and made their

way on foot over the sand-ridges to Petersburg,

and thence to New Salem, where they arrived, after
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an absence of three months, ten days before the

date of the election.

We now have evidence of the impression which

Lincoln had made upon his countrymen, as well as

an account of his first appearance on the platform.

Let us take the second item first.

** He wore a mixed jeans (twilled cotton cloth)

coat, claw-hammer style, short in the sleeves and

bobtail—in fact, it was so short in the tail he could

not sit on it—flax and tow-linen pantaloons, and a

straw hat. I think he wore a vest, but do not re-

member how it looked. He wore pot-metal boots.

His maiden effort on the stump was a speech on

the occasion of a public sale at a village eleven

miles off Springfield. After the sale was over and

speech-making had begun, a fight—a * general fight,'

as one of the bystanders relates—ensued, and Lincoln

noticing one of his friends about to succumb to the

energetic attack of an infuriated ruffian, interposed

to prevent it. He did so most effectually. Hastily

descending from the rude platform, he edged his

way through the crowd, and seizing the bully by

the neck and seat of his trouser, threw him by means

of his strength and long arms, as one witness stoutly

insists, 'twelve feet away.' Returning to the stand,

and throwing aside his hat, he inaugurated his cam-

paign with the following brief declaration

:

" * Fellow Citizens,— I presume you all know who

I am. I am humble Abraham Lincoln. I have been

solicited by many friends to become a candidate for

the Legislature. My politics arc short and sweet.
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like the old woman's dance. I am in favour of a

national bank. I am in favour of the internal im-

provement system and a high protective tariff. These

are my sentiments and political principles. If elected,

I shall be thankful; if not it will be all the same.' " *

Now for the evidence of the impression which

Lincoln had made upon his fellow-citizens. They

did not elect him, but for all that he had no reason

to be ashamed of his place on the polling-sheet.

In all, thirteen candidates came before the electors.

Sangamon County was entitled to four representa-

tives only. Here is the full list of the candidates and

the votes recorded for them: E. D. Taylor, 1127 ;

John T. Stuart, a Kentuckian who was well kno.wn

as a lawyer in Springfield and as a Major in the

Black Hawk War, 991 ; Achilles Morris, 945 ; Peter

Cartwright, a famous backwoods preacher, 815. Not

elected: A. G. Herndon, 806; W. Carpenter, 774 ;

J. Dawson, 717; A. Lincoln, 657; T. M. Neale,

571; R. jQuintin, 485; Z. Peter, 214; E. Robin-

son, 169; and Kirkpatrick—a saw-mill owner for

whom Lincoln had once worked, and who was also

an unsuccessful candidate for the captaincy of San-

gamon Volunteer Company, 44.

The figures show that the total vote of the county

was about 2168; and of this total Lincoln received

nearly one-third. Moreover, in his home precinct

of New Salem, 277 voted for him and only three

against him.

* Henidons Lincoln : The True Story of a Great Life, by William
H. Herndon and Jesse W. Weik.



CHAPTER VIII

A deal on credit and its disastrous consequences—Store-keeper and
student—An unconventional postmaster—Courage and principle

in misfortune—Appointment as Deputy-Surveyor—A friend in

need.

Lincoln had now made his first serious attempt

to emer political life. Much as he valued the tribute

paid to him, he was defeated. It was the last as

well as the first time that he was destined to be

beaten on a direct vote of his fellow-countrymen.

But he was left to confront a grave crisis in his

life. To quote his own words :
" He was now without

means and out of business, but was anxious to remain

with his friends who had treated him with so much
generosity, especially as he had nothing elsewhere

to go to. He studied what he should do; thought

of learning the blacksmith's trade, thought of try-

ing to study law, rather thought he could not succeed

at that without a better education."

Store-keeping offered leisure for study as well as

a means of livelihood, and accident placed an op-

portunity of once again turning his hand to this, one

of the most interesting modes of life associated with

these early American settlements. The Store played

a most important part in every small Western town.

It served the purpose at once of a centre at which

88
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necessaries of existence were to be obtained and of

an inn, newsroom, club, and discussion forum.

Readers will remember how useful to Lincoln was

the old Store at Gentryville.

After Offutt's failure, a man named Reuben Rad-

ford brought a stock of goods to New Salem and

opened a Store. He was warned that the Clary's

Grove boys might make things too lively for him,

but he thought that if he refused to sell them more

than two drinks at a time he could keep them under

control. Events proved that he had not allowed

for all emergencies. One day, whilst he was on a

visit to a neighbouring village, having left his young

brother in charge, the boys from Clary's Grove made

their first call at his Store. To their no small amaze-

ment, w^hen each of the party had been served with

two allowances of whisky, they were informed by

young Radford that the supply was under an em-

bargo until they came again. This innovation was

by no means to their taste, and they proceeded to

argue the matter. Verbal argument failing to induce

the young man behind the counter to depart from

the injunctions laid upon him by his brother, the

Clary's Grove boys took out their horse-pistols, and

making targets of the most likely objects in the

Store for such a purpose soon reduced things to

chaos, and finally " helped themselves " freely to the

spirit.

The homeward ride of the rowdies in the small

hours of the morning took them through the place

where Reuben Radford was staying. Mindful of
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the warning that he had received, he got out of bed,

mounted his horse, and rode as quickly as possible

for his new Store. His wild riding in turn attracted

the curiosity of Lincoln's friend, Green, who was

afoot early on his way to his work at one of the

mills. Green followed to learn the cause of such

excitement, and arrived at the Store to find its owner

standing aghast at the ruin on every hand.
**

I'll sell out," exclaimed Radford, as Green came

up, " at the first offer I get."
**

I offer four hundred dollars," said Green hu-

morously. The offer was at once seized upon. A
credit transaction was made, whereupon Radford be-

strode his steed and departed.

The new Store was directly opposite the hotel

(so called) where Lincoln was putting up; and just

at this moment Abe appeared at the washstand out

of doors. Quickly taking in the situation he said,

** Hold on. Bill, till I get a bite of breakfast, and

we'll take an inventory and see what you've got."

**
I don't want any more inventory," was the reply,

** the * Clary. Grovers ' have done all the inventoryin'

/ want."

But after breakfast the two friends went through

the stock and found that it was worth seven hundred

and fifty dollars at least. Lincoln, as we know, was

then casting about for a means of livelihood. So

was one William Berry, but Berry had capital

—

two hundred and fifty dollars in cash, a good horse,

saddle, and bridle.

In less than an hour from the time of the inven-
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tory Berry and Lincoln formed a partnership and

went into possession.

One hazardous venture led to another. The firm

of Berry and Lincoln, founded on credit, bought

out, also on credit, the rival Store of the brothers

James and Rowan Herndon ; and in a short time had

the monopoly of the Store business in that locality.

This enterprise of the partners, however, was not

supported by the necessary business ability. To

both of them the concern in which they were jointly

involved was regarded but as a means to an end.

To Berry it afforded unlimited opportunities for in-

dolence and tippling. He obviously looked to his

partner to do all the work. To Lincoln the business

afforded, as a primary consideration, opportunity for

improving himself. And between the tippling and

the study the concern came to a disastrous end, such

stability as it enjoyed resting on the foundation of

the general esteem in which Lincoln was held.

All the while he was dreaming of a lawyer's

career; and his ambitions in this direction received

a fillip from a curious incident which he has de-

scribed in the following words :
-^

** One day a man who was migrating to the West

drove up in front of my Store with a waggon which

contained his family and household plunder. He
asked me if I would buy an old barrel, for which

he had no room in his waggon, and which contained

nothing of special value. I did not want it, but to

oblige him I bought it, and paid him, I think, half

a dollar for it. Without further examination I put
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it away in the Store and forgot all about it. Some
time after, in overhauling things, I came upon the

barrel, and emptying it on the floor to see what it

contained, I found at the bottom of the rubbish a

complete edition of Blackstone's * Commentaries.'

I began to read those famous works, and I had

plenty of time, for during the long summer days,

when the farmers were busy with their crops, my
customers were few and far between. The more

I read the more intensely interested I became.

Never in my whole life was my mind so thoroughly

absorbed. I read until I devoured them."*

In addition to his study of Blackstone, Lincoln

borrowed other law books, and he came also into

touch with a school teacher named Kelso who intro-

duced him to the works of Shakespeare and Burns.

Other writers who became more or less familiar to

him in his insatiable search for books were Gibbon,

RoUin, Tom Paine, and Voltaire. It argues a vast

deal for his natural good sense that he derived only

the good and suffered none or little of the harm

which some of these authors have been responsible

for.

In May, 1833, additional proof of the advancing

popularity of the New Salem storekeeper was to

hand in his appointment as postmaster, which he

held for three years—till, indeed, that official's occu-

pation was gone and the office was transferred else-

where. Settlements, if they rose quickly in the

wilderness of those days, disappeared with a rapidity

* The True Abraham Lincoln^ by \V. E. Curtis.
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that is almost as startling as their rise, and New
Salem was not one of the long-lived.

The mails were carried by four-horse coaches and

on horseback; and the arrivals at New Salem were

at weekly and fortnightly intervals. Their delivery

was usually made by the postmaster in person, and

Abraham Lincoln used his hat as a receptacle for

the letters. What made the position of special value

to him was the privilege he enjoyed of reading all

printed matter, such as the newspapers, before hand-

ing it on to the addressees. Those who called at

the Store for their letters would customarily stay to

impart to the postmaster whatever they contained

that was of general interest. Thus, if the emolu-

ments attaching to it were small, the office served

to bring Lincoln into touch with many of the best

people in the County.

The stories told of Postmaster Lincoln recall those

of his scrupulous honesty as storekeeper. For ex-

ample, when, years afterwards, a Government agent

called to go over his books and accounts, Lincoln

drew forth an old blue sock with a quantity of silver

and copper coin tied up in it—the actual moneys

he had collected in his official capacity and so far

had not been able to hand over to the proper authori-

ties. The significance of this incident will be mani-

fest when it is remembered that often and often,

whilst he had these coins in his possession, was he

in sore need of money for food.

Meanwhile Berry was swallowing his share of the

profits of the Store in drink. On his side Lincoln
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was, perhaps, not an ideal partner in such circum-

stances. Anyway, soon after the postal appointment

was an accomplished fact the firm of Berry and

Lincoln came to its inglorious end. Seeing ruin

staring them in the face, the partners sold out—as they

had bought—on credit, to two brothers named Trent.

The purchasers disappeared. Berry succumbed to

the effects of his intemperate habits, and Lincoln

was faced with a debt of between iioo and 1200

dollars (about £240), to liquidate which he had

no visible resources beyond his power to start work

again for whoever would employ him.

He might have disavowed a large portion of the

sum just named, and without discredit, if the affair

were judged by the ordinary business code of the

community in which he lived. But, like Sir Walter

Scott, and his own countryman, Mark Twain, when

confronted with the financial ruin and the possibility

of placing a part of the burden on the shoulders of

others, Lincoln at once assumed responsibility for

the entire debt. All he asked for was what the

others asked for, time. It says much for his char-

acter that time was cheerfully given to him as it

was given, later, to them; and that, though it took

the labour of seventeen years to do so, he paid,

with interest, every cent of what he and his friends

came to call the " national debt."

For Lincoln the outlook seemed infinitely worse

than it was at the time of the Offutt failure. But

he faced it with a courage and faith that never

failed him, whatever else went awry. And " the way
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out " showed itself this time in a direction more to

his liking than the speculation into which he had

been so foolishly tempted by the wreck of Radford's

Store.

The scheme for developing the Sangamon as a

navigable river for commercial purposes fell

through; but the increase of immigration into the

** land of full-grown men " had so multiplied the

duties of the surveyor of Sangamon County, Mr.

John Calhoun, that he was compelled to look out

for a reliable assistant. In casting around for the

most likely man for his purpose his choice fell

upon Abraham Lincoln. His judgment was not at

fault, as events proved amply, but his selection at

first took Lincoln by surprise. The surveyor was

well known as a Democrat. Lincoln was a pro-

nounced Whig. Such appointments more often than

not had a political significance. Moreover, " Hon-

est Abe " knew hardly more about Mr. Calhoun

than he did of surveying, his acquaintance with

which was probably confined to what he had read

about it when studying the Life of Washington, whose

history, by the way, though varying in many vital

matters, contains for the curious some parallels to

his own.

Lincoln's first step on being told by a neighbour

of the offer that was to be made to him was to go

to Springfield and make it perfectly clear to Mr.

Calhoun that he could not accept the appointment

if such acceptance meant that he would have to

" go over to the other side." Mr. Calhoun had no
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difficulty in impressing his young protege with his

own disinterestedness so far as politics were con-

cerned, in earnest of which he said he was willing

to wait until Lincoln had qualified himself for the

performance of his new duties.

Lincoln, his mind at rest, and his ambition newly

fired, did not let the grass grow under his feet.

He procured a compass and chain. He sought and

found—perhaps Mr. Calhoun lent him—a treatise

on surveying by Flint and Gibson. He induced Mr.

Mentor Graham, who had coached him in the study

of Kirkhani's Grammar^ once again to lend him a

hand in the study of a subject somewhat more intri-

cate. He worked so hard, by day and by night,

that the effect on his health gave concern to his

friends. In the short space of six weeks he was

able to report himself for duty, and so well satisfied

was Mr. Calhoun with the progress he had made
that he was forthwith handed that portion of the

work which affected the division of the county with

which in recent years he had become most familiar.

He thus ** procured bread, and kept body and soul

together," though at the outset he had to increase

his financial liabilities by borrowing money for the

purchase of a horse. He quickly showed that his

six weeks' study had resulted in more than super-

ficial " cram." He was thorough in everything to

which he set himself. And now, with an income,

when at work, of three dollars a day, and extras for

maps and travelling expenses, he felt his feet were

at last on the upward path. But before he had got
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comfortably into the saddle, as it were, the shadow
of the ** national debt " threatened his undoing.

A man who had bought one of the Berry-Lincoln

notes sued the young surveyor, obtained a judgment

in his favour, and, the money (120 dollars) not

being forthcoming, seized the horse, saddle, and sur-

veying instruments without compunction. But if

Lincoln met sometimes with " crooked sticks," he

never lacked a friend, and one, a New Salem farmer,

promptly came forward, bought the property, and

restored it to Lincoln. *' Pay for them, Abe, when
you get ready," said he, " and if you never get

ready, it's all the same to me." The crisis was
happily averted, and for three years onward Lin-

coln travelled over all the northern part of the

county, winning a reputation for skilled and careful

work, adding to the number of his friends, widening

•the circle of those who could appreciate his good
stories, and improving his knowledge of men and
of the land in which he was living.

Wherever his duties called him he always found

some household eager to afford him shelter, and
he repaid the kindness very often by bringing his

legal knowledge to bear upon some case in which
his hosts were interested, frequently—for his duties

as surveyor were necessarily intermittent—represent-

ing them before the local justice of the peace. All

that he required to be certain about, then, as later,

when he practised regularly as a lawyer, was that

the cause he took up was a just one.

We must satisfy ourselves with recounting three

G
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only of the stories belonging particularly to his

experiences as a surveyor. When he was at work

in Petersburg, locating a particular street, he

straightened up from his instrument, and said to

the man who helped to carry the chain: " If I run

that street right through, it will cut three or four feet

off the end of 's house. It's all he's got in the

world, and he never could get another. I reckon it

won't hurt anything out here if I skew the line a

little and miss him." The line was " skewed " ac-

cordingly.

On another occasion, when he was surveying a

plot of land in regard to which there was an old

quarrel, he put his stick into the ground and de-

clared: "Here is the corner." The earth was

opened and a stone disclosed which the original

surveyors had placed on the very spot indicated

by Lincoln's stick.

The other story is worthy of a place by the side

of that which describes how, when he was the most

popular man in the whole of the States, he heard

by chance of the ill-fortune that had befallen one

who, in his days of struggle in New Salem, had

trusted him for his board; and forthwith travelled

to the poor-house in which his old-time benefactor

was living, took him away and found a good home
for him.

The third story of Lincoln's surveying experi-

ences is as follows:—
" Lincoln had an unfailing disposition to suc-

cour the weak and unfortunate, and was always,
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in his sympathy, struggling with the under-dog in

the fight. He was once overtaken, when about four-

teen miles from Springfield, by one Chandler, whom
he knew slightly, and who, already having driven

twenty miles, was hastening to reach the Land Office

before a certain other man who had gone by a

different road. Chandler explained to Lincoln that

he was poor, and wanted to enter a small tract of

land which adjoined his, and that another man of

considerable wealth had also determined to have

it, and had mounted his horse and started for

Springfield. * Meanwhile,' continued Chandler, * my
neighbours collected and advanced me the necessary

one hundred dollars; and now, if I can reach the

Land Office first I can secure the land.'

" Lincoln noticed that Chandler's horse was too

much fatigued to stand fourteen miles more of a

forced march, and he therefore dismounted from his

own, and turned him over to Chandler, saying, ' Here's

my horse—he is fresh and full of grit. There's no

time to be lostl Mount him, and put him through.

When you reach Springfield, put him up at Hern-

don's Tavern, and I'll call and get him.' Thus en-

couraged. Chandler moved on, leaving Lincoln to

follow on the jaded animal. He reached Springfield

over an hour in advance of his rival, and thus se-

cured the coveted tract of land. By nightfall Lin-

coln rode leisurely into the town, to be met by the

now radiant Chandler, jubilant over his success." *

* Herndon's Lincoln : The True Story of a Great Life, by William
H. Herndon and Jesse W. Weik.



CHAPTER IX

Elected to the Legislature—Meets Stephen A. Douglas—Romance
and tragedy— Forquer's lightnuig-rod— "The Long Nine"

—

Admitted to the Bar—"Well, Speed, I'm moved."

In 1834 there was another election for the State

Legislature. It took place in August. In April

Lincoln announced that he would again be a candi-

date. For three months he made an active canvass

of the constituency. He met the voters in the midst

of their harvesting and forwarded his prospects not

only by his speeches, but by shouldering a reaping

hook and showing that, though he was now a post-

master and Deputy Surveyor, he knew, in a sense

they could understand, ** how fields were won."

For the four Sangamon seats there were thir-

teen candidates. The time was a most crucial

one for the youngest among them. But the result

more than justified his courage. He was not only

elected. He was returned to the second place on

the poll. The salary attaching to membership of

the Lower House of the Legislature, which con-

sisted of fifty-five representatives, was four dollars

a day. This, he thought, warranted him in borrow-

ing from an old friend in New Salem such money

as was necessary to enable him to make his first

appearance before his fellow-legislators at Vandalia

in suitable attire.

; 100

I
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It may be said here that every cent of the money

was repaid. Amongst the other Sangamon repre-

sentatives was his comrade in the Mounted Rangers

during the Black Hawk War, Mr. John T. Stuart, a

lawyer of Springfield. Mr. Stuart gave him every

encouragement and lent him books to pursue his

legal studies. The advice he gave to others, and

that he himself followed, was— ** Get books and read

and study them carefully. But work, work, work

is the main thing." Abraham Lincoln was a glut-

ton for work. He succeeded in obtaining a licence

to practise, and the career now definitely taken up

was followed by him for twenty-six years.

At Vandalia, the State capital, a town then of less

than one thousand inhabitants, he was thrown into

contact with a number of men whose names, with

his own, are to-day prominent in the history of

the United States. They included Mr. Stephen A.

Douglas, a young lawyer of Vermont, who had

joined the Democratic majority which then governed

the State. With Douglas, Lincoln was destined to

dispute many a hard-fought political field. As yet,

however, though at once throwing in his lot with

the Whig minority, Lincoln wisely regarded himself

as an apprentice to politics. At least, he was content

to hold a watching brief. Beyond taking part in

a conference for promoting the establishment of

elementary schools, and working as a member of

the House Committee on Finance—his appointment

to which he must have regarded as a stroke of un-

conscious humour, in view of his store-keeping
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fiasco, though it was a tribute to his integrity—he

confined himself to quiet but earnest study.

Returning to New Salem in the early part of

1835, ^11 lifs ^i^d animation, seeing the bright side,

again, of every picture, he lodged for a second time

at the house of one of his friends and supporters,

James Rutledge, a South Carolinian. Here he be-

came devotedly attached to his landlord's daughter,

Ann, a beautiful and cultured girl, four years his

junior. Chivalrous to the core, he was at the same

time curiously shy in the presence of women. His

upbringing had not been of a character calculated to

make him shine in feminine society. When, therefore,

love came to him, he was " a poor, dumb creature,"

tortured in endless ways by his feelings and his

inability to give to them that easy expression which

often characterises the mentally superficial who have

acquired social "polish."

Ann was worthy of his devotion. Her nature

was sweet, her mind was cultivated, and her

heart was full of tenderness and sympathy. Her

eyes were blue, her hair was auburn, her complexion

fair, her stature of medium height. All who knew

her loved her.

Lincoln loved her at first sight. But with that

innate nobility which distinguished all that he did,

he never forgot that Ann was the betrothed of

another, a young trader and farmer from the East,

known as McNeil.

The sequel to this story is one of the most touch-

ing romances in history.
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McNeil, it seems, was an assumed name. The

real one was James McNamur, and its possessor

confided the truth to Ann Rutledge, adding that he

had concealed his identity in coming West so that

he might amass a fortune unknown to his family,

and then return to take care of his father in the

latter's old age. James McNamur achieved his ob-

ject. Fortune smiled upon him. He turned his

property over for a good round sum in ready

money, and left for New York, with the promise on

his lips that he would return in the shortest time

possible to claim his promised bride.

Letters came telling of his father's illness and

death. Other missives followed at longer intervals.

The rest was silence.

It was now that Lincoln came back to New Salem

full of hope and confident in his future. And despite

her sorrow, which made her in Lincoln's eyes more

of an angel than ever before, Ann Rutledge in-

tuitively divined his secret. On his part, as post-

master, he could not but notice the absence of the

looked-for letters from the East.

Sympathy drew the two together. At last he

spoke. Pathetically she continued to cling to the

forlorn hope of her errant lover's return. Lincoln

was content to wait. He attended " quilting-bees
"

to experience the pleasure of sitting by her side

and watching her whilst she worked. She had a

sweet, clear voice, and she would sometimes sing for

him those melancholy verses of the Scottish poet,
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William Knox, which ever afterwards echoed in his

memory:—
Oh, why should the spirit of mortal be proud ?

Like a swift-flying" meteor, a fast-flying cloud,

A flash of the lightaing, a break of the wave.

He passcth from life to his rest in the grav^e.

To Lincoln's ambition a spur was now put that

he had never felt before. There came to him a

vision of " winning the world " that he might place

it at the feet of the girl he loved. He would prove

to her that men could yet be true though one might

have been false. And Ann Rutledge seems to have

understood him and appreciated him as none save

his mother and stepmother had done before. At

last she consented to become his wife. They were

formally engaged in the spring of 1835. In August

she was no more. Her death on the 25th of this

month was due, according to some accounts, to a

broken heart ; according to others, to an epidemic

which then came upon the little town. Towards the

end she sent for Lincoln.

As he returned from the visit he stopped at the

house of a friend. His face betrayed his mental

agony. He was plunged in despair. Many of his

friends feared that " reason would desert her

throne." He had fits of great mental depression,

and wandered up and down the river and into the

woods woefully abstracted.

The ensuing autumn and winter proved a terrible

ordeal for the desolate man. " The thought that

' the snows and rains fall upon her grave ' filled
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him with indescribable grief. He was watched with

special vigilance during damp, stormy days, and

his condition finally became so alarming that his

friends consulted together and sent him to the house

of a kind friend, Bowling Green, who lived in a

secluded spot hidden by the hills, a mile south of

the town."

It was Mr. Justice Bowling Green, who bought in

Lincoln's horse and surveying instruments when a

creditor had seized them for debt. And under the

care of this good man and his wife Lincoln re-

mained some weeks before he was brought back

to reason, or, at least, a realisation of his true con-

dition. Seven years later, when Green died, and

Lincoln was selected to deliver the funeral oration,

he broke down in the midst of his address. " His

voice was choked with deep emotion; he stood a

few moments while his lips quivered in the effort

to form the words of fervent praise he sought to

utter, and the tears ran down his yellow and shriv-

elled cheeks. Every voice was hushed at the

spectacle. After repeated efforts he found it im-

possible to speak, and strode away, bitterly sobbing,

to the widow's carriage, and was driven from the

scene."

Long years afterwards, in 1850, Lincoln said to

a friend, speaking of Ann Rutledge, " I did honestly

and truly love her, and I think often and often of her

now."

In the winter he had recovered sufficiently to

resume his legislative work at V^andalia. The spring
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of 1836 found him at "work, work, work," with

compass and chain and law-books, and in the throes

of the most exciting election the State had yet ex-

perienced.

Illinois was now "booming." The Black Hawk
War had caused a very large amount of money to

find its way into the pockets of the volunteers. There

was an unprecedented rush to the new lands. It

was resolved to increase the number of members

to be returned to the Assembly. Schemes of a

grandiose, not to say reckless, character were pro-

mulgated. The people, said the Governor, were

"perfectly mad on the subject of improvements."

Lincoln, who now lost his postmastership, on the

transfer of the office to Petersburg, found his hands

full as Deputy Surveyor, but he became one of the

most prominent figures in the electoral contest. He
placed his claims before the electors in a letter to

the Sangamon Journal. "I go in," he said, " for

all sharing the privileges of the government who

assist in bearing its burdens. Consequently I go for

admitting all whites to the right of suffrage who pay

taxes or bear arms, by no means excluding females.

If elected, I shall consider the whole people of

Sangamon my constituents, as well those that oppose

as those that support me. Whilst acting as their

representative I shall be governed by their will on

all subjects upon which I have the means of know-

ing what their will is ; and upon all others I shall

do what my own judgment teaches me will best

advance their interests. Whether elected or not, I
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go for distributing, the proceeds of the sales of

public lands to the several States to enable our

State, in common with others, to dig canals and con-

struct railroads without borrowing money and paying

interest on it."

His first appearance on the political platform at

Springfield was marked by one dramatic incident.

George Forquer, a leading citizen, who had once

belonged to Lincoln's party, but had changed over

to the Democratic side, and, as a reward for his

action, had been appointed Registrar of the Land

Office, lived in a handsome new house, to which he

had affixed a lightning-rod.

When Lincoln had spoken, Forquer rose and, turn-

ing to him, said, *' This young man must be taken

down, and I am truly sorry that the task devolves

upon me." He proceeded, in the fashion that still

appertains to political oratory in countries other than

America, to ventilate his no small gift for personal

satire upon the appearance and arguments of the
** young man " in question.

Lincoln was permitted a rejoinder. *' The gen-

tleman," he said, " has seen fit to allude to my
being a young man; but he forgets that I am
older in years than I am in the tricks and trades

of politicians. I desire to live, and I desire place

and distinction, but I would rather die now "—his

speeches at this time contained more than one refer-

ence to the uncertainty of life
—

" than, like the gen-

tleman, live to see the day that I would change my
politics for an office worth three thousand dollars
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a year, and then feel compelled to elect a lightning-

rod to protect a guilty conscience from an offended

God."

He was returned at the head of the poll. It is

stated that the sum of £40 was subscribed for his

expenses, of which he returned to the subscribers

an unexpended balance of £39 17s. And so popu-

lar were his views and those of his party, that the

Democrats were practically swept off their feet. The

ex-backwoodsman humorously declared himself as

looking forward to the Governorship.

Lincoln, in fact, was carried away on the tide of

political and financial experiment. He became chief

of a little knot of legislators who acquired fame

as " the Long Nine," a name given, on account of

their unusual height, to seven Representatives and

two Senators who boldly advocated the construction

of canals and railroads, and other improvements

along the lines indicated in Lincoln's election

address ; and who succeeded also in securing the

transfer of the capital from Vandalia to Spring-

field, against the rival claims of half-a-dozen other

places.

It cannot be said that the financial projects of

these enthusiasts were less than folly. But Lincoln

was not alone to blame. The projects were ulti-

mately carried into effect, but these raw politicians of

Sangamon were not qualified to engineer them suc-

cessfully.

Lincoln was not so absorbed by the new craze

that he lost sight of his principles on one impor-
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tant question, a question which increased in im-

portance till it divided the whole country into two

armed camps.

Many of the new-comers to Southern Illinois came

there from the slave States, and pressure was brought

to bear upon the Assembly which resulted in the

passage of resolutions denouncing the formation of

abolition societies, and upholding the '* sacred rights

of property."

Lincoln had not forgotten the resolve he had

made on the occasion of his second visit to New
Orleans, though he did not believe, as yet, in the

right of Congress to interfere in this matter.
** You will never," he said, " get me to support

a measure which I believe to be wrong, although

by doing so I may accomplish that which I believe

to be right."

Therefore he entered a protest against the resolu-

tions referred to. And though he found only one

amongst the 130 members who now composed the

Assembly to support his action, he secured the entry

of his protest on the minutes.

The protest declared *' that the institution of

slavery is founded on both injustice and bad policy,

but that the promulgation of abolition doctrines

tends rather to increase than abate its evils."

This was a bold step; but the people of San-

gamon were then too much absorbed in the march

of " improvements," or " Honest Abe's " popularity

was too great, for his stand against the majority in

the Assembly to arouse any ill-feeling against him.
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In other parts of the States men of like mind

with Lincoln did not escape so harmlessly.

The young law-maker had meanwhile prosecuted

his legal studies with unremitting assiduity. On
March 24, 1836, he had been "certified as of

good moral character " for admission to the Bar.

His name was entered on the roll of attorneys on

September 9 of the same year. When the Assembly

adjourned in March, 1837, he had made up his

mind to devote himself to the law. He therefore

sold his compass, chain, marking-pins, and Jacob's

staff, the appurtenances of his office as Deputy Sur-

veyor, packed his little clothing and few effects into

his saddle-bags, borrowed a horse, and made his

way to Springfield. New Salem was to know him

no more. Very soon New Salem itself *' winked out."

The manner of his arrival in Springfield has

afforded opportunity to the story-tellers. His first

concern was to order a bedstead. He then went to

the general Store, which was kept by a man named

Joshua F. Speed, with whom he had no personal ac-

quaintance, but who had heard him speak and

admired him. Lincoln knew him by name. He
was greeted with a cordial welcome.

" So," said the storekeeper, ** you are to be one

of us."

" I reckon so," was the reply, " if you will let me
take pot-luck with you."

"All right," said Speed; "it's better than

Salem."
" Well," said Lincoln, " I've been to the cabinet-
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maker's and got a single bedstead. Now you figure

out what it will cost for a tick, blankets, and so

forth."

*' Say," said the other, after figuring it out,

"seventeen dollars or so."

Lincoln's face fell. In addition to paying off

his debts as well as he could Lincoln had been for-

warding a part of his money to the folks at home.
'*

I had no idea it would cost half of that. But if

you can wait on me till Christmas, and I make any-

thing, I'll pay. If I don't, I can't."

Said Speed: " I can do better than that. Up-

stairs I sleep in a bed big enough for two. You

just come and sleep with me till you can do better."

** Good," said Lincoln, his face brightening.

"Where is it?"

'* Upstairs—turn to the right when you get up."

Coming down in a few minutes, during which

he had shambled up, dropped his saddle-bags, and

shambled down again, his face in a broad smile,

he said, dryly, "Well, Speed, I'm moved."

A celebration was arranged to honour the arrival

of the Long Nine in the new capital, a town of

about two thousand inhabitants. It took the form

of a banquet at which the " freedom " of the little

town was bestowed upon the heroes of Vandalia, and

Lincoln was toasted as " one who has fulfilled the

expectations of his friends and disappointed the

hopes of his enemies," and was "one of Nature's

noblemen."



CHAPTER X

Springfield—In partnership with J. T. Stuart—Advice to young-

lawyers—An appeal to young men—Miss Owens—Challenge to a

duel—Marriage with Miss Mary Todd.

Lincoln's formal entry into the legal profession
;

the growth of what proved to be a lifelong friend-

ship with Joshua Speed; his relations with Mary

Owens; and his engagement with Miss Mary Todd

are the leading episodes of his life between 1837

and 1 84 1. Let us take them in the order given.

From the expiring little settlement of New Salem

(soon to be absorbed in Menard County), he had

come to a town of about two thousand inhabitants.

Springfield, though growing in importance, and des-

tined to become the capital of the State of Illinois,

had no public buildings, nor paving to its streets.

Its houses were nondescript. But it was going to

raise one-half of the £20,000 needed for the new

legislative buildings, and it could boast of a con-

siderable amount of social exclusiveness.

A reaction had followed on the speculative

" boom," and the conditions of local finance were

by no means favourable to the prospects of the young

lawyer, whose salary as a legislator had been ex-

pended, over whose head hovered the shadow of

what he called the " national debt," and who, as we

112
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liave seen, owed to the kindness of a young store-

keeper the roof that sheltered him at night.

But, even in such circumstances as these, character

will tell, and Major John T. Stuart came to the

young man's help once again, this time with the offer

of a partnership in his legal business. The fact has

only to be stated for its immense significance to be

seen. The partnership, dating from April 27, 1837,

continued until April 14, 1841, the offices of the

firm being in Hoffman's Row.

Readers must remember in this connection that in

these new communities the position of the lawyer

was a very important one. Every lawyer was almost

necessarily a politician also. Lawyers were in the

majority of those elected to the legislature, and as

the spirit of party government was developing all

over the States, side by side with the application of

the representative system in every department of

public life, and concentrating in the central gov-

ernment at Washington, election to the local legis-

lature presented opportunities of election to Con-

gress, with the further possibility of promotion to

the White House—to-day (deducting the foreign

element in the population) a chance of one in about

thirty millions.

Major Stuart was a politician first and a lawyer

afterwards; or, rather, he followed the law as a

profession because it presented to him the best

means of rising in the political world. Lincoln had

much the same ambition, but he never neglected

the " spade work," and a great deal of this had to

H
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be done before he could place himself on a footing

of equality with his partner.

We have seen the emphasis he placed on " work."

It is interesting, at this juncture in our story, to

consider how he regarded the profession he did

so much to adorn for nearly, a quarter of a century.

His advice should be valuable, even at this distance

of time, to English students who are dreaming of

the Bar, the Bench, and the Woolsack. He believed

that the young lawyer should ask at first only for

small retainers. The prospect of the full fees acted,

he thought, as a stimulus to a man to do his best.

But retainers do not come where confidence is lack-

ing. And to secure this confidence, he said, it is

not enough to master the technique of legal pro-

cedure and the meaning and provisions of the laws

themselves. The drudgery must be gone through

first. Unhappy is the lot of the man who thinks

he can do without it. But, after this essential and

preliminary drudgery, practice in the art of ready

and effective speaking must be sought and acquired.

Readiness and effectiveness promote confidence on

the part of the potential client.

But what about the spirit in which the study of

the law as a profession is undertaken? If Lincoln's

views should be regarded as at all quixotic or un-

practical, his whole career as a lawyer can be called

upon as evidence that what he counselled as precept

he adopted in practice.

" Discourage litigation," he said, ** there will still

be business enough. Persuade your neighbours to
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compromise whenever you can. Point out to them

how the nominal winner is often a real loser—in fees,

expenses, and waste of time. As a peacemaker the

lawyer has a superior opportunity of being a

good man. There is," he continued, " a vague,

popular belief that lawyers are necessarily dishonest.

I say vague, because when we consider to what

extent confidence and honours are reposed in and

conferred upon lawyers by the people, it appears

improbable that their impression of dishonesty is

very distinct and vivid. Yet the impression is com-

mon, almost universal. Let no young man choosing

the law as a calling for a moment yield to the

popular belief. Resolve to be honest at all events
;

and if, in your own judgment, you cannot be an

honest lawyer, resolve to be honest without being a

lawyer. Choose some other occupation rather than

one in the choosing of which you do, in advance,

consent to be a knave."

From first to last Lincoln inspired confidence.

His clients believed in him, and his character was

so frank that both judges and juries always listened

to his arguments with the maximum of attention.

His very presence in court to advance or oppose a

case was a sign that, whatever the law might lay

down, he had something to say that should be heard.

He made no attempt to bolster up weak points. He
concentrated his attention on the strong ones. And
he never undertook a case which he knew to be bad.

Probably no lawyer was ever before, or has been

since, so regardless of the financial results to him-
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self of the actions in which he took part; and some-

times it happened that he was badly treated in con-

sequence.

One day a client came to him in a case relating

to a certain land claim. Said he: " Your first step

must be to take thirty thousand dollars, and make a

legal tender. This, of course, will be refused, but

the step is a necessary one."

" But," said the man, " I haven't the thirty thou-

sand to make it with."

" Oh," said Lincoln, *'
if that's it, just step over

to the bank with me, and I'll get it."

So into the bank they went, and Lincoln said to

the cashier, " We just want to take thirty thousand

dollars to make a legal tender with. I'll bring it

back in an hour or two."

The cashier handed over the draft and Lincoln

strode away with it, made the tender, and brought

back the draft as if the transaction was the most

ordinary one in the world. The incident was a

tribute to his trustworthiness where money was con-

cerned. But it also shows the confidence reposed

in his ready appreciation of the points of cases

brought before him.

Lincoln's relations with Joshua Speed proved of

the happiest character, and it was well for the for-

mer, at this critical part of his career, that he had

such a good friend at hand to whom he could un-

bosom himself regarding all his hopes and fears.

Speed's Store quickly became a meeting-place for

all the go-ahead young men of the town, and here
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they formed what may be termed a kind of mutual

improvement society, though poHtics and religion

were debated with more warmth than is usually the

case in such organisations.

Springfield also possessed a Young Men's Ly-

ceum, before which Lincoln gave an address on

"The Perpetuation of Our Political Institutions."

He dealt eloquently with the subject of the heritage

of Young America. Handed down to them, he said,

by a once hardy, brave, and patriotic race, was the

peaceful possession of the fairest portion of the

earth, and political institutions which conduced more

essentially to civil and religious liberty than any of

which the history of former times told them.

It was their duty to transmit this heritage un-

sullied to posterity. No danger threatened them

from Europe, Asia, or Africa. No transatlantic giant

could crush them in a trial of a thousand years.

If danger was to be expected it could only arise

from amongst themselves. But " there is, even now,

something of ill-omen amongst us. I mean the

increasing disregard for law which pervades the

country; the growing disposition to substitute wild

and furious passions in lieu of the sober judgment

of courts; and the worse than savage mobs for the

executive ministers of justice.* This disposition is

awful in any community; and that it now exists in

ours, though grating to our feelings to admit, it

would be a violation of truth and an insult to our

intelligence to deny."

* See on these points The Valle}> of Shadows, by Francis Grierson,

chap. XIV, "The Regialators.''
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Lincoln evidently had in mind the treatment meted

out to the extreme abolitionists.

There is something of general application and of

permanent value in what follows: ** To the support

of the Constitution and the laws, let every American

pledge his life, his property, and his sacred honour.

Let every, man remember that to violate the law is

to trample on the blood of his father, and to tear

the charter of his own and his children's liberty.

Let reverence for the laws be breathed by every

American mother to the lisping babe that prattles

on her lap. Let it be taught in schools, in semin-

aries, and in colleges. Let it be written in primers,

spelling-books, and in almanacs. Let it be preached

from the pulpit, proclaimed in legislative halls, and

enforced in courts of justice. In short, let it become

the political religion of the nation."

To Lincoln there was no higher human law than

the Constitution. But whilst thus advocating re-

spect for the law he is not to be understood as saying

that there were no bad laws, or that grievances might

not arise for the redress of which no legal pro-

visions had been made. " Although bad laws, if

they exist, should be repealed as soon as possible,

still, while they continue in force, for the sake of

example they should be religiously observed. So

also in unprovided cases. If such arise, let proper

legal provisions be made for them with the least

possible delay; but till then let them, if not too in-

tolerable, be borne with. There is no grievance," he

added, " that is a fit object of redress by mob law."
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At the age of twenty-eight Abraham Lincoln put

his finger on the weak spot of American history,

weak before he spoke, when he spoke, and since.

We come now to the subject of Lincoln's rela-

tions with Miss Mary Owens. It is a truism that

every great man owes his greatness in large measure

to his mother. Lincoln never forgot his indebted-

ness to the mother who slept in the Indiana wilder-

ness. But he was ever keenly susceptible to that

mothering instinct which is the prerogative of all

good women; and many a humble but true-hearted

.woman had come to his aid in the days that had
followed the passing away, amid such tragic sur-

roundings, of Nancy Hanks Lincoln.

His destiny had called him away from the home
in Coles County. But he never lacked the best kind

of feminine sympathy and help. Women of gentle

nature were irresistibly drawn to him. And, when
suffering under the blow of Ann Rutledge's sudden

death, this friendship was very grateful to him.

Back in 1833, when he was in New Salem, Lin-

coln had met Miss Mary Owens, a Kentucky girl

who was visiting her sister, Mrs. Able, one of his

friends. Mrs. Able had with others moved to

Springfield, and towards the end of 1836, when she

was on the point of leaving that place on a visit to

her people in Kentucky, she laughingly said that if

he would marry Mary, she would bring her sister

back with her. Lincoln, who had pleasant memories

of Miss Owens, half seriously, half laughingly,

agreed.
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To his surprise, when Mrs. Able came back to

Springfield, her sister accompanied her.

In a long-forgotten volume on The Vanity of

the Eye, an English scholar and divine, a con-

temporary of Bacon, endeavoured to show how well

many famous figures in history had got on in their

relations with one another until they met face to face.

The book was written to console a lady who had

lost her sight. Its author, Dr. George Hakewill,

might have written another book to show the dis-

advantage sometimes attending second meetings.

When Lincoln saw Miss Owens a second time she

had altered greatly. The tall, handsome, dark-

haired girl, with fair skin and large blue eyes, who

in conversation could be intellectual and serious, as

well as genial and witty, had become stout and

matronly-looking. To Lincoln she seemed another

person altogether. Her manner had altered with her

appearance. At least, this was the impression made

upon him. On her side she appears to have been

similarly disillusioned. It was a curious experience

for both.

To Miss Owens, if Lincoln was indeed the dia-

mond she thought he might have been discovered

to be, in the interval that had elapsed since their first

meeting, and as her sister had described him as

being, to her he was very much in the " rough."

Her conclusion, to quote her own words, written

after Lincoln's death, was that he ** was deficient

in those little links which make up the chain of a

woman's happiness."
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They wrote to one another. Unfortunately, per-

haps, only Lincoln's letters have come down to us.

In one of these he wrote: **
I want to do right, and

most particularly so in all cases with women." He

therefore offered her his hand. *' What I have

said," he remarked, " I will most positively abide by,

provided you wish it." His opinion, however, was

that *• she had better not " wish it. She did not

wish it; and she told him so several times, until

his mind was set perfectly at rest on this score,

though, so contradictory is human nature, even in

the best of men, his vanity was wounded. And so

Mrs. Abie's little matrimonial plan came to nought.

Writing to another friend, Mrs. O. H. Browning,

in April, 1838, Lincoln confessed that he had been

exceedingly foolish, adding: ** I have now come to

the conclusion never again to think of marrying, and

for this reason—I can never be satisfied with anyone

who would be blockhead enough to have me."

Doubtlessly he had been drawn to Miss Owens

because she was a link with the lost Ann Rutledge.

He now threw himself more assiduously into the

duties of his office in Hoffman's Row and the grow-

ing excitement of local politics. Major Stuart had

become a candidate for Congress. His opponent

was the brilliant Stephen Douglas. The firm came

out of the contests of that time with flying colours.

Whilst Stuart defeated Douglas, Lincoln was again

returned to the Legislature, in 1838 and 1840, and

was the minority candidate for the Speakership on

each occasion.
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Douglas was now a prominent Democrat leader,

and between him and Lincoln, two men who differed

widely in their antecedents and their appearance, a

long campaign of rivalry began. At the outset,

apart from Douglas's social and oratorical gifts, the

disastrous results of the financial ** boom " placed

Lincoln at a marked disadvantage. He was once

again appointed to the Finance Committee, and en-

gaged in the effort to make good the mischief for

which he and his comrades of ** the Long Nine
"

were so largely responsible.

Reference has been made to the exclusiveness of

a section of Springfield society. But Lincoln, de-

spite his natural drawbacks, seems to have found all

doors, those of the well-to-do and those of the

humbler members of the community, open to him

in ready welcome. Douglas being a personality,

with gifts of no mean kind, the political rivalry,

between these two made their appearances in social

circles full of piquant contrasts to their respective

friends and adherents.

These friends included the family of Mr.

Ninian W. Edwards, one of ** the Long Nine," with

whom was staying his wife's sister, Miss Mary Todd,

a Kentucky girl, whose beauty and intellect were

equalled by her ambition.

The acknowledged " belle " of the little township.

Miss Mary Todd was nine years younger than Lin-

coln, and besides being connected with a leading

Kentucky family, was a cousin of Lincoln's partner,

Major Stuart. Of average height, she possessed a
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well-rounded face, bluish-grey eyes, and rich, dark

brown hair. Handsome, vivacious, proud, she had

an easy command of the French as well as the

English language, and a marked gift for both witty

speech and satirical composition.

Lincoln's own sense of humour inclined some-

times to the satirical. This was notably the case

whenever he met with pretentiousness in any form.

He could administer " smart-weed " to a bully, and

his allusion to Forquer's lightning-rod showed that

his words could on occasion carry a sting, though his

victims generally became his firm friends. Of For-

quer we are uncertain, but certainly the Offutt's

Store bully and the young politician of whom we

are about to speak were no exceptions to the rule

Lincoln made of never allowing temporary disagree-

ments to interfere with his friendly relations with

former antagonists.

A member of the Democratic party, a young man
named James Shields, was also auditor of Illinois.

His office was in Springfield. At this time he ap-

pears to have had an uncommonly ** good conceit o'

hissel," and the issue of an order bearing his name

offered an opportunity for the ventilation of a little

personal satire. The order referred to forbade the

payment of taxes in the depreciated paper money of

the Illinois State Banks. His political opponents

alleged that the order was issued for the purpose

of bringing enough silver into the Treasury to pay

the salaries of Governor, Treasurer, and himself.

There followed in the columns of the Sangamon
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Journal^ a series of humorous letters in country dia-

lect, ridiculing the official circular and dated from

the "Lost Townships." They were signed "Aunt

Rebecca," a name supposed to belong to a farmer's

widow. The gall of these communications was re-

served for the unhappy Irishman, James Shields.

" Nobody but a conceity Whig," concluded one of

these letters, " could make such a conceity dunce of

himself." Here is another extract: "Dear girls, it

is distressing, but I cannot marry you all. Too well

I know how you suffer ; but do, do remember, it is not

my fault that I am so handsome and so interesting."

Shields had all the irascibility attributed to his

race, and to say that he was *' furious " at being

ridiculed in this fashion is to convey but a small idea

of his state of mind.

The letters were inspired and partly written by

some of " the dear girls " themselves. Miss Todd

was one of the conspirators. The main idea of the

writers was to make fun of the young Irishman's

pretentiousness, and the circular issued by Shields

and his colleagues in office suggested to them a

means of making their attack partly political. Lin-

coln was among those they consulted, and he showed

them how the thing might be done by writing the

initial letter himself as a model.

Shields went in anger to the editor of the of-

fending newspaper, and the editor in turn went to

Lincoln for advice. Lincoln at once took over the

whole of the responsibility, the fact of feminine

complicity being kept secret.
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Shields thereupon wrote to Lincoln angrily de-

manding an apology, with the alternative of a duel.

Lincoln intimated that if the offensive letter ad-

dressed to him were withdrawn and a gentlemanly

inquiry made, he was willing to explain that he wrote

a particular letter, that he did this wholly for politi-

cal effect, and without intending to injure Shields'

personal or private character as a man or a gentle-

man.
" I did not and do not think," added Lincoln,

'* that that article could produce or has produced

that effect, and had I anticipated such an effect I

would have forborne to write it. And I will add

that your conduct towards me, so far as I know,

had always been gentlemanly, and that I had no

personal pique against you, and no cause for any."

Lincoln's statement concluded: " If nothing like

this is done, the preliminaries of the fight are to

be: First, weapons: Cavalry broadswords of the

largest size, precisely equal in all respects, and such

as now used by the cavalry company at Jacksonville.

Second, position: A plank ten feet long, and from

nine to twelve inches broad, to be firmly fixed on

edge, on the ground, as the line between us, which

neither is to pass his feet over upon forfeit of his

life. Next, a line drawn on the ground on either

side of the said plank and parallel with it, each at

the distance of the whole length of the sword and

three feet additional from the plank, and the pass-

ing of his own such line by either party during the

fight shall be deemed a surrender of the contest."
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Lincoln was really ashamed of the whole affair,

and his conditions showed that he wished to induce

his opponent to dismiss the matter with a laugh.

Shields was a little man with short arms and short

legs. Lincoln was his opposite in every physical

particular. If the meeting had taken place, Lin-

coln would have been able to disarm his antagonist

when he pleased. But Shields was in an angry

mood, and the arrangements for a duel went for-

ward up to the moment when the parties arrived on

an island in the Mississippi opposite Alton, when the

mediation of friends succeeded in effecting a satisfac-

tory settlement without recourse to the broadswords.

Shields withdrew the challenge and accepted Lin-

coln's explanation in the spirit in which it was made.

Much ink was spilt over the affair, but it was gener-

ally admitted that Lincoln had from the first no

intention of inflicting any bodily harm on Shields,

even had their friends failed to bring about a peace-

able settlement between them.

This extraordinary little serio-comedy had one

far-reaching result where Lincoln was concerned.

Amongst Mary Todd's suitors was Mr. Stephen

A. Douglas, but Lincoln, though no match as yet

for Douglas on the political platform, had proved

his successful rival for the hand of Miss Todd.

On January i, 1841, he and Mary Todd were en-

gaged to be married. An estrangement, which we

shall deal with in our next chapter, followed. The

affair with Shields served to bring them together

again, and on November 4, 1842, they were married.



CHAPTER XI

'• The skinning of Thomas "— Partnership with J dge Logan— *• His
heart is as large as his arms are long"—A temperance man

—

Partnership with W. H. Herndon—"The way for a young man
to rise "—A visit to the old home—Elected to Congress.

This is not a political history. Nevertheless, to

the right understanding of Lincoln's career, some

brief attention must be given to the happenings on

that larger stage to which, though the road seemed

a winding one, his steps were gradually leading

him.

Andrew Jackson had been elected twice to the

Presidency, in 1828 and 1832. Then in 1836 was

returned Martin Van Buren, one of the two men of

Dutch extraction (the other being Theodore Roose-

velt) who have become residents of the White

House.

The year 1840 is famous in American history

as that of the campaign for " Tippecanoe and Tyler

too." " Old Tippecanoe " was the cognomen of

William Henry Harrison, the Whig candidate for

the Presidency. He was born in 1773. His father

was one of those who put their signatures to the

Declaration of Independence. A friend of peace,

where peace and honour were compatible, he had

fought with distinction against both Indians and

127
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English, and had attained the rank of general. He
was an unsuccessful candidate for the Presidency in

1836. In 1840 the tables were turned. He was

elected by a huge majority, but died a month after

his inauguration, when Tyler, who had been elected

to the Vice-presidency, succeeded him as First Citi-

zen. A brave man, and by way of being an anti-

quary, Harrison compared unfavourably in mental

calibre with such men as Washington, John Quincy

Adams, Thomas Jefferson, and James Maddison.

John Tyler, who was born in 1790, was admitted

to the Bar in the year of Lincoln's birth. In his

later years, failing to effect a compromise between

North and South, he gave his support to the Con-

federate cause.

Nominated as Presidential elector by his party,

Lincoln " stumped " Illinois on behalf of Harrison,

and took part in a sort of oratorical tournament in

which the leading champions were respectively

Stephen Douglas, John Calhoun, Lamborn, and

Jesse B. Thomas, for the Democrats; and Abraham

Lincoln, Stephen T. Logan, E. D. Baker, and

Orville H. Browning, for the Whigs,

In Lincoln's speeches will be found some impas-

sioned periods recaUing his address to the members

of the Springfield Lyceum. But one of the most

memorable of his encounters was with J. B. Thomas,

who had seen fit pretty vigorously to attack the con-

duct of "the Long Nine." Lincoln's reply con-

vulsed his audience and reduced Thomas to tears

of humiliation. The incident became known as
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"the skinning of Thomas." Lincoln afterwards

sought out his victim, and made honourable amends.

When the Presidential campaign had closed, and

Major Stuart had left Springfield for Washington

as a Congressman, the law partnership between them

came to an end. On April 14, 1841, Lincoln was

taken into partnership by Judge Stephen T. Logan.

Logan is described as a little wizened man, close-

fisted in money matters, who kept most of the income

of the firm; but as he was accounted the best law-

yer in Illinois the new partnership was at once a

compliment to Lincoln and, in the main, gave an

impetus to his more serious legal studies.

He resolved now that he would not seek re-elec-

tion to the Illinois Legislature; and he refused

the Whig nomination to the governorship. His

reasons may have been prompted by a larger ambi-

tion. Very probably his late partner's promotion to

Washington pointed the way to a higher goal. But

meanwhile Lincoln fell under the influence of a

profound depression. His campaign on behalf of

General Harrison had opened his eyes to the bitter

prejudice that many otherwise good-hearted and cul-

tured people could entertain for those who, what-

ever their virtues might be in other respects, had

anything of the log cabin atmosphere about them.

In this state of mind he doubted whether he had
done the right thing in linking his own future with

that of Miss Mary Todd. The date at first fixed for

their wedding passed and the future loomed darkly

before him. During this period his betrothed bore

I
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herself in a manner which affords proof that her

affection for Lincoln was capable of suffering. Her

position was, in the circumstances, a painful one.

But she endured his moods in a spirit of true

womanliness. They were, it is true, outwardly

estranged, but she probably understood him better

than many of his critics and not a few members

of her own immediate circle. The fact that ^he

could consult him in the matter of the letters from

the " Lost Townships " might be advanced in proof

of this contention. She felt intuitively, as she said

afterwards, that ** Mr. Lincoln may not be as hand-

some a figure [as Mr. Douglas], but perhaps people

are not aware that his heart is as large as his

arms are long."

To her gentle forbearance, the sympathetic sup-

port given to him by honest Joshua Speed, and

the study of the Bible to which he now brought

himself, he owed his eventual recovery. Speed, as

Bowling Green had done after the death of Ann
Rutledge, proved a veritable friend in need. He
thought a change of scene would be directly bene-

ficial, and prevailed upon Lincoln to accompany him

in a trip to Kentucky. Here Lincoln gradually re-

covered from the despair which is reflected in his

declaration that " he had done nothing to make any

human being remember with gratitude that he had

lived."

While they were in Kentucky, Speed became en-

gaged, and, curiously enough, he too fell a victim

to doubts and perplexities. Lincoln was the first
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to return to Springfield, and letters passed between

the two friends in which they both discussed their

prospects and subjected their feelings to analysis.

It was now Lincoln's turn to play the part of the

good counsellor, and, as usually happens in such

cases, in helping Speed he helped himself. Some of

his letters have been published, and in these we

find him more or less unconsciously arguing out

his own case in trying to bring comfort to the heart

of his friend.

In the result Speed found peace of mind, and

was happily married. He wrote to Lincoln who, in

his reply, said: "It cannot be told how it thrills

me with joy to hear you say you are * far happier

than you ever expected to be.' I know you too

well to suppose your expectations were not, at least

sometimes, extravagant; and if the reality exceeds

them all, I say, 'Enough, dear Lord.' I am not

going beyond the truth when I tell you that the

short space it took me to read your last letter

gave me more pleasure than the total sum of all

I have enjoyed since the fatal ist of January, 1841

[the date of Lincoln's engagement]. Since then,

it seems to me, I should have been entirely happy,

but for the never-absent idea that there is one still

unhappy whom I have contributed to make so. That

still kills my soul. I cannot reproach myself for

even wishing to be happy whilst she is otherwise."

Then, as already described, the summer brought

the affair with Shields; and the winter, Lincoln's

marriage, and an end, for a time at least, to those
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periods of desolating depression to which he had

been subject since his mother's untimely death in

Indiana.

The financial means of the newly-married couple

were small. Lincoln was not yet free from the

"national debt." They did not "keep house," but

boarded at a Springfield hostel kept by a widow

named Beck. " I am so poor," Lincoln wrote at

this time, " and make so little way in the world,

that I drop back in a month of idleness so much
as I gain in a year's sowing."

His political ambitions revived, however, and he

thought again of Congress. But for a time

he found conditions of public feeling against him.

His marriage led to his being spoken of as *' the

candidate of pride, wealth, and aristocratic family

distinction."

His wife had relations, some in the Presbyterian

church, and some in the Episcopal. Whenever it

suited the purposes of his political opponents, he

was set down as belonging, to one or the other—or

as belonging to no church at all.

He was accused further of being a ** temperance

man." With many, temperance was as obnoxious

as abolitionism. " I am temperate in this," said

Lincoln, '*
I don't drink." He might have also said,

that he was an abolitionist in that he did not

own slaves. His temperance on both subjects lost

for him the support of the extreme temperance and

the extreme anti-slavery advocates. But whenever

he attended meetings at which his opponents were
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speaking, and his own supporters showed any sign

of promoting a disturbance, he was the first to

speak up for fair play; and when Sangamon nomi-

nated others for Congress, he loyally stood aside.

His partnership with Judge Logan ended in 1843,

and he then, setting up for himself, took as partner

a young man whom he had first met as a clerk:

in Speed's Store, but who had been since admitted

to the Bar—William H. Herndon. This partnership

lasted till Lincoln's death, and Herndon, who was

a pronounced abolitionist, became one of his bio-

graphers.

A letter which Lincoln wrote to Herndon in 1848

may be quoted here as showing his sympathy with

all young men who tried to improve themselves, a

sympathy arising from his own experiences and com-

ing straight from the heart: " The way for a young

man to rise," he said, "is to improve himself every

way he can, never suspecting that anybody wishes

to hinder him. Allow me to assure you that sus-

picion and jealousy never did help any man in

any situation. There may be sometimes ungenerous

attempts to keep a young man down; and they will

succeed too if he allows his mind to be diverted from

its true channel to brood over the attempted injury.

Cast about and see if this feeling has not injured

every person you have ever known to fall into it."

In more than one of his letters there are refer-,

ences to the importance of organising young men,

especially the wild ones. It was the young men,

and many wild ones, who helped him with their lives
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when he was in the throes of his 'great work as

President and Commander-in-Chief of the forces of

the Union.

As some compensation for this disappointment

of his hopes of Congressional honours, he was

again chosen as Presidential elector. James Knox

Polk was the successful candidate for the Presi-

dency (he was inaugurated in 1845), but Clay op-

posed him, and it was on Clay's behalf that Lincoln

" stumped " not Illinois alone, but Indiana too.

On one occasion he spoke near old, familiar Gen-

tryville, where the farmer who had once employed

him as a day labourer now entertained him as an

honoured guest. He traversed once more the scenes

that were so full for him of mingled memories,

and so great was the rush of feeling occasioned that

he was moved to express his emotions in verse. The

following lines, whatever they may lack in form, are

rich in the stuff of which poetry is made:

My childhood's home I see again,

And sadden with the view :

And still, as memory crowds the brain,

There's pleasure in it too.

Ah, Memory ! thou midway world,

'Twixt earth and Paradise,

Where things decayed and loved ones lost

In dreamy shadows rise :

And, freed from all that's earthy, vile,

Seem hallowed, pure and bright,

Like scenes in some enchanted isle

—

All bathed in liquid light.

As, leaving some great waterfall,

Wc, lingering, list its roar,

So Memory will hallow all

We've known, but know no more.
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It was agreed among the young men in Spring-

field that each of the Hkely candidates should take

his chance of Congress in rotation, and, if elected,

should not stand in the way of the others at the

succeeding election. And at length, in May, 1846,

Lincoln was nominated for the coveted honour, being

returned in the following August by a great majority

over his Democratic rival, Peter Cartwright, the

backwoods preacher who had been, it will be re-

membered, among the successful candidates when,

twelve years previously, Lincoln failed in his first

attempt to enter the Illinois Legislature. Lincoln

was the only Whig returned for Illinois. Douglas,

who had been a Judge of the Supreme Court of

Illinois for two years, was also returned for the

third time. But before Congress assembled Douglas

was made a Senator for six years.



CHAPTER XII

A visit to Henry Clay—Congress and the Mexican war—Lincoln's

"spot" resolutions—Back in Springfield,

Between Lincoln's nomination and his appearance

at Washington—an interval of more than a year

—

the Mexican War broke out. Texas, which in 1835

had declared its independence of Mexico, in 1845

sought and obtained admission to the Union. Hence

the war, which placed the American flag in " the

halls of Montezuma," and in the course of which

Lincoln lost by death several of his old Spring-

field friends. In justice to the young Irishman's

memory it must be stated here that James Shields

was amongst the Volunteers who went to the front

in this much-discussed campaign.

Another contemporary event reminds us, even

more strongly than did the Owens-Lincoln disillu-

sionment, of old Dr. Hakewill's Vanity of the Eye.

This was Lincoln's first meeting with Henry Clay.

When the great Kentuckian was defeated by James

K. Polk, his followers in some localities went ;to

the length of wearing mourning badges in token

of their grief. Lincoln, who had done as much as

any one man to secure his return, now heard that

Clay was to speak at Lexington, in Kentucky. He

had never seen Clay, and he decided therefore that

136
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this was an opportunity not to be missed. Accord-

ingly he made a pilgrimage to Lexington " in order

that he might hear the voice, grasp the hand, and

look in the magnetic eyes of his adored leader."

Clay's speech was on the subject of colonising Africa

with emancipated American slaves, an expedient then

attracting much attention as a possible solution of

the problem. As this problem is still unsolved,

it may be that Clay's suggestion, which had Lin-

coln's warm support, will be adopted in the end.

Anyway, two of the more recent students of the

question see no better way out than some system

of emigration or segregation.*

The speech in which Clay set forth his views was

a deep disappointment to one at least in his audi-

ence. It was written out and read in a tone much
too frigid for his liking. It lacked entirely the

spontaneity and fire which were anticipated.

" Nevertheless, when the meeting was dissolved,

he sought the much-wished-for introduction to Clay.

The Kentuckian, knowing how true a friend was

the Illinois Whig leader, invited him to accompany

him to Ashland, the seat of the Clay family. We
may imagine the elation with which Lincoln ac-

cepted this unexpected invitation from the object

of his worship. But more disillusion was in store

for him. Clay was proud, distant, and haughty in

his manner; and he evidently regarded Lincoln as

a clod-hopper, a rude backwoodsman, whose per-

* See The Negro Problem : Abraham, Lincoln's Solution, by William

P. Pickett, and Through Afro-America, by William Archer.
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sonal affection for * the great Whig chief ' must be

rewarded by a few curt words of welcome. He was

conceited in himself, impatient of suggestions or

advice from others. Lincoln was humble, conscious

of his own shortcomings. Clay was sufficient unto

himself. Lincoln's invariable habit was to defer

to others. Clay, in the fulness of his popularity,

accepted the deference offered him as his due. Lin-

coln felt that his hero-worship was an egregious

blunder. He went back to Springfield, as he after-

wards expressed it, ' with the enthusiasm all oozed

out of him.' The man who was to be President

had learned a lesson from him who never could be

President. It was a lesson never forgotten.*

" It is quite possible that Mr. Lincoln needed to

experience this disappointment, and to be taught

this lesson. It was, perhaps, the only instance in his

life in which he had given his whole heart to a man

without knowing him. He was, certainly, from this

time forward, more careful to look on all sides of

a man, and on all sides of a subject, before yielding

to either his devotion." f

One further incident belonging to the interval be-

tween his nomination and his appearance at Wash-

ington was the attitude he took up regarding tariff'

and labour questions. He did not believe in im-

porting goods that could be made or grown at

home. The sum of his general argument may be

* Abraham Lincoln and the Do'ivnfall of American Slavery^ by

Noah Brooks. Clay was three times an unsuccessful candidate for

the Presidency.

t Life (f Abraham Lincoln, by J. G. Holland.
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expressed in a single sentence: ** To secure to each

labourer the whole product of his labour, or as

nearly so as possible, is a worthy object of any

good Government."

On the first section of his journey to Washing-

ton Lincoln had as a fellow-passenger in the stage

coach in which he travelled a convivial Kentuckian

who was on his way home from Missouri. Im-

pressed by the newly-appointed Congressman's air

of gravity and melancholy, he undertook to relieve

the general monotony of the ride by offering him
** a chew of tobacco." Those who read their Dick-

ens will remember how the American habit of chew-

ing tobacco nauseated the rising young English

author on his travels a few years previously to this

date.

" No, thank you, sir," said Lincoln politely, ** I

never chew." After a short interval the stranger

offered Lincoln a cigar, with the same result. Lin-

coln "never smoked."

Finally, as they neared the end of the stage,

the Kentuckian, pouring out a cup of brandy from

a flask, offered it to his companion with the re-

mark, '• Well, stranger, seeing you don't smoke or

chew, perhaps you'll take a little of this French

brandy. It's a fine article, and a good appetiser

besides."

This further evidence of hospitality was declined

with the same courteous firmness as before, and

when they were about to separate, according to Lin-

coln's own version of the story, the stranger shook
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his fellow-traveller warmly by the hand. " See

here," said he, good-humouredly, ** you're a clever,

but strange companion. I may never see you again,

and I don't want to offend you, but my experience

has taught me this, that a man who has no vices

has very few virtues. Good-day."

If Lincoln entertained any ideas of distinguishing

himself on his first appearance in the House of

Representatives, he knew well enough that distinc-

tion which counts, or is worth while, must be labori-

ously prepared for. And he acted accordingly. His

life in Washington was a simple and quiet pne.

He met and valued the friendship and society .of

such men as Daniel Webster, the great orator-states-

man, who invited him to his breakfast-table gather-

ings, recollecting some legal services Lincoln had

rendered him. Taking up his abode at a modest

boarding-house, he never sought to impose his views

on others. When political feeling ran high in the

company in which he found himself it was his wont

to clear the air by the telling of some genial

story, which put everyone into a good humour. For

relaxation he sometimes went into an adjacent bowl-

ing-alley, taking defeat or victory with the same

easy temper.

President Polk had favoured the slave-holders,

and it was the hope of these that the annexation of

Texas would add to the strength of their cause. So,

when Lincoln made his entry as a member of Con-

gress he was confronted with the moral question

which lay at the back of the Mexican War; and one
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of his first acts was to introduce a series of resolu-

tions which called upon the President to justify the

notoriously unconstitutional acts which had brought

about the war.

The specific questions to which answers were

sought were as follows: **(i) Whether the spot

on which the blood of our citizens was shed, as

the President in his Message declared, was or was

not within the territory of Spain, at least after the

treaty of 1819, until the Mexican Revolution; (2)

Whether this spot is or is not within the territory

which was wrested from Spain by the revolutionary

Government of Mexico; (3) Whether that spot is or

is not within a settlement of people, which settle-

ment has existed ever since long before the Texas

Revolution, and until its inhabitants fled before the

approach of the United States Army."

Lincoln's quarrel was not with the soldiers. He
was willing to vote for the supplies, but in an elo-

quent and closely-reasoned speech with which he

followed up the introduction of the resolutions,

he condemned the political schemes which had made

such a drain upon the Treasury necessary.

But all his efforts were of no avail. The President

preserved a sphinx-like silence. And outside the

House Lincoln's attitude, which gained for him the

name of " Spot Lincoln," gained him little else that

was tangible.

While the slave-holding States stood together,

presenting a bold and solid front to their oppon-

ents, the politicians of the ** free " States were
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divided in their opinions; and as the " free " States

were in the majority, the divisions amongst them

must be regarded as responsible in a large degree

for the terrible conflict which preceded the ultimate

Union. Moreover, when Lincoln spoke, the Mexican

War was over. Many of those who had taken part in

it had covered themselves with honour. Many house-

holds had been bereft of their nearest and dearest.

Even in his own party Lincoln was spoken of as

unpatriotic. The result, if it brought him no ela-

tion, dismayed him not.

Lincoln as a Congressman proved *' a quiet but

earnest and patient apprentice in the great work-

shop of national legislation, and performed his share

of duty with industry and intelligence, as well as

with a modest and appreciative respect for the ability

and experience of his seniors. He was appointed

the junior Whig member of the Committee on Post

Offices and Post Roads, and shared its prosaic but

eminently useful labours both in the committee-room

and the House debates. His name appears on only

one other committee—that on expenditures of the

War Department—and he seems to have interested

himself in certain amendments of the law relating

to bounty lands for soldiers and such minor military

topics. He looked carefully after the interests of

Illinois in certain grants of land to that State for

railroads, but expressed his desire that the Govern-

ment price of the reserved sections should not be

iiineased to actual settlers."*

• A Short Life ofAbraham Lincoln , by John G, Nicolay.
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General Zachary Taylor, " Old Rough and

Ready," was the Whig candidate for the next Presi-

dential election. He was known as " the hero of

Buena Vista," in reference to an episode in the

Mexican War, and in the House and out of it Lin-

coln lent enthusiastic support to his candidature.

Not that Taylor was an ideal man: he was a slave-

owner; but he was more antagonistic to the exten-

sion of slavery than was the Democratic candidate.

General Cass.

Very interesting, from a personal point of view,

is one of Lincoln's letters to his young partner at

this time. In this he writes: "Last night I was

attending a sort of caucus of the Whig members,

held in relation to the coming Presidential election.

The whole field of the nation was scanned, and all

is hope and confidence. As to the young men, you

must not wait to be brought forward by the older

men. For instance, do you suppose that I should

ever have got into notice if I had waited to be

hunted up and pushed forward by older men? You

young men get together and form a ' Rough and

Ready Club,' and have regular meetings and

speeches. Let everyone play the part he can play

best. Your meetings will be of evenings; the older

men and the women will go to hear you; so that

it will not only contribute to the election of ' Old

Zack,' but will be an interesting pastime, and im-

proving to the intellectual faculties of all engaged."

His speeches and writings refer with increasing

insistence to the slavery problem. ** I am," he said,
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" a Northern man, or, rather, a Western Free-State

man, vvitJi a constituency I believe to be, and with

personal feelings I know to be, against the exten-

sion of slavery." He was utterly opposed to the

extension of the slave system to the territory newly

acquired from Mexico, and he attempted to clear

slavery from the District of Columbia over which

Congress had direct control.

The slave States of Virginia and Maryland sur-

rounded the little District which contained the city

of Washington; and in view from the windows of

the Capitol was " a sort of negro livery-stable, where

droves of negroes were collected, temporarily kept,

and finally taken to Southern markets, precisely like

droves of horses."

Lincoln drafted a Bill which provided that the

Federal Government should pay full value to the

slave-holders of this District for all slaves in their

possession, and should at once free the older ones.

The younger slaves it was proposed to apprentice

for a term of years, in order that they might become

self-supporting, after which term they also were to

receive their freedom. The Mayor and other promi-

nent residents were in favour of this proposal, but

the proposition was not allowed to come to the

vote. From this time Lincoln's faith in compromise,

where slavery was concerned, began to wane.

It is said of him by one of his fellow-members

(Mr. Alexander H. Stephens) that " he always at-

tracted and rivetted the attention of the House when

he spoke. His manner of speech, as well as thought.
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was originaL He had no modeL He was a man of

strong convictions, and what Carlyle would have

called an earnest man. He abounded in anecdote.

He illustrated everything he was talking about with

an anecdote, always exceedingly apt and pointed
;

and socially he always kept his company in a roar

of laughter."

With the inauguration of General Taylor, Lin-

coln's term as Congressman closed. But meanwhile

it fell to his lot to recommend to the incoming Ad-

ministration the persons most suitable to fill the

various Federal offices in Illinois. He performed

this difficult duty with scrupulous fairness and

honesty to political friends and foes. For himself

he might have had the Commissionership of the

General Land Office. Instead of taking this, he

sought to get the four other men from Illinois who

were anxious for the post to agree amongst them-

selves as to the one of their number who was most

suitable for it. As they failed to do this he at the

last moment became a candidate. But it was too

late. By then the office was promised to another.

As some compensation he was offered the governor-

ship of the recently organised territory of Oregon,

but this, acting on Mrs. Lincoln's advice, he de-

clined.

In accordance with the agreement amongst the

young men of Springfield, before mentioned, he

had not offered himself for re-election to Congress.
** Personally," he wrote, *' he would not object to

re-election." But "to enter himself as the com-

K
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petitor of others, or to authorise anyone so to enter

him, was what his word and honour forbade."

To reaHse what this self-sacrifice meant, it will

suffice if we glance briefly at what transpired at

the Congress in question. Had Lincoln been a

member of this " he would have been in the midst

of that struggle of the Titans which issued in Clay's

last great work, the Compromise of 1850*; he would

have heard the clashing voices of union and dis-

union—and of the great protagonists of the time

in their hour of crisis : Calhoun calling up im-

mediate war in the name of the South; Webster,

for the sake of Union, turning his back upon the

cause of abolition; Governor Seward proclaiming

a higher law than even that of the Constitution,

while the old President in the background was

growling out his determination to deal justice to

traitors ; and, above all, central among them all,

the pathetic, eloquent, fiery figure of Clay (then a

Senator), forgetful of every minor consideration,

pouring all the talents of his extraordinary person-

ality and influence into the cause of National

Unity." t
But these scenes were not for Lincoln to take part

in. The spring of 1849 found him back in his

* By this the North got California as a free State, and the slave

trade was abolished in the District of Columbia; whilst the South

secured the fugitive slave law, and a provision that New Mexico
and Utah (which with California came into the Union as a result of

the Mexican war), when admitted as States, mig-ht do so with or

without slavery, as they mii^-ht then see fit.

t Abrahnvt Lincoln, by Henry Bryan Binns.
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office in Springfield, saddened, disappointed, dis-

illusioned, with, so far as he could see, an end to

all advancement. But, with the courage which never

deserted him, which made its presence felt even in his

gloomy moods of despondency, he applied himself

with all the vigour he could command to " the next

best thing," which meant, now, the daily round of

his legal practice and the old Eighth Judicial Circuit

of Illinois.



CHAPTER XIII

Tacklingf Euclid, German, history, and constitutional law—His love

of children—Life on circuit—Some remarkable cases—A bitter

disappointment—His kindly heart.

Whilst in Washington Lincoln had charge of one

case which came before the United States Supreme

Court, but in the main his interest in the law was

submerged by his activity in politics. He was,

however, naturally observant, and one of the things

that struck him was the contrast between the con-

duct of cases by the educated lawyers of the East

and by those with whom his lot had been cast in

Illinois. When, therefore, he resumed his old

routine in the dingy little office in the Square at

Springfield, it was with a firm will to remedy in

so far as he was able his own deficiencies.

The verb " to demonstrate " fired his imagina-

tion, and he bent his mind in all the intervals his

work allowed him to the study of Euclid, going

steadily through the first six Books of the great

mathematician. In addition, he attempted to learn

the German language, and he was often to be found

in the State libraries tackling history and constitu-

tional law.

The years that followed immediately on his return

to Springfield from the capital were among the

148
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happiest in his life. They were not devoid of

trouble and trial, as we shall see. For this his

family in Coles County was to a great extent re-

sponsible. But his home life was happy. He de-

hghted in the companionship of his children.* And

the free life he enjoyed whilst riding the circuit

peculiarly fitted his natural tastes. Wherever he

went he usually found a warm welcome awaiting

him, while his fellow-lawyers held him in the great-

est respect. Familiarly known as *' Old Abe," or

" Honest Abe," he was always addressed as " Mr.

Lincoln."

The Presiding Judge of the circuit was David

Davis, who was afterwards President of the United

States Senate, a man of solid attainments, over-fond,

perhaps, of the emoluments of his profession, but

fond also of a good story; and with him as with

the Bar as a whole Lincoln was a great favourite.

The circuit embraced fourteen counties, and the

Judge went on from county to county twice a year.

He and most of the members of the Bar travelled

on horseback, putting up at inns in the towns and

at farmhouses in the villages, the principal meals

being taken in much the same way as *' ordinaries
"

are taken in our market towns to-day, though the

* Four children were born to Abraham and Mary Lincohi

:

(i) Robert Todd, born Aug-. I, 1843, graduated at Harvard 1864,

entered Harvard Law School, sensed as captain under General

Grant during the Civil War, was afterwards admitted to the Chicago

Bar; U.S. Secretary of War, 1881-5 ; U.S. Minister to Great

Britain, 1889-93. (2) Edward Baker, born March 10, 1846; died

Feb. I, 1850. (3) William Wallace, born Dec. 21, 1850; died Feb. 20,

1S62. (4) Thomas ("Tad"), born April 4, 1853; died July 15, 1871.
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company generally included " all and sundry " in the

respective neighbourhoods, and the food was of the

plainest description. At night-time Bench and Bar

had to sleep two in a bed, or eight or so in a room,

some of them on the floor.

Lincoln followed in the train of Judge Davis,

driving an old buggy. His appearance was that

of "a rough, intelligent farmer." His dress in-

cluded a suit of rusty bombazine, the coat of which

hung loosely on his gaunt shoulders, and the trou-

sers of which were too short for him. On his head

was usually a tall and rather shabby beaver hat,

and in cold weather he wore a cloak or shawl. His

spare apparel and other impedimenta were carried

in a carpet bag, and his umbrella, of faded green

cotton, tied with a piece of string, with his name on

white muslin sewn inside, was a constant companion.

His outward appearance accounted for much pre-

judice amongst those who did not know him, but

he was always carefully shaven, and his person clean,

while the magnetism of his personality and the

force of his character more than compensated his

friends—and all became his friends when they got to

know him—for any apparent carelessness or eccen-

tricity in his dress.

His business memoranda he constantly carried in

his hat, and when this became uncomfortably full,

he would empty the contents into a bundle and label

it with these words, for his own or his partner's

guidance: "When you can't find it anywhere else,

look into this."
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When he received a fee he would divide the

money, and wrapping up one half, mark it " Hern-

don's half." This saved the trouble of book-keep-

ing. When in the office he had the habit of read-

ing aloud, persuaded that this method helped him

to retain what he read ; and the incursion of his

children into the office never disconcerted him. In

fact, not only was he fond of children, he was

interested in whatever interested them. He could

derive real pleasure from simple magic-lantern dis-

plays. On their part children were always drawn

to him, making him a friend at sight.

His manner when in court was never dictatorial.

As he took up a book, so he conducted a case, his

first aim being to extract the essentials. He dis-

liked technicalities. When he was confronted with'

them he mastered them, as in duty bound, but he

never puzzled others with them, either in his politi-

cal speeches or his addresses to juries. It became

a common saying that '*
if Lincoln is in the case,

there will be no trouble in understanding what it is

all about." " Billy," said he once to his partner,

" don't shoot too high. Aim lower, and the common
people vdll understand you. They are the ones you

want to reach. The educated and refined people will

understand you anyway."

It was this veritable passion of his for making

things plain that inspired his stories. He told stories

for the same reason that modern journalism is half

pictorial: the stories served to illustrate and render

easy of comprehension what he had to convey. He
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was no mere wit. If some of his stories sound

at all crude to modern ears, attention must be paid

to the environment in which he lived for the greater

part of his life, and to his efforts to reach the

hearts and minds of " the common people " from

whom he himself sprang. What he achieved, and

he achieved much, did not come easily, either in

the form of knowledge or influence. His mind

moved slowly. He was slow if sure. But he had

a most retentive memory, and what he once mastered

belonged to him ever afterwards—was, indeed, part

of himself. He never lost a fact or a friend.

In dealing with a witness he adopted persuasion.

To hector anyone was against his nature. But there

were few, if any, who could keep the truth from

him. And when his moral nature was touched he

could be terrible. He would lean over to a person

he was examining, and when he had extracted his

point, he would assume an erect posture, which his

great height made very impressive. It was said of

him by one who heard him in an impassioned mo-

ment that he "seemed twenty feet high." One
secret of his success at the Bar was his habit of

studying his opponent's case as well as his own.

One of the Judges before whom he practised said

of him: " With a voice by no means pleasant, and,

indeed, when excited, in its shrill tones almost dis-

agreeable ; without any of the personal graces of

the orator "—in which his opponent Stephen Douglas

was supreme—" without much in the outward man
indicating superiority of intellect; without great
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quickness of perception ; still, his mind was so vigor-

ous, his comprehension so exact and clear, and his

judgment so sure, that he easily mastered the in-

tricacies of his profession, and became one of the

ablest reasoners and most impressive speakers at our

Bar."

When moved, as he could be when instances of

wrong and injustice came before his notice, says

another writer, "his eyes flashed fire; his appear-

ance underwent a change as though the inspired

mind had transformed the body. His face, dark-

ened by malarial influences and seamed with the

wrinkles of premature age, was transfigured with

that mysterious * inner light ' which some observers

have said reminded them of a flame glowing within

a half-transparent vase."

Though the extent of his practice is said to have

been comparable with that of any of his distin-

guished colleagues—he was the only one amongst

them who went over the whole Circuit—he never

charged high fees nor accumulated wealth. He sel-

dom made more than £400 or £500 a year. The

largest fee he ever received was one of £1000 in a

railway case, which he won. His original charge was

for about £400. When the railway company pro-

tested that this was excessive, his friends and col-

leagues advised him to sue for the larger amount.

He did this and gained the day.

The only complaint_, indeed, which his brother

lawyers as a whole found in him was that he never

charged enough. Judge Davis declared that his
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*' picayune charges " were impoverishing the whole

Bar. If a case was brought to him and on examina-

tion he came to the conclusion that it involved in-

justice or oppression he would not undertake it.

It was no uncommon thing for him to refuse part

or even the whole of a fee if his conscience prompted

him that this was the right course to pursue.

Once, on discovering in the middle of a trial

that his client had behaved fraudulently, he left the

court. When sent for by the Judge, he returned

the answer that " he had gone out to wash his

hands.'' On another occasion, being consulted by

an angry creditor who insisted on suing for a small

debt of two and a-half dollars, and knowing that

the debtor had no money, he secured ten dollars as

a retainer, and gave one half of this amount to the

unhappy debtor, who then paid what was owing, with

the result that all parties, including the man who

insisted on having his " pound of flesh," were satis-

fied.

Here is another example of his method of deal-

ing with meanness. i\ man came to engage him

to sue a widow. " Yes," said Lincoln, after listen-

ing to the history of the case; " there is a reason-

able chance of gaining your case for you. I can

set a whole township at loggerheads. I can distress

a poor widow and her six fatherless children, and

so get for you six hundred dollars which riglit fully

belong as much to her as to you. But you should

remember that some things that are legally right

are not morally so. 1 shall not take your case.
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but I'll give you some advice for nothing. You

seem to be an active, energetic man. I would advise

you to try your hand at making the six hundred

dollars in some other way."

He once acted for the widow of a soldier of the

Revolution who had been defrauded of her pension

by a dishonest agent. His notes for this have been

preserved. They read as follows: "No contract.

—Not professional services.—Unreasonable charge.

—Money retained by defendant, not given by plain-

tiff.—Revolutionary War.—Describe Valley Forge,

privations, ice, soldier's bleeding feet.—Plaintiff's

husband.—Soldier leaving home for army.

—

Skin de-

fendant.—Close." His speech brought the jury to

tears, and the wretched pension agent " suffered

tortures."

He appeared on behalf of an old man named

Case in connection with payment for a team of

oxen and a plough. The defendants were young

men of the name of Snow. They pleaded that the

debt was incurred when they were under age. Lin-

coln, with his usual directness, satisfied himself that

the plea was right as to fact. He did not dispute

it. But he put the witness who had testified to it

through a brief examination.

"Where," he asked, "is that team now?"
" On the farm of the Snow boys."

" Have you seen anyone breaking prairie with

it lately?"

"Yes; the Snow boys were breaking up with

it last week."
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"How old are the boys now?"
*' One is a little over twenty-one. The other is

near twenty-three."

" Gentlemen," said Lincoln to the jury, after dis-

missing the witness, '* these boys would never have

tried to cheat old Farmer Case out of these oxen

and that plough, but for the advice of counsel.

It was bad advice—bad in morals and bad in law.

The law never sanctions cheating, and a lawyer

must be very smart indeed so to twist it that it

will seem to do so. The Judge will tell you what

your own sense of justice has told you already,

that these boys, if they were mean enough to plead

the baby Act, should, when they came to be men,

have taken the oxen and the plough back again.

They cannot go back on their contract and also keep

what they engaged to pay for."

So Farmer Case won the day, or rather Lincoln

won it for him. The senior partner in the firm

of Lincoln and Herndon determined that the firm

should ** never deserve the reputation enjoyed by

those shining lights of the profession, ' Catchem

and Cheatem.'
"

Two murder cases in which Lincoln was engaged

call for special mention. News came to him that

William Armstrong, the son of his old Clary's Grove

rival, Jack Armstrong, had been arrested on the

capital charge. Before the facts of the case came

to his knowledge he wrote to the mother, now a

widow: "Dear Mrs. Armstrong, I have just heard

of your deep aflliciion, and the arrest of your son
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for murder. I can hardly believe that he can be

capable of the crime alleged against him. It does

not seem possible. I am anxious that he should be

given a fair trial at any rate; and gratitude for

your long-continued kindness to me in adverse cir-

cumstances prompts me to offer my humble ser-

vices gratuitously in his behalf. It will afford me
an opportunity to requite, in a small degree, the

favours I received at your hand, and that of your

lamented husband, when your roof afforded me

a grateful shelter, without money and without

price."

In the old Salem days, when Jack Armstrong mar-

ried, his home was always open to Lincoln, who

found there, when he scarce knew where to turn for

food or shelter, a veritable haven of refuge.

Throughout his life he never forgot a kindness that

had been shown to him.

William Armstrong, in company with some of his

mates, had visited one of the camp-meetings which

were a feature of the prairie life of those days. As

frequently happened, there had been a disturbance,

in which a young man had fallen fatally injured.

The evidence against Armstrong was mainly of a

circumstantial character. One witness, however, de-

clared on oath that he had seen the accused strike

the fatal blow "by the light of the moon, which

was shining brightly."

After subjecting this witness to one of his most

searching examinations, Lincoln pointed out all the

discrepancies in his narrative, and wound up drama-
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tically by producing an almanac and proving that

at the time the witness claimed to have seen Arm-
strong strike the blow the moon was not visible^

not appearing until an hour or more later.

From this point Lincoln carried everything before

him, and after a powerful address to the jury, se-

cured the acquittal of the defendant, who, with his

mother, could not find words in which adequately

to thank his deliverer for what he had done for

them.

In the second case a man named " Peachy "

Harrison, grandson of old Peter Cartwright, was

accused of murder, and Lincoln undertook the de-

fence. From Cartwright he elicited the fact that

as the victim of the quarrel, a law student in his

own office, lay dying he said: *'
I am dying. I will

soon part with all I love on earth, and I want you

to say to my slayer that I forgive him. I want to

leave this earth with a forgiveness of all who have

in any way injured me." Lincoln's conduct of this

case produced so deep an impression on the jury

that Harrison was acquitted. Lincoln, it may be

mentioned here, never was an advocate of capital

punishment.

He figured in two slavery cases of note. In one

of these a negro girl named Nancy was shown to

have been sold as a slave, a promissory note having

been taken in payment. A suit was brought for

the recovery of the money. Lincoln argued success-

fully that as the consideration for which the note

was given was a human being, and, under the laws
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of Illinois, a human being could not be bought or

sold, the promissory note was void. In the second

case the slaves of a man named Hinkle had been

given their freedom when their owner moved into

Illinois. Among these slaves was a lad who en-

gaged himself as a waiter on a steamboat and so

journeyed down the Mississippi. At New Orleans,

forgetting that he was liable to arrest under a law

that all coloured persons found at large after sun-

set without a permit were to be taken up by the

police, he was arrested, and lodged in gaol because

the fine imposed was not forthcoming. This meant

that he might be sold into slavery for the sake of

the fine. News of his imprisonment coming to his

mother she went in distress to Lincoln, who, with

his partner, found and forwarded the money to New
Orleans, and the boy was restored to freedom. It

needed no small courage to act in this manner,

but Lincoln never hesitated to do what he thought

was right because of the possible consequences to

himself.

One bitter disappointment came to him. He was

engaged in an important case relating to a patent

reaper. His client had a sum of over £80,000

at stake. The opposing counsel was an eminent

lawyer from the East. Lincoln prepared for the

encounter by the most careful and diligent study.

The case was to be tried at Cincinnati, and his col-

leagues congratulated him upon the chance it af-

forded him of winning new distinction. At the

last moment his client grew nervous and called in
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Edvvin M. Stanton_, a well-known lawyer, who at once

ignored " the long, lank creature from Illinois."

Lincoln accidentally overheard Stanton say to

some friends, " Where did that giraffe come from

and what can he expect to do in this case?"

But if Lincoln never forgot a kindness, he never

brooded over an injury, nor allowed one to blind

him to the qualities of an opponent. In after years

he appointed Edwin M. Stanton his War Secretary.

The records of his legal practice contain other

and happier incidents than that of his first meeting

with Stanton. His services were requisitioned by a

man who sent his own buggy for him. The case

was an urgent one, and there was no time to be

lost if the suit was to be won. The messenger was

the client's son-in-law. Lincoln was found at play

with some children. During the journey he told so

many good stories that the driver of the buggy

allowed the horse to go along at will. The result

was an upset in a ditch, and the smashing-up of

the little vehicle.

" You stay behind and look after things here,"

said Lincoln. " I'll walk on." He reached his

destination in time, won the case, and offered half

of his fee as compensation for the smashed buggy.

A visitor inquiring one night for Lincoln at an

inn was told that he was in Judge Davis's room.

He went up, and two voices called out, " Come in."

When he went in he found the two men engaged in

a pillow fight

!

Whilst riding the circuit Lincoln was missed by
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his companions. He had stayed behind near a

thicket where the party had stopped to water their

horses. " When, I saw him last/' said one, ** he had

caught two young birds that the wind had blown

out of their nest, and was hunting for the nest to

put them back."

When at length Lincoln caught up with his col-

leagues he was rallied on his softness. " Boys," said

he, " I could not have slept unless I had restored

those little birds to their mother."

On another occasion a squealing pig was dis-

covered in deep mud by the roadside, and the efforts

of the animal to regain its freedom aroused no little

merriment, but Lincoln found means to release the

creature, the damage to his clothes being more than

balanced in his own mind by the reflection that not

only was the animal out of its misery, but that the

farmer, who was a poor man, would not have to

suffer any of the inconveniences which the loss of

the pig would have occasioned.

It remains to be added here that, had Lincoln

so desired, he could have undertaken other work

than that involved in riding the circuit in Illinois.

He was offered a partnership by a well-to-do law-

yer in Chicago—where, by the way, Stephen Douglas

was investing money advantageously in land—but he

declined the offer. He feared that close confinement

to a city office would develop his tendency to con-

sumption.



CHAPTER XIV

In shirt sleeves and slippers—Family affliction—Wise counsel to his

stepbrother—Kindness and firmness—Tribute to Henry Clay

—

A call to arms.

After his return from Washington Lincoln bought

a house in Eighth Street, Springfield. Beyond this

he owned no real estate except a lot presented to

him in the town of Lincoln, Illinois, which was

named Lincoln in his honour, and a portion of

" bounty land " granted to him as to others who

volunteered in the Black Hawk War.

When not riding the circuit he spent the greater

part of the day at his ofhce. But in the mornings

and evenings he attended to what may be called

the outhouse work—care of the stable and the cow-

house, and so on. He loved to sit about or rather

lie about—his favourite position was on the floor

—

in his slippers and shirt sleeves. This habit and his

total innocence of ** society manners " were causes

of much distress to his wife, who was fond of hold-

ing little receptions and, as we have seen, was very

ambitious, and had every confidence in her hus-

band's future.

But his innate courtesy disarmed all personal criti-

cism that was worth consideration. His heart was

in the right place; no knight-errant was ever more

162
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knightly in motive; and to be in his company for

long was impossible without coming under the won-

derful spell of his magnetic personality. Said Mrs.

Lincoln, on one occasion, " Mr. Lincoln "—she as

well as others, when speaking seriously, constantly

referred to him as Mr. Lincoln
—

" was the kindest

man, and most loving husband and father, in the

world. He gave us all unbounded liberty. He was

exceedingly indulgent to his children." But "he
was a terribly firm man when he put his foot down.

None of us—no man or woman—could rule him after

he had once made up his mind."

During all the time that has been covered in this

narrative since we last saw Lincoln with his own
people in Coles County, he did not forget them. And,

whilst saving enough to liquidate the " national

debt," he was able from time to time to send them

financial help. Indeed, he not infrequently im-

poverished himself to do so. Thomas Lincoln shifted

about from place to place before he settled down
finally in Coles County. And his son never re-

pined that his help was not always put to the most

profitable uses.

His stepbrother, John Johnston, was something

of a thorn in his side, but he treated him with the

utmost indulgence. About 1848 gold was dis-

covered in California, and amongst John Johnston's

other ideas was one for borrowing money so that he

might join in the '* rush."

Some letters written by Lincoln in 1851 serve to

show us the real man, the affectionate son, and the
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wise counsellor. In one of these we find him writing

to say that he would not advance the sum of eighty

dollars which his stepbrother sought on loan. Here

are his reasons: " At the various times when I have

helped you a little, you have said to me, ' We can

get along very well now.' But in a very short time

I find you in the same difficulty again. Now, you

are not lazy, and still you are an idler. You do not

very much dislike to work, and still you do not work

much, merely because it does not seem to you that

you could get much for it. This habit of wasting

time is the whole difficulty. It is vastly impor-

tant to you, and still more so to your children, that

you should break the habit. You are now in need

of some money. And what I propose is, that you

shall go to work ' tooth and nail ' for somebody,

who will give you money for it. Let father and

your boys take charge of your things at home, and

go to work for the best wages, or in discharge of

any debt you owe, that you can get. To secure you

a fair reward for your labour I now promise you

that, for every dollar you will between this [he is

writing under date of January 2] and the first of

May, get for your own labour, either in money or as

your own indebtedness, I will then give you one

other dollar. In this I do not mean you shall go

off to St. Louis, or the lead mines, or the gold

mines in California ; but I mean for you to go at

it for the best wages you can get close to home.

If you will do this, you will soon be out of debt,

and, what is better, you will have a habit that will
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keep you from getting in debt again. You have

always been kind to me, and I do not mean to be

unkind to you. On the contrary, if you will but

follow my advice, you will find it worth more than

eighty times eighty dollars to you."

The death of his little son Edward at less than

four years of age was followed by his wife's illness,

and then came news through Johnston of the illness

of his father. In acknowledging this letter Lincoln

wrote expressing his hope that father might yet

recover his health. He went on to say: "At all

events, tell him to remember to call upon, and con-

fide in, our great and merciful Maker, Who will

not turn away from him in any extremity. He notes

the fall of the sparrow, and numbers the hairs of

our heads, and He will not forget the dying man

who puts his trust in Him. Say to him that, if

we could meet now, it is doubtful whether it would

be more pleasant than painful, but if it is his lot

to go now, he will soon have a joyful meeting with

loved ones gone before, and where the rest of us,

through the mercy of God, hope ere long to join

them."

Thomas Lincoln passed away in 185 1 at the

age of seventy-three. The event suggested some

more rather fantastic schemes to stepbrother John,

who was now anxious to sell out and move to Mis-

souri. Lincoln endeavoured to prevent him from

taking this step. " What," he asked, " can you do

in Missouri better than in Illinois? Is the land

any richer.^ Can you there, any more than here,
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raise corn and wheat and oats without work? If

you intend to go to work, there is no better place

than right where you are. If you do not intend to

go to work, you cannot get along anywhere. Squirm-

ing and crawling about from place to place can do

no good. You have raised no crop this year; and

what you really want is to sell the land, get the

money, and spend it. I feel it my duty to have

no hand in such a piece of foolery. I feel that it

is so even on your own account, and particularly on

mother's account." He goes on to explain that he

intends to keep a certain part of the land for their

mother whilst she lives, and observes that if John

will not cultivate it as he advises, it will rent for

something, perhaps for enough to support her; and

after another expression of goodwill to his step-

brother, he concludes by saying: "Go to work is

the only cure for your case."

As is acutely said, " He did not love work, prob-

ably, any better than John Johnston did ; but he had

an innate self-respect, and a consciousness that his

' self ' was worthy of respect kept him from idle-

ness as it kept him from all other vices, and made

him a better man every year that he lived."

But John was not yet satisfied. He returned once

more to the charge. And once more Abraham

had to remonstrate with him. " Your proposal

about selling the east forty acres," he writes, " is

all that I want or could claim for myself, but I

am not satisfied with it on mother's account. I

want her to have her living, and I feel that it is
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my duty, to some extent, to see that she is not

wronged. She had a right of dower—that is, the

use of one-third for hfe—in the other two forties
;

but it seems that she has already let you take that,

' hook and line.' She now has the use of the whole

east forty, as long as she lives. And if it be sold

she is entitled to the interest on all the money it

brings as long as she lives. But you propose to

sell it for 300 dollars, take 100 away with you,

and leave her with 200, at eight per cent, making

her the enormous sum of sixteen dollars a year !

Now, if you are satisfied with treating her in that

way, I am not. It is true that you are to have that

forty at mother's death, but you are not to have

it before. I am confident that the land can be made

to produce for mother at least thirty dollars a year
;

and I cannot, to oblige any living person, consent

that she shall be put on an allowance of sixteen

dollars a year."

It was not without warrant that Mrs. Lincoln

spoke of her husband's firmness. He stood to his

word when he had once made up his mind to any

particular course of action. He was long-suffering

and kind in doing so; but, as others than John

Johnston were to find, he was not to be persuaded

to alter his course when once this had been de-

cided upon.

The time was now approaching when Lincoln,

though he thought political life in its higher aspects

was closed to him, was to be called upon to under-

take his life-work. One event which roused him
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once more to take a survey of the national fortunes

was the death of Henry Clay. Whatever the faults

of Henry Clay may have been, he was a patriot.

His efforts were ever directed to the preservation of

national union. The slave trade compromise of

1850, for which he was so largely responsible, had

been hailed by most people as a lasting settlement.

Lincoln was not altogether satisfied with it, but he

acquiesced in it and held his peace. Two years after

it had been agreed upon, Henry Clay died, and it

fell to the lot of Lincoln to deliver the funeral

oration in the State House at Springfield.

If his interview with Clay had been disappointing

at the time, it had left no rankling memories ; and

his tribute to Clay's memory was in every respect

worthy of the occasion and of himself. It gave a

fine summary of Clay's work for human liberty, and

dealt in particular with slavery. With Clay he

looked to gradual emancipation and the transporta-

tion of the coloured people to Africa as the one

practical solution of the problem, once more pleasing

neither the abolitionists, who were growing in

strength, nor the upholders of slavery, who included

many ministers of various denominations. With

great effect he quoted from the speech of Henry

Clay before the American Colonisation Society in

1827 the following words: "Those who opposed

the work of the Society must go back to the era

of our liberty and independence, and muzzle the

cannon which thunders its annual joyous return.

They must blow out the moral light around us and
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extinguish the greatest torch of all which America

presents to a benighted world—pointing the way to

their rights, their liberties, and their happiness. And

when they have achieved all those purposes their

work will yet be incomplete. They must penetrate

the human soul, and eradicate the light of reason and

the love of liberty. Then, and not till then, when

universal darkness and despair prevail, can you per-

petuate slavery and repress all sympathy and all

humane and benevolent efforts among free men in

behalf of the unhappy portion of our race doomed

to bondage."

In bringing his oration to a close, Lincoln, in

terms which recall his words to the young men of

Springfield in 1837, when he had asked them to

remember what their fathers had done, and what

they themselves were called upon to do, said :
" Henry

Clay is dead. Such a man the times have de-

manded, and such, in the Providence of God, was

given us. But he is gone. Let us strive to deserve,

as far as mortals may, the continued care of Divine

Providence, trusting that in future national emer-

gencies He will not fail to provide us the instru-

ments of safety and security."

Another Presidential election was due in 1852,

and Lincoln, somewhat reluctantly, accepted the

position of elector in his district, the Whig candi-

date being General Scott. His lips were closed upon

the one subject in regard to which he felt deeply

—

the subject of slavery—and his speeches were more

or less formal. Unless his moral fervour was stirred
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either as an advocate in the courts or as a speaker

on the pohtical platform^ he did not rise to the full

height of his abilities. The Democratic nominee,

Brigadier Franklin Pierce, who had advocated the

annexation of Texas with or without slavery, and

who now defended slavery and the Fugitive Slave

Law, was returned.

In this election the Democrats swept all but four

of the States. But the Southerners remained un-

satisfied, and the Northerners were at heart in no

better case. A prime cause of trouble was the

Fugitive Slave Law, just mentioned. This com-

pelled citizens in the free States to help the Govern-

ment officers in the capture of runaway slaves and

the return of the runaways to their masters.

In his impressive book, The Valley of Shadows^

Mr. Francis Grierson has shown how the operation

of this law brought home to those Northerners who

had not hitherto taken any active interest in the

slavery question the iniquity and horror of the traffic.

He has shown, also, how the abolitionists defied

the law by helping the slaves to escape into free

territory. On their part, however, the Southern-

ers bitterly resented the provision by which slave-

owners taking their slaves over the borders of their

own territories ceased to have any control over them.

They made this a ground for threatening secession.

It was at this juncture that Stephen Douglas came

once more to the front. He had married a rich

Southern lady and was bidding for the Presidency.

His prospects were positively brilliant, provided he
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could grapple successfully with the slavery question.

But he resorted to compromise. And, where vital

principles are concerned, there is a limit to the

power of any compromise.

It will have been gathered from preceding pages

that when Missouri was admitted to the Union in

1820, it was agreed that all the territory north of

its northern boundary should be free, though Mis-

souri itself was admitted as a slave State. In 1854

the new territories of Nebraska and Kansas sought

admission to the Union. All along, the South had

been agitating for the introduction of slavery into

these territories. Douglas attempted to bridge the

difficulty by a Bill, known as the Kansas-Nebraska

Bill, which repealed the Missouri Compromise of

1820, cancelled the further compromises of 1850,

and opened the new territories to settlement under

conditions which left to the settlers the decision

as to whether slavery should exist therein or not.

He thus inaugurated what is termed " popular sove-

reignty," His bid for favour aroused a storm of

obloquy. The South protested that most of the

voters in the territories affected would vote for free-

dom. The North regarded the move as a sur-

render of principle.

Lincoln was out on circuit when news of the

Kansas-Nebraska Bill, which passed through Con-

gress on May 8, 1854, reached him. It was a

call to arms. The subject was warmly discussed

during the evening in the inn, Lincoln opposing

Judge Dickey, who upheld the new measure. " After
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a while," says Judge Dickey, " we went upstairs to

bed. There were two beds in our room, and I

remember that Lincoln sat up in his nightshirt on

the edge of his bed arguing the point with me. In

the morning I woke up early, and there was Lin-

coln half sitting up in bed. ' Dickey,' he said, ' I

tell you this nation cannot exist half-slave and half-

free.' " The words were the keynote of his speeches

afterward. They indicate, too, the growing serious-

ness which henceforward marked all that he said

and did.

Among his writings at this time are passages

which lift the subject of slavery far above the con-

siderations of American party politics and on to the

broader basis of humanity. " Southern men," he

said, " declare that their slaves are better off than

hired labourers among us. How little they know

whereof they speak ! The hired labourer of yester-

day labours on his own account to-day, and will

hire others to labour for him to-morrow. Advance-

ment, improvement in condition, is the order of

things in a society of equals. As labour is the

common burden of our race, so the effort of some to

shift their share of the burden on to the shoulders

of others is the great durable curse of the race.

Free labour has the inspiration of hope; pure slavery

has no hope."

Again: "If A can prove, however conclusively,

that he may of right enslave B, why may not B

snatch the same argument and prove equally that

he may enslave A? You say A is white and B is
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black. It is colour, then. The lighter having the

right to enslave the darker? Take care. By this

rule you are to be slave to the first man you meet

with a fairer skin than your own. You do not mean
colour exactly? You mean the whites are intel-

lectually the superiors of the blacks, and therefore

have the right to enslave them? Take care again.

By this rule you are to be slave to the first man you

meet with an intellect superior to your own."

The crisis had come in his own life as it had

come in the life of the American people. And he

was prepared for it.



CHAPTER XV

Civil strife in Kansas—Lincoln enters the political arena against

Stephen Douglas—An inspired warning—" We ivo7it go out of the

Union, andyou shaii^t"

After the passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Bill

there was a rush on the part of those who upheld

it and those who condemned it to the new territories
;

and organisations were formed to promote such

migration as would secure predominance of the views

respectively advocated. The new-comers carried

arms and were prepared to go to any lengths in

supporting their claims. Here, then, was the actual

beginning of a state of civil war.

Slave-holders from Missouri took the initiative and

set up their head-quarters at Leavenworth and Le-

compton. Free-staters followed from Boston and

elsewhere and fixed their camps at Topeka and

Lawrence. For five years, from 1854 to 1859,

Kansas, formerly part of Nebraska, was known as

" Bleeding Kansas."

Meanwhile, Anti-slavery Whigs joined forces with

Anti-slavery Democrats, and so was formed the

nucleus of the great Republican party, with which

Lincoln became identified. Opposed to them were

the Douglas Democrats.

Public feeling was fired by the inspired utterances

174
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of itinerant preachers. The influence of sentiment

aroused by the publication in 185 1, in newspaper

form, of Mrs. Beecher-Stowe's Uncle Torri's Cabin

was rapidly growing. And the Congressional elec-

tions of 1854 gave the leaders on each side oppor-

tunities for dealing freely with the burning topic

of the day.

Perhaps no one was more amazed by the immedi-

ate effects of his own measure than Stephen Douglas

himself. When Congress adjourned in August, and

he returned to Illinois, he declared that he could

have travelled from the coast to the shores of Lake

Michigan by the light of his own burning effigies.

In Chicago, where he had made his home, he was

met by mock-funeral displays. In Illinois his old

constituents were up in arms against him. The

suddenness of this reverse, though common enough

in political life to men who, in weak or ambitious

moments, resort to wire-pulling, and prefer the voice

of self-interest to that of sound principle, might

well have cowed a less courageous man. xAnd, to

add to his mortification and embarrassment, on his

arrival in Springfield, his former and all-but-forgot-

ten rival once more stepped into the arena against

him.

However, the Democratic party was at stake. The

elections were pending. There was no time to be

lost. Douglas was disconcerted, but as yet not seri-

ously alarmed. And he lost no time in presenting

his defence. He had, he said, acted in the interests

of the people as a whole. The problem was for
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them to decide; and he had afforded them the op-

portunity of making their wishes known and of giv-

ing effect to them.

Lincohi was amongst those who Hstened to

Douglas's opening speech. On the following day

he replied in an address of some three or four

hours' duration, an address which astonished even

those who knew him best by its power and its

directness and the ease with which, despite the inter-

ruptions of Senator Douglas, the speaker drove home
his points one after the other to a crushing conclu-

sion against the Kansas-Nebraska measure.

Lincoln pleaded for a restitution of the old Mis-

souri Compromise. He believed that this afforded

the one and only practical means of preventing

the extension of slavery and of providing for its

eventual extinction. Moreover, in his view, it was

the one thing possible in accordance with Constitu-

tional law, whereas the results of Douglas's measure

could not but exacerbate party bitterness and so

make for a lowering of popular reverence for the

Constitution.

Lincoln was ready to admit that the settlers in

Kansas or Nebraska were competent to govern them-

selves; but he denied the right of any person to

govern another without the other's consent. He

wanted to get the people to see and to reverence

the moral as well as the Constitutional law. And it

could not be denied that the repeal of the Mis-

souri Compromise opened to slavery territories that

had been closed against it.
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The engagement thus opened between Douglas

and Lincoln was continued at Peoria. Of the

Springfield speech only an impression has been pre-

served. That delivered at Peoria Lincoln wrote out

with great care, and a copy was handed to the

representative of the Springfield journal. The
Peoria utterance is far too long to reproduce here,

but some passages must be quoted if we are to

understand the importance and bearing of the issues

it raised.

In the first place Lincoln gave a painstaking sur-

vey of the course of events relating to slavery from

1846 to 1854. The speaker specifically declared

that, whilst he hated slavery, because of its mon-

strous injustice, because it deprived the nation of

its rightful influence in the world, and because it

recognised no right principle of action save self-

interest, he had no prejudice against the Southern

people. ** They are," he said, *' just what we would

be in their situation. If all earthly power were

given me, I should not know what to do as to the

existing institution. My first impulse would be to

free all the slaves, and send them to Liberia,* to

their own native land. But a moment's reflection

would convince me that whatever of high hope,

as I think there is, there may be in this in the long

run, its sudden execution is impossible." He was

* Liberia, an independent negro republic, on the coast of North
Guinea, West Africa, with an area of some 48,000 square miles, was
founded by the American Colonisation Society in 1820, and has been
recognised by the United States and the European Powers since 1847
as an independent State. It has a population of about 1,500,000.

M
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not prepared to advocate that the slaves should be

freed and made underlings or political and social

equals. What he thought was practicable was grad-

ual emancipation^ to be followed by colonisation.

Proceeding to the question of the extension of

slavery he addressed to the Southerners a few plain

questions: "In 1820/' he said, "you joined the

North almost unanimously in declaring the African

slave trade piracy, and in annexing to it the punish-

ment of death. Again, you have among you a

sneaking individual of the class of native tyrants

known as the slave-dealer. If you cannot help it,

you sell to him; but if you can help it you drive

him from your door. You despise him utterly; you

do not recognise him as a friend, or even as an

honest man. Your children must not play with his.

They may rollick freely with the little negroes, but

not with the slave-dealer's children. And yet again,

there are in the United States and Territories, in-

cluding the District of Columbia, over 430,000 free

blacks. At 500 dollars per head, they are worth

over 200,000,000 dollars. How comes this vast

amount of property to be running about without

owners? We do not see free horses or free cattle

running at large. How is this? All these free

blacks are the descendants of slaves, or have been

slaves themselves ; and they would be slaves now

but for something that has operated on their white

owners, inducing them, at vast pecuniary sacrifice,

to liberate them. What is that something? Is there

any mistaking it?, In all these cases it is your sense
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of justice and human sympathy continually telling

you that the poor negro has some natural right to

himself, that those who deny it and make mere

merchandise of him deserve kickings, contempt, and

death."

Lincoln next turned to the one great argument

advanced in support of the repeal of the Missouri

Compromise, the argument, namely, of " the sacred

right of self-government." "The doctrine of self-

government is right, absolutely right. When the

white man governs himself, that is self-government
;

but when he governs himself and also governs

another man, that is more than self-government, that

is despotism. If the negro is a man, then my
ancient faith teaches me that ' all men are created

equal,' and that there can be no moral right in

connection with one man's making a slave of

another. Judge Douglas frequently, with bitter

irony and sarcasm, paraphrases our argument by

saying, ' The white people of Nebraska are good

enough to govern themselves, but they are not good

enough to govern a few miserable negroes
!

' Well,

I doubt not that the people of Nebraska are and will

continue to be as good as the average of people else-

where. I do not say the contrary. What I do say is

that no man is good enough to govern another man
without that other's consent. I say this is the lead-

ing principle—the sheet-anchor of American repub-

licanism. Repeal the Missouri Compromise, repeal

all compromises, repeal the Declaration of Indepen-

dence, repeal all past history, you still cannot repeal
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human nature. It still will be the abundance pf

man's heart that slavery extension is wrong, and

out of the abundance of his heart his mouth will

continue to speak."

He drew a picture of what might follow the

defiance of all Constitutional restraints. He was

for sujDporting the abolitionists in restoring the Mis-

souri Compromise ; but against them in their attempt

to repeal the Fugitive Slave Law. He could not

suppress the slave trade ; he could and did oppose its

extension. To plead for its extension as a sacred

right was, in his view, to fly in the face of the

spirit of the Declaration of Independence.

" Our Republican robe," he said, " is soiled and

trailed in the dust. Let us purify it. Let us turn

slavery from its claims of moral right back upon

its existing legal rights and its arguments of neces-

sity. Let us return it to the position our fathers

gave it. Let us readopt the Declaration of Indepen-

dence, and with it the practices and policy which

harmonise with it. Let North and South, let all

Americans, let all lovers of liberty everywhere, join

in the great and good work. If we do this we shall

not only have saved the Union, but we shall have

so saved it as to make and to keep it for ever

worthy of the saving."

For some reason the debates between Lincoln

and Douglas came to a sudden, if temporary, close.

In November, Lincoln was elected to the Legisla-

ture without having stood as a candidate. In the

following January he resigned, having been chosen
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by his party as candidate for the Senate, in place

of James Shields, who had passed through the Mexi-

can War tQ a Generalship and a seat in the Senate,

and whose term had now expired. When the Legis-

lature met, however, for the election, Lincoln needed

five more supporters. This number of x\nti-slavery

Democrats, influenced seemingly by the use of his

name by the abolitionists, were opposed to him. In

order that a Douglas-Democrat might not slip in,

Lincoln stood aside, and persuaded his friends to

vote for Lyman Trumbull, who was accordingly

elected in the Anti-slavery interest.

The attitude Lincoln had taken up in regard to

the question which was agitating the whole country

did not commend itself to his old friend Speed,

who had taken up his abode in Kentucky, and to

whose criticisms Lincoln replied in a long letter

dated August, 1855.

Speed had declared that sooner than yield his

legal right to the slave, especially at the bidding of

those who were not themselves interested, he would

see the Union dissolved.

Lincoln replied that he did not contest that right
;

he left the matter to Speed himself. " I confess,"

he wrote, " I hate to see the poor creatures hunted

down and caught and carried back to their stripes

and unrequited toil; but I bite my lips and keep

quiet. It is not fair for you to assume that I have

no interest in a thing which has, and continually

exercises, the power of making me miserable. You
ought, rather, to appreciate how much the great
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body of the Northern people do crucify their feelings

in order to maintain their loyalty to the Constitution

and the Union.
" Standing as a unit among yourselves," he con-

tinued, ** you can, directly and indirectly, bribe

enough of our men to carry the day. Get hold of

some man in the North, whose position and ability

are such that he can make the support of your mea-

sure, whatever it may be, a Democratic party neces-

sity, and the thing is done. Apropos of this, let me
tell you a story. Douglas introduced the Nebraska

Bill in January. In February afterward there was

a session of the Illinois Legislature. Of the loo

members composing the two branches of that body,

about 70 were Democrats. These held a caucus,

in which the Nebraska Bill was talked of if not

formally discussed. It was thereby discovered that

just three, and no more, were in favour of the mea-

sure. In a day or two Douglas's orders came on to

have resolutions passed approving the Bill ; and they

were passed by large majorities ! The masses, too,

Democratic as well as Whig, were even nearer unani-

mous against it; but as soon as the party necessity

of supporting! it became apparent, the way the Demo-

crats began to see the wisdom and justice of it

was perfectly astonishing."

Here Lincoln put his finger on the one great

drawback to Party Government, and what he says

applies to matters here in England at the present

day, as well as to America in the middle of the past

century. He proceeded: " I now do no more than
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oppose the extension of slavery. Our progress in

degeneracy appears to me to be pretty rapid. As

a nation we began by declaring that all men are

created equal. We now practically read it: All men
are created equal except negroes. When the Know-
nothings * get control it will read: All men are

created equal except negroes and foreigners and

Catholics. When it comes to this I shall prefer

emigrating to some country where they make no

pretence of loving liberty—to Russia, for instance,

where despotism can be taken pure, and without the

base alloy of hypocrisy."

In another letter, written a few days previously,

to the Hon. George Robertson, of Kentucky, who
had taken an active part in bringing about the

Missouri Compromise of 1820, Lincoln expressed

the view that no peaceful extinction of slavery was

in prospect. " The signal failure of Henry Clay

and other good and great men, in 1849, to effect any-

thing in favour of gradual emancipation in Kentucky,

together with a thousand other signs, extinguishes

that hope utterly. So far as peaceful, voluntary

emancipation is concerned, the condition of the

negro slave in America is now as fixed and hope-

less of change for the better as that of the lost

souls of the finally impenitent. The Autocrat of

All the Russias will resign his crown and proclaim
* The name by which was known a society founded in 1853 for

securing the restriction of the rig-ht of citizenship to "natives" or

those born of American parents in America. When questioned about
their " society" the members replied, *' I know nothing": hence their

name. The society' expired through a division over the slavery

question.
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his subjects free Republicans sooner than will our

American masters voluntarily give up their slaves.

Our political problem now is, ' Can we as a nation

continue together permanently—for ever—half slave

and half free?' The problem is too mighty for me.

May God, in His mercy, superintend the solution."

Reverting to the Declaration of Independence, he

exclaimed, with as much bitterness as it was in his

gentle nature to entertain towards anybody or any-

thing, " The Fourth of July has not quite dwindled

away. It is still a great day for burning fire-

crackers!
"

When the new Republican Party met in confer-

ence for the first time, at Bloomington, on May 29,

1856, Lincoln was called upon to make a speech.

" Never," we are told, " was an audience more com-

pletely electrified by human eloquence. Again and

again, during the progress of its delivery, they

sprang to their feet and upon the benches, and

testified, by long-continued shouts and the waving

of hats, how deeply the speaker had wrought upon

their minds and hearts." The reporters sat spell-

bound, forgetting to take it down. But one of the

audience, a young lawyer named Whitney, made

long-hand notes and put these together, so that

thirty years afterwards, when every word that could

be attributed to Lincoln had become precious to

his countrymen, he was able to give a very full

outline of the famous utterance.*
* This outline, filling over twenty-one closely printed pnges, will

be found by the student in the admirable volume devoted to Lincoln's

speeches and letters in iMessrs. Uenl s " Evtiyinan's Library."
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How clear was Lincoln's vision of the future,

how close his study of the feelings at work among
his countrymen, may be seen in his inspired warn-

ing that, unless heed were taken, " Blood will

flow on account of Nebraska, and brother's hand

will be raised against brother." Referring to the

happenings in Kansas, he declared that the desire

of their party was to reach out beyond personal

outrages and establish a rule that would apply to all,

and so prevent any future outrages. It was their

desire, he said, to place the nation as it was before

the repeal of the Missouri Compromise. " The plain

way to do this is to restore the Compromise, and

to demand and determine that Kansas shall be free.

If we lose Kansas to freedom, an example will be

set which will pro,ve fatal to freedom in the end."

It may be explained here, by way of parenthesis,

that the pro-slavery men had been able to carry the

first elections in Kansas, in the previous August,

and had formulated a pro-slavery (the Lecompton)

Constitution. The Free settlers retaliated by formu-

lating and presenting to Congress a constitution of

their own. • This was, however, rejected by the

Senate, in which feeling ran so high that an anti-

slavery member, Charles Sumner, was bludgeoned

about the head so severely by a South Carolina

member that he was incapacitated for public work

for nearly four years.

But to proceed with Lincoln's '' Lost Speech."
** If," said he, after repeating what he had written

to Joshua Speed regarding the action of the Illinois
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Legislature on the Kansas-Nebraska Bill,
*'

if the

safeguards to liberty are broken down, as is now

attempted, when they have made * things ' of all

the free negroes, how long, think you, will it be

before they will begin to make ' things ' of poor

white men? The Government was made by white

men, and they were and are the superior race. This

I admit. But the corner-stone of the Government,

so to speak, was the declaration that * all men are

created equal,' and are entitled to * life, liberty, and

the pursuit of happiness.' And not only so, but

the framers of the Constitution were particular to

keep out of that instrument the word ' slave,' the

reason being that slavery would ultimately come to

an end, and they did not wish to have any re-

minder that in this free country human beings were

ever prostituted to slavery."

Then followed another careful historical survey,

and a defence of the Republican party's moderate

policy, which so displeased the extremists. The

speaker reached the climax of his great argument

with the words: "We must make this a land of

liberty in fact as it is in name. But in seeking

to attain these results—so indispensable if the liberty

which is our pride and boast shall endure—we will

be loyal to the Constitution and to the * flag of

our Union,' and, no matter what our grievance—even

though Kansas shall come in as a Slave State; and no

matter what theirs—even if we shall restore the Com-

promise—we will say to the Southern disunionists,

* We woiiH go out of the Union, and you shan't!



CHAPTER XVI

Effects of the Dred-Scott decision—Lincoln and Douglas debates

—

"The emotion of a great soul"— ** Fizzlegigs and fireworks"

—

*' A slip, not a fall."

Following Lincoln's great speech at Bloomington,

referred to in our previous chapter, the Republican

Convention adopted the appended resolution: " That

we hold, in accordance with the opinions and prac-

tices of all the great statesmen of all parties for

the first sixty years of the administration of the

Government, that, under the Constitution, Congress

possesses full power to prohibit slavery in the Ter-

ritories ; and that, while we maintain all constitu-

tional rights of the South, we also hold that justice,

humanity, the principles of freedom, as expressed

in our Declaration of Independence and our National

Constitution, and the purity and perpetuity of our

Government, require that that power should be ex-

erted to prevent the extension of slavery into Terri-

tories heretofore free."

This resolution expresses the views which" ani-

mated the Republicans in the Presidential contest of

1856. Meanwhile Lincoln, back in Springfield, pro-

claimed that, " while all seems dead, the age itself

is not. It liveth as surely as our Maker liveth.

Under all this seeming want of life and motion, the

world does move, nevertheless."

187
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Within a month of the meeting at Bloomington

the first National Convention of the newly-born Re-

publican party was held at Philadelphia, and nomi-

nated John Charles Fremont for the Presidency,

and William L. Dayton for the Vice-Presidency; but

no less than 1 1 o votes were given to Lincoln for

the last-named position. The prominence given to

himself came as a surprise to Lincoln. " There's

another man named Lincoln down in Massachusetts/'

said he; "I reckon it's him." And with singleness

of heart and purpose he threw himself with enthusi-

asm into the campaign for Fremont and against

slavery extension.

At Cincinnati, the Democrats had met and nomi-

nated James Buchanan and J. C. Breckenridge for

President and Vice-President respectively.

Douglas was also a candidate for the higher posi-

tion, but he only received 122 votes against

Buchanan's 168.

There was a third party to the contest, that of

the " Know-nothings."

In the result, Buchanan was chosen. For the time

being victory was with the pro-slavery party. Every

slave State but one voted for the Democratic candi-

date. But whilst Buchanan was given 1,800,000

votes, Fremont had only 500,000 less. During the

campaign, whilst Lincoln was speaking, someone in-

terrupted him with the question, " Mr. Lincoln, is

it true that you entered this State [Illinois] bare-

foot, driving a yoke of oxen?" Lincoln admitted

as much, but deftly turned the interruption to ad-
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vantage by describing what freedom had done for

him and what it could do for everyone; and asking

if in such circumstances it were not natural that he

should hate slavery. " We will," he declared,

" speak for freedom and against slavery, as long

as the Constitution of our country guarantees free

speech, until everywhere on this broad land the sun

shall shine, and the rain shall fall, and the wind shall

blow, upon no man that goes forth to unrequited

toil."

But in " Bleeding Kansas " State officials, acting

under the instructions of President Buchanan, began

to put active pressure upon the Free settlers in

the New Territory, though the said Free settlers

were in the majority of numbers.

When President Buchanan attempted to induce

Congress to give its assent to the Lecompton Con-

stitution, and admit Kansas as a slave State, Doug-

las opposed him. The Lecompton Constitution was

obtained by such unfair means, indeed, that the

Governor of Kansas, sympathiser though he was with

the pro-slavery party, felt compelled to repudiate

it. On the other hand, Jefferson Davis, the Secre-

tary for War, affirmed that, Kansas being in a state

of rebellion, this rebellion must be crushed.

Then came a decision in the Supreme Court that

a negro was not to be considered as a person, but

as a chattel, and that the taking of such a " chat-

tel " into Free territory did not cancel or impair

the proprietary rights of the master. This is known

as the Dred-Scott decision.
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Interest now centres in the attitude taken up by

Lincoln and Douglas in regard to the Lecompton

Constitution and the Dred-Scott Case. Douglas

made a bold bid for independence, but he accepted

the decision of the Supreme Court. This did not,

he said, affect popular sovereignty. It was for the

people to decide as to what they wanted. Asked

whether, under the Kansas-Nebraska Act, the people

of a Territory, before its admission as a State, would

have the right to exclude slavery, he answered,

" That is a question for the Courts to decide."

For himself, whilst he could not countenance the

Lecompton Constitution, he did not care whether

slavery was voted up or down, so long as there was a

fair vote of the people.

Lincoln's attitude is indicated in a speech he

delivered in Chicago a month after President

Buchanan's election. *' Our Government," he said,

'* rests upon public opinion. Whoever can change

public opinion, can change the Government, prac-

tically, just so much. Public opinion on any sub-

ject always has a central idea, from which all its

minor thoughts radiate. That central idea in our

political public opinion at the beginning was, and

until recently has continued to be, ' the equality of

men.' The late election was a struggle by one party

to discard that central idea, and to substitute for

it the opposite idea that slavery is riglit in the

abstract : the workings of which as a central idea

may be the perpetuity of human slavery and its

extension to all countries and colours."
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He drew attention to the great number of votes

that were not given to Mr. Buchanan. " We were,"

he said, " divided between Fremont and Fillmore

[the ' Know-nothing ' candidate]. Can we not come

together for the future? Let bygones be bygones.

Let past differences as nothing be ; and, with steady

eye on the real issue, let us reinaugurate the good

old central ideas of the Republic. We can do it.

The human heart is with us: God is with us. We
shall again be able, not to declare that ' all States

as States are equal,' nor yet that ' all citizens as

citizens are equal,' but to renew the broader, better

declaration, including both these and much more,

that ' all men are created equal.'
"

Affairs were at this pass when Senator Douglas

again came before the electors for a renewal of

their confidence. Some Republicans were so pleased

with his stand against President Buchanan over the

Lecompton Constitution that they looked to his inclu-

sion as a leader of their party. But Lincoln did not

think that the anti-slavery cause could with safety

be entrusted to the keeping of one who " did not

care whether slavery be voted up or down." And
Illinois, at least, appeared to take this view too.

Still, the outlook of the two men was strikingly

dissimilar.

Years were on the side of the Senator. Douglas,

some four years the junior, made his first appearance

in Illinois when Lincoln was serving his first term as

a representative in the Legislature. He had the

advantage in education as well as in years. But how
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different had been the careers of the two men since

that date ! Lincoln had made a name as a circuit

lawyer, but remained poor. Douglas had become

wealthy, had risen step by step to the Bench, had

served two terms in Congress to Lincoln's one, and

had been twice elected Senator. He and his friends

were confidently anticipating his election as Presi-

dent, though he had twice failed to secure this

coveted honour.

But when Douglas came to seek election to the

Senate for the third time, Lincoln was in his path

as he was when he attempted to justify his Kansas-

Nebraska Bill. And so bold had been Lincoln's

stand, and so effective the speeches that he had made

since 1854, that the Republicans of Illinois, when

they met at Springfield on June 16, 1858, resolved

that " the Hon. Abraham Lincoln is our first and

only choice for United States Senator."

Thus encouraged, and inspired by his convictions,

Lincoln challenged Douglas to a public debate. Not,

however, with any overweening confidence of vic-

tory, any selfish desire for personal distinction, or

any exalted sense of his own superiority. When
he and Douglas first met, he said, " We were both

ambitious: I, perhaps, quite as much as he. With

me," he added, " the race of ambition has been a

failure. With him it has been one of splendid suc-

cess. His name fills the nation, and is not unknown

abroad. All the anxious politicians of the party,

or who have been of his party for years past, have

been looking upon him as certain, at no distant day,
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to be President of the United States. They have

seen in his round, jolly face post offices, land offices,

niarshalships, and Cabinet appointments, chargeships,

and foreign missions bursting and sprouting out in

wonderful exuberance, ready to be laid hold of by

their greedy hands."

Turning again to himself, he said :
" Nobody, has

ever expected me to be President. In my poor, lean,

lank face, nobody has ever seen that any cabbages

were sprouting out."

But he affected no contempt for the high eminence

his rival had reached. *'
I would," he said, " rather

stand upon that eminence than wear the richest

crown that ever decked a monarch's brow. The

Judge means to keep me down—not put me down,

for I have never been up."

But, disadvantages notwithstanding, and personal

relations apart—he and Judge Douglas were ** about

the best friends in the world "—the contest now en-

tered upon was a battle that had to be fought

upon principle, "and principle alone."

As to the great issue—the issue of the slavery

question—he said, " You can fool all the people

some of the time, and some of the people all the

time; but you cannot fool all the people all the time."

But he determined to conduct the campaign as a

gentleman—" in substance, at least, if not in outside

polish." The "polish" he might never achieve,

" but that which constitutes the inside of a gentle-

man, I hope I understand."

Douglas, who was familiarly known as " the Little

N
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Giant " and " the representative of Young America,"

saw there was nothing for him to do but to accept

Lincoln's challenge. But he did not take up the

gage with any eagerness. " I would," he declared,

remembering the brief encounter over the Kansas-

Nebraska Bill, " rather meet any other man in the

country, in this joint debate, than Abraham Lincoln.

I shall have my hands full. He is the strong man
of his party—full of wit, facts, dates; and the best

stump speaker, with his droll ways and dry jokes, in

the West."

To Douglas, indeed, as he expressed it to his

confidants, " of all the Whig rascals about Spring-

field, Lincoln is the ablest and the most honest. He

is as honest as he is shrewd. And if I beat him my
victory will be hardly won."

And when he made the opening speech of his

canvass, the Judge referred to the Republican nomi-

nee for "his" seat in the Senate as "a kind,

amiable, and intelligent gentleman and good citizen,"

making use of these words not so much in the way

of patronage, but as a trick of party oratory, in-

tended " to keep Lincoln down,"

Lincoln, true to his traditions, prepared himself

for his nomination with infinite care. He wrote

down his speech bit by bit, and at length read it

out to his friends. He was at once warned that so

frank an announcement would defeat his chances.

Only one, his partner Herndon, counselled its de-

livery. " Deliver that speech," he said, " as you

have read it to us, and it will make vou President."
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" Friends/' replied Lincoln, ** the time has come

when these sentim_ents should be uttered; and if it

is decreed that I should go down because of this

speech, then let me go down linked with the truth.

If I had to draw a pen across my record and erase

my whole life from sight, and I had one poor gift

or choice left as to what I should save from the

wreck, I should choose that speech, and leave it

to the world unerased."

And, as he had written it, so was the speech

delivered. In it he demonstrated that the impres-

sion he had made at Bloomington was caused by no

display of accidental or specious oratory, the outcome

of mere selfish ambition, but the result of sincere

conviction finding powerful expression almost by it-

self through *' the emotion of a great soul,"

** If," ran the passage objected to, " we could first

know where we are, and whither we are tending,

we could better judge what to do and how to do it.

We are now far into the fifth year since a policy

was initiated with the avowed object and confident

purpose of putting an end to slavery agitation.

Under the operation of that policy that agitation has

not only not ceased, but has constantly augmented.

In my opinion, it will not cease until a crisis shall

have been reached and passed. A house divided

against itself cannot stand. I believe this Govern-

ment cannot endure half slave and half free. I do

not expect the Union to be dissolved, I do not

expect the house to fall, but I do expect it will cease

to be divided. It will become all one thing or
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all the other. Either the opponents of slavery will

arrest the future spread of it, and place it where

the public mind shall rest in the belief that it is

in the course of ultimate extinction; or its advocates

will push it forward till it shall become alike lawful

in all States, old as well as new. North as well as

South." He summarised the doctrine of popular

sovereignty in one pithy sentence, namely, that " if

any man choose to enslave another, no third man
shall be allowed to object." And he contended that

Judge Douglas had done all in his power to reduce

the slavery question to one of "a mere right in

property."

Douglas promptly joined issue, trying to convict

Lincoln of abolitionism, and condemning what he

called his disrespect for the law in attacking the

Dred-Scott decision.

Several other speeches were made by the rivals

before Lincoln sent his formal challenge to Douglas

in July. From first to last Lincoln sought to keep

the contest clear of personal or temporary considera-

tions. " Think nothing of me," he said. " Take

no thought for the political fate of any man whom-

soever. My countrymen, if you have been taught

doctrines conflicting with the great landmarks of

the Declaration of hidependence, if you have lis-

tened to suggestions which would take away from

its grandeur and mutilate the fair symmetry of its

proportions; if you have been inclined to believe

that all men are not created equal in those in-

alienable rights in our charter of liberty, let me
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entreat you to come back. You may do anything

with me you choose, if you will but heed these

sacred principles. You may not only defeat me
for the Senate, but you may take me and put me
to death. Whilst proclaiming no indifference to

earthly honours, I do claim to be actuated in this

contest by something higher than an anxiety for

office. I charge you to drop every petty and in-

significant thought for any man's success. It is

nothing. I am nothing. Judge Douglas is noth-

ing. But do not destroy that great Emblem of

Humanity, the Declaration of Independence."

Between August 2 1 and October i 5, seven debates

took place at Ottawa (Illinois), Freeport, Jones-

boro, Charleston, Galesburg, (Juincy, and Alton. In

the intervals between these set encounters the rivals

spoke elsewhere almost every day. Douglas travelled

from point to point with all the advantages that

wealth could place at his disposal and all the con-

veniences offered by the early railroads. He was

escorted by brass bands, and saluted by the firing

of guns. Lincoln, who detested " fizzlegigs and

fireworks," avoided display wherever this was pos-

sible, had to sleep sometimes in a railway waggon,

with no more comfortable covering than a shawl.

And when, after his splendid speech at Ottawa, his

enthusiastic friends caught him up in their arms

and carried him shoulder high to the house where

he was to be entertained, he cried, " Don't boys.

Let me down. Come, now, don't." But his sup-

porters persisted, and something of their enthusiasm
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began to spread to other States than IlHnois, or

Indiana, or Kentucky. In fine, Lincoln was slowly

becoming a national figure, and the debates, draw-

ing as they did people from far and near, were

attended by tens of thousands of interested listeners.

*' They admired Douglas," we are told, " but they

respected his single-minded opponent."

Lincoln, keeping the main issue ever before him,

put a series of searching inquiries to his opponent.

Of these one of the most vital was this: " Can the

people of a United States Territory, in any lawful

way, against the wish of any citizen of the United

States, exclude slavery from its limits prior to the

formation of a State constitution?"

Douglas replied in the affirmative. Had he an-

swered with the word " No," he would have aroused

opposition in Illinois. By answering as he did, he

alienated the slave-owners of the South, and so de-

stroyed his chances at the next Presidential election.

" As soon as he had uttered it, Douglas must

have seen that his answer involved a gross blun-

der in law ; but, if he had any doubt on the matter,

Lincoln speedily dispelled it. ' How could the con-

stitutional right of peaceful enjoyment of slave pro-

perty guaranteed in the Dred-Scott case be cancelled

by police or any other hostile legislation?' he de-

manded. Any such ordinance or law would be con-

trary to the Constitution and absolutely void. Either

Judge Douglas's answer or the doctrine of the Su-

preme Court was bad law, for the one was in-

consistent with the other. But, illogical as it was,
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this fallacy caught the popular fancy, and Douglas,

seeing that it satisfied his constituents, held to it

and was elected to the Senate. Nevertheless, as

Lincoln had anticipated, his blunder in law cost

him the Presidency. And not long afterward Judah

Benjamin, one of the most ardent and able repre-

sentatives of the South, arraigned him as a renegade

and a traitor." *

We have not followed out the course of the de-

bates at any length. It was not our purpose, and

would take up too much space. But one further

quotation may be given, and for this we can 4o

no better than take Lincoln's closing speech at Alton.

Douglas had declared himself to be the representa-

tive of Henry Clay, and therefore of the only true

Whig policy. Lincoln's reply was crushing in its

directness. "Is slavery wrong? This," he said,

" is the real issue. This is the issue that will con-

tinue in this country when these poor tongues of

Judge Douglas and myself shall be silent. It is

the eternal struggle between these two principles

—

right and wrong—throughout the world. They are

two principles that have stood face to face from

the beginning of time, and will ever continue to

struggle. The one is the common right of humanity,

and the other the divine right of kings. What
is it that we hold most dear among us? Our own

liberty and prosperity. What has ever threatened

our liberty and prosperity except this institution of

slavery? If this is true, how do you propose to

* Lincoln, the Lawyer, by Frederick Trevor Hill.
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improve the condition of things by enlarging slav-

ery; by spreading it out and making it bigger?"

It is the legacy of slavery that alone stands in

the way of the United States to-day, more than half

a century after Lincoln spoke at Alton.

As we have seen Lincoln was defeated, and Doug-

las returned to the Senate. The final figures were as

54 to 46. Lincoln was disappointed. He said he

" felt like the boy that stumped his toe
—

' it hurt

too bad to laugh, and he was too big to cry.'

But it gave me a hearing," he added, " on the great

and durable question of the age, which I would

have had in no other way. And though I now

sink out of view and shall be forgotten, I believe

I have made some marks which will tell for the

cause of civil liberty long after I am gone."

It is stated that whilst Lincoln was making his

way home after the result of the election had been

made known, he lost his footing in the muddy street ;

but, recovering his balance, like William the Con-

queror on his first landing on English soil, he turned

the incident which his friends took for an unfortunate

omen into a happy one with the remark: " It is

a slip, not a fall." And so it proved.



CHAPTER XVII

The John Brown tragedy—Douglas's charges—Lincohi's famous

reply at the Cooper Institute—Visit to a Sunday-school— *' Rail

candidate " tor the Presidency.

After the first pangs of disappointment, faced even

by the fact that the cost of the campaign in money

alone had so impoverished him that he was practi-

cally without the wherewithal to meet his household

expenses, Lincoln declared that the fight must go

on. " The cause of civil liberty/' he said, " must

not be surrendered at the end of one, or even a

hundred, defeats." He was ready to support a more

able champion than himself, if one were selected.

Meanwhile he would do what he could.

But he returned to the duties of his law practice,

and, in order to add to his income from this source,

he attempted a course of lectures on educational

matters. But the papers had now carried his name

far and wide, and applications for his help as a

speaker on the slavery question reached him from

various parts of the country. He visited Kansas for

the first time and he spoke to great audiences in

Columbus and Cincinnati and elsewhere. And he

was approached also for some account of his life.

People in the East were anxious to know more about

20

1
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the man who had made such a determined stand

against Douglas.

A friend at Bloomington, Mr. J. W. Fell, put

this matter before him. Fell had been travelling

through New England, and he pointed out that if

Lincoln's history and some account of his efforts on

the slavery question could be brought before the

people at large, it would help to make him a for-

midable, if not a successful, candidate for the Presi-

dency.

"What's the use of talking of me for the Presi-

dency?" said Lincoln, mentioning others whose

names were much better known than his and more

intimately associated with the principles of the

Republican party. "Everybody knows them; no-

body, scarcely, outside of Illinois, knows me. Be-

sides," he asked, "is it not, as a matter of justice,

due to such men, who have carried this movement

forward to its present status, in spite of fearful

opposition, personal abuse, and hard names? I

really think so." Why should he seek to force

himself?

" I admit," he said, " that I am ambitious, and

would like to be President. I am not insensible

of the compliment you pay me and the interest you

manifest in the matter, but there is no such luck

in store for me as the Presidency of the United

States. Besides, there is nothing in my early history

that would interest you or anybody else."

Plowever, he wrote a letter to Mr. Fell in which

he set out very briefly the main facts of his life
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down to the end of 1854, facts with which the

reader of these pages is already fully acquainted.

Of all the disturbances and tragic happenings

of the struggle for Kansas and freedom there is

none that has lingered longer in memory than the

affair associated with the name of John Brown.

About 1854 John Brown, a man of Pilgrim de-

scent, and an ardent abolitionist, settled in Kansas

with five of his sons, and became a prominent leader

in the border strife between the Missourians and

the Free settlers. When the trouble in Kansas took

a less aggressive form he formulated a plan for

establishing a stronghold in the mountain fastnesses

of Virginia where fugitive slaves might find a refuge.

At Harper's Ferry, in Virginia, he made a hare-

brained attempt to liberate the slaves, breaking into

the armoury and taking several citizens prisoners,

and offering to exchange them for negroes.

The black men upon whom he largely depended,

stood aloof or were too much afraid to take any

decisive action with him. Troops quickly came upon

the scene, two of his sons were killed, and he him-

self was severely wounded. This affair took place

in October. Brown was tried for treason, insurrec-

tion, and murder by a Virginia court, and hanged

at Charlestown on December 2.

Southern leaders sought to implicate the Repub-

licans in this affair, and Douglas made a special

point of selecting certain passages from speeches

delivered by Lincoln and Governor W. H. Seward

as proof of their revolutionary character. Lincoln
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had especially ofifended in his " house divided
"

speech; and, again, by his declaration that "the

United States must and will, sooner or later, become

either entirely a slave-holding nation or entirely

a free-labour nation."

In the early part of i860 Lincoln had an oppor-

tunity of replying to these charges. He was in-

vited to address the members of the Young Men's

Republican Union, at the Cooper Institute in New
York. For this he was offered a fee of two hun-

dred dollars. His need of money overcame the

scruples he naturally felt against appearing before

so critical and cultured an assembly.

The meeting attracted a distinguished audience.

Only a few of those present had seen him before.

Few knew even his name, and when he was intro-

duced by the chairman, Mr. William Cullen Bryant,

the well-known poet and editor of the New York

Evening Post^ as " the next President of the United

States," the remark made but a faint impression

upon those who heard it.

Lincoln's extremely Western appearance and his

harsh voice were against him. He had written out

his address. By the time he had read the first few

pages he lost his place. He began to stammer,

and showed other signs of distress. He turned over

the MS. in a vain attempt to regain the lost con-

nection. Then he cast the paper on the table, and
" let himself go."

'* Now," says one account, " the stammering man
who had created only silent derision suddenly flashed
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out into an angel of oratory. The awkward arms

and dishevelled hair and ill-fitting clothes were lost

sight of in the wonderful beauty and lofty inspira-

tion of that magnificent address."
** When he got into his subject," says another

who was present, " he straightened up and made

regular and graceful gestures. His face lighted as

with an inward fire. The whole man was trans-

figured. In the close parts of his argument you

could hear the gentle sizzling of the gas-burners.

When he reached a climax the thunders of applause

were terrific. It was a great speech."

Lincoln spoke for an hour and a half, and his

address was founded on a sentence from a speech

made by Douglas :

'* Our fathers, when they framed

the government under which we live, understood this

[i.e. the slavery] question just as well, and even

better, than we do now."

Lincoln fully endorsed and adopted this view.

In a detailed historical summary he took his hearers

over the whole ground, displaying a minute acquaint-

ance not only with the story of the drawing up

of the Declaration of Independence, but with the re-

cords of those whose signatures were appended to

it, as well as with the evolution and final framing of

the Constitution. " I do not mean to say," he de-

clared, in a passage worthy of remembrance in all

countries and at all times of political and social

unrest, " that we are bound to follow implicitly in

whatever our fathers did. To do so would be to

discard all the lights of current experience, to re-
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ject all progress—all improvement. What I do say

is, that, if we would supplant the opinions and policy

of our fathers in any case, we should do so upon

evidence so conclusive, and argument so clear, that

even their great authority, fairly considered and

weighed, cannot stand; and most surely not in a

case whereof we ourselves declare they understood

the question better than we."
" Let all," he said, *' who believe that ' our

fathers, who framed the government under which we

live, understood this question just as well, and even

better, than we do now,' speak as they spoke, and

act as they acted upon it. This is all Republicans

ask, all Republicans desire, in relation to slavery.

As those fathers marked it, so let it again be marked

—as an evil not to be extended, but to be tolerated

and protected only because of and so far as its

actual presence amongst us makes that toleration and

protection a necessity. Let all the guarantees those

fathers gave it be, not grudgingly, but fully, main-

tained."

Less than eight years before Washington, in his

Farewell Address, issued his warning against sec-

tional parties, " he had, as President, approved and

signed an Act of Congress enforcing the prohibi-

tion of slavery in the North-Western Territory, which

Act embodied the policy of the Government upon

that subject up to and at the very moment he penned

that warning ; and about one year after he penned

it, he wrote Lafayette that he considered that prohi-

bition a wise measure, expressing in the same con-
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nection his hope that we should at some time have

a confederacy of free States."

Giving a Hst of the various parties and their vari-

ous views on the slavery question, and addressing

himself to the pro-slavery party, Lincoln denied that

the Republicans had made that question more promi-

nent than it formerly was. " We admit," he said,

" that it is more prominent, but we deny that we

made it so. It was not we, but you, who discarded

the old policy of the 'fathers.' We resisted, and

still resist, your innovation; and thence comes the

greater prominence of the question. If you would

have the peace of the old times, readopt the pre-

cepts and policy of the old times."

He combated the charge that the Republicans

had stirred up insurrections among the slaves.

"What," he asked, "is your proof? Harper's

Ferry ! John Brown ! John Brown was no Republi-

can. Some of you admit that no Republican design-

edly aided or encouraged the Harper's Ferry affair
;

but still insist that our doctrines and declarations

necessarily lead to such results. We do not believe

it. We know we hold to no doctrine, and make no

declaration, which was not held to and made by
' our fathers who framed the government under

which we live.' " From an inquiry into the pos-

sibilities and probabilities of slave insurrections,

which he scouted as few and unimportant, the

speaker went on to refer to the argument for slav-

ery based upon " the affection of slaves for their

masters and mistresses." He admitted that a part
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of this, at least, was true. " A plot for an uprising

could scarcely be devised and communicated to

twenty individuals before some one of them, to save

the life of a favourite master or mistress, would

divulge it." He illustrated his point by a reference

to the Gunpowder Plot of British history. " In

that case, only about twenty were admitted to the

secret; and yet one of them, in his anxiety to save

a friend, betrayed the plot to that friend, and, by

consequence, averted the calamity. Occasional poi-

sonings from the kitchen, and open or stealthy

assassinations in the field, and local revolts extending

to a score or so, will continue to occur as the natural

result of slavery; but no general insurrection of

slaves, as I think, can happen in this country for

a long time.

" John Brown's effort was not a slave insurrec-

tion. It was an attempt by white men to get up

a revolt among slaves, in which the slaves refused

to participate. In fact, it was so absurd, that the

slaves, with all their ignorance, saw plainly enough

it could not succeed. This afifair, in its philosophy,

corresponds with the many attempts related in his-

tory at the assassination of kings and emperors.

An enthusiast broods over the oppression of a people

till he fancies himself commissioned by Heaven to

liberate them. He ventures the attempt, which ends

in little else than in his own execution. Orsini's

attempt on Louis Napoleon * and John Brown's at-

* January 14, 1858, near the Oix-ra, in Paris. The plot was

prepared in England.
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tempt at Harper's Ferry were, in their philosophy,

precisely the same. The eagerness to cast blame

on old England in the one case, and on New Eng-

land in the other, does not disprove the sameness of

the two things."

In spite of the fact that a million and a half of

votes had been cast against slavery in that nation,

the pro-slavery party, Lincoln pointed out, had

plainly stated its purpose to destroy the Government

unless they were allowed to construe and enforce

the Constitution as they pleased on all points in

dispute between them and the Republicans. Well,

in favour of this " rule or ruin " policy they might

say that the Supreme Court had decided. Not quite

so. The Court had decided a disputed constitu-

tional question in "a sort of way." "The Court

have substantially said it is your constitutional right

to take slaves into Federal Territories and to hold

them there as property." But "the decision was

made in a divided court, by a bare majority of

judges, and they not quite agreeing with one another

in the reasons for making it." The decision was

based upon a mistaken statement of fact—that " the

right of property in a slave is distinctly and expressly

affirmed in the Constitution."

It was in regard to facts that the speaker al-

ways made his most successful points. " An in-

spection of the Constitution," he went on to say,

" will show that the right of property in a slave

is not * distinctly and expressly affirmed ' in it."

Indeed it was easy to show that " neither the word

o
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* slave ' nor * slavery ' is to be found in the Constitu-

tion, nor the word ' property ' even, in any connec-

tion with language alluding to the things slave or

slavery; and that, wherever in that instrument the

slave is alluded to, he is called a * person ' ; and

wherever his master's legal right in relation to him

is alluded to, it is spoken of as * service or labour

which may be due,' as a debt payable in service or

labour."

Furthermore, it could be shown from contempor-

aneous history that this mode of alluding to slaves

and slavery " was employed on purpose to exclude

from the Constitution the idea that there could be

property in man."

Whatever the Southern people might do Lincoln

appealed to Republicans to yield all that in the

deliberate view of their duty they could yield, and

to do nothing in passion or ill-temper. He con-

cluded: "Wrong as we think slavery is, we can

yet afford to let it alone where it is, because that

much is due to the necessity arising from its actual

presence in the nation. But can we, while our votes

will prevent it, allow it to spread into the National

Territories, and to overrun us here in these Free

States? If our sense of duty forbids this, then let

us stand by our duty, fearlessly and effectively. Let

us be diverted by none of those sophistical contriv-

ances wherewith we are so industriously plied and

belaboured—contrivances such as groping for some

middle ground between the right and the wrong,

vain as the search for a man who should be neither
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a living man nor a dead man; such as a policy

of * don't care ' on a question about which all true

men do care; such as Union appeals beseeching

true Union men to yield to Disunionists, reversing

the Divine rule, and calling, not the sinners, but

the righteous, to repentance; such as invocations to

Washington, imploring men to unsay what Wash-

ington said, and undo what Washington did. Neither

let us be slandered from our duty by false accusa-

tions against us, nor frightened from it by menaces

of destruction to the Government, nor of dungeons

to ourselves. Let us have faith that right makes

might, and in that faith, let us, to the end, dare to

do our duty as we understand it."

Those who came to listen to Lincoln, expecting

to be entertained by a Prairie ^sop, found them-

selves inspired by the utterances of one who, besides

possessing a patriarchal name, was also a prophet,

if not altogether one in his own country—yet.

Before he left New York Lincoln visited a Sun-

day-school, the superintendent of which thus de-

scribes what occurred: ** A tall, remarkable-looking

man entered the room and took a seat among us."

Schools as well as scholars always had a fascina-

tion for Abraham Lincoln. ** He listened with fixed

attention to our exercises, and his countenance ex-

pressed such genuine interest that I approached him

and suggested that he might be willing to say some-

thing to the children. He accepted the invitation

with evident pleasure, and, coming forward, began

a simple address which at once fascinated every little
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hearer, and hushed the room into silence. Once or

twice he attempted to close his remarks, but the

imperative shout of * Go on ; oh, do go on
!

' would

compel him to resume. As I looked upon the gaunt

and sinewy frame of the stranger and marked his

powerful head and determined features now touched

into softness by the impressions of the moment, I

felt an irrepressible curiosity to learn more about

him, and whilst he was quietly leaving I begged

to know his name. He courteously replied, ' I'm

Abraham Lincoln from Illinois.'
"

From New York Lincoln went to New England,

where he visited his eldest son, then a student in

Phillips Academy, Exeter, N.H. ; and May found

him a spectator at the Republican State Convention

held at Decatur, Macon County. " I am not enough

of a candidate," he said, " to make it proper for

me to absent myself." The chairman noted him,

and invited him to ascend the platform. Before he

could reply the mention of his name had evoked

a scene of extraordinary enthusiasm, and he was

carried shoulder high to the stand on which the

leaders sat.

When order had been restored there was a fresh

cause of excitement. There appeared at the door of

the assembly Lincoln's old companion, John Hanks,

bearing two ancient fence rails with the inscription :

"Abraham Lincoln: the Rail Candidate for Presi-

dent in i860. Two Rails from a Lot of Three

Thousand made by Abraham Lincoln and John

Hanks, in the Sangamon Bottom, in the year 1830."
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Again the Convention " went wild/' and there

were cries of '* Lincoln ! Lincoln 1 Speech ! speech !

"

The interruption was of the nature of those

" fizzlegigs and fireworks " which Lincoln so much
disliked. But at last he rose and, with an expression

of mingled amusement and protest on his face, said :

** Gentlemen, I suppose you want to know some-

thing about these rails. Well, the truth is that John

Hanks and I did make rails in the Sangamon Bot-

tom. I don't know whether we made these rails

or not. The fact is, I don't think they are a credit

to their makers. But I do know this: I made rails

then, and I think I could make better ones than

these now."

The Convention passed a resolution that " Abra-

ham Lincoln is the first choice of the Republican

party of Illinois for the Presidency, and instructing

the delegates to the Chicago National Convention

to use all honourable means to secure his nomina-

tion and to cast the vote of the State as a unit for

him."

This was Lincoln's first nomination to the Presi-

dency, and during the ensuing campaign he was fre-

quently referred to as " the Rail Candidate."



CHAPTER XVIII

Nominated for the Presidency—Reception of the Republican Dele-

gates—"Old Abram is the man"—Grace Bedell's letter—The
election—What he saw in the mirror—" The Lord prefers common-
looking- people."

From Decatur Lincoln returned to Springfield. The

delegates from Illinois made their way to the great

National Republican Convention at Chicago. Here

final choice of the party candidate for the Presi-

dency was to be made. To his friends Lincoln

telegraphed that, so far as his own chances of nomi-

nation were concerned, he " authorised no bargains

and would be bound by none."

The Convention met in May, i860, amidst scenes

of tumultuous excitement, in a huge wooden build-

ing capable of holding some ten thousand people.

The members had cause for confidence. The numer-

ous sections into which the old Democratic party had

split were hopelessly divided. The one strong can-

didate amongst them was Judge Stephen A. Doug-

las. At the party convention at Charlestown in

April the Northern Democrats were solid in his

favour. The Southern delegates, however, stood out

for a declaration which he could not support

—

namely, that negro slaves were property and as such

214
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entitled to State protection wherever found. Fail-

ing to secure this the Southerners left the assembly.

Ultimately, the Northern Democrats fixed upon

Douglas as their candidate; the Southerners chose

John C. Breckenridge, who was Buchanan's Vice-

President ; and a third party calUng themselves Con-

stitutionalists or " Know-nothings," chose John Bell,

a politician who had taken no active part either

for or against slavery. It was generally believed,

when the Republican Convention met, that William

H. Seward, who had been Governor of New York

and Republican leader in the Senate, would be

elected. There were other notable names besides

that of Abraham Lincoln on the hst—those, for ex-

ample, of S. P. Chase, of Ohio; Simon Cameron, of

Pennsylvania; and Edward Bates, of Missouri.

On the second ballot, however, but two names

signified, those of Seward and Lincoln. On the third

ballot, Lincoln received 231 J votes; Seward, 180;

and 53J were scattered. Lincoln's nomination was

made unanimous.

The result was a signal for tremendous enthusi-

asm. A cannon was fired from the roof of the

building, but it is said that the sound of it was

drowned in the noise of the tumult below.

When the news reached Douglas he declared that

*• there won't be a tar-barrel left in Illinois to-

night." And he was not far wrong. In Springfield

itself Lincoln took long walks and played ball with

the children to vary the strain caused by his periodi-

cal visits to the telegraph office. When the news
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of his nomination reached him he was sitting in

the office of the local newspaper. *' There is a

little woman down in Eighth Street," said he, " who
will like to hear this. Fll go down and tell her."

On the day after his nomination Lincoln received

the committee appointed by the Convention to wait

upon him and formally notify him of their choice.

The deputation was headed by the Hon. George

Ashmun, president of the Convention, and included

many who had not seen Lincoln before. Mr. Lin-

coln, wearing a black frock-coat, awaited his visitors,

standing before the fire-place in the sitting-room.

He bowed, a little awkwardly, and then stood erect,

in a stiff and unnatural position, with his eyes fixed

on the floor. The atmosphere seemed full of con-

straint.

Mr. Ashmun broke the silence. " I have, sir,"

he said, " the honour, on behalf of the gentlemen

who are present, a committee appointed by the Re-

publican Convention, recently assembled at Chicago,

to discharge a most pleasant duty. We have come,

sir, under a vote of instruction to that committee,

to notify you that you have been selected by the

Convention of the Republicans at Chicago, for Presi-

dent of the United States. Without any phrase

which shall be considered either personally plaudi-

tory to yourself or have any reference to the prin-

ciples involved in the questions which are con-

nected with your nomination, I desire to present

to you the letter which informs you of that nomina-

tion, and with it the platform resolutions and senti-
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merits which the Convention adopted. At your con-

venience, sir, we shall be glad to receive from you such

a response as it may be your pleasure to give us."

The " platform " of the Convention deprecated the

aggressive spirit which advocated the sectional in-

terests of slavery against the interests of the country

as a whole, condemned the Dred-Scott decision, and

denied the authority of Congress or any other power

to abrogate the Constitutional law which prohibited

slavery in the Territories. When Lincoln lifted up

his head to reply to Mr. Ashmun, his face lighted up

with animation.
** Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the Commit-

tee," he said, **
I tender to you, and through you, to

the Republican National Convention, and all the

people represented in it, my profoundest thanks for

the high honour done me, which you now formally

announce. Deeply, and even painfully, sensible of

the great responsibility which is inseparable from

this high honour, a responsibility which I could al-

most wish had fallen upon some one of the far

more eminent men and experienced statesmen whose

distinguished names were before the Convention,

I shall, by your leave, consider more fully the re-

solutions of the Convention denominated the plat-

form, and, without unnecessary or unreasonable

delay, respond to you, Mr. Chairman, in writing,

not doubting that the platform will be found satis-

factory and the nomination gratefully accepted. And

now I will not longer defer the pleasure of taking,

you, and each of you, by the hand."
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With the utterance of the last syllable, Mr. Lin-

coln's manner instantly changed. A smile, like the

sun shining through the rift of a passing cloud

sweeping over the landscape, illuminated his face,

lighting up every homely feature, as he grasped the

hand of Mr. Kelley (Judge Kelley, of Pennsylvania).

"You are a tall man, judge," said he; *' what

is your height?"

"Six feet three."

" I beat you. I am six feet four without my
high-heeled boots."

** Pennsylvania bows to Illinois," was the reply.

**
I am glad that we have found a candidate for

the Presidency whom we can look up to, for we

have been informed that there were only, ' Little

Giants ' in Illinois."

Lincoln's remark and Judge Kelley 's graceful re-

ply, with its reference to Lincoln's rival, Mr. Stephen

A. Douglas, put everyone in good humour, and all

embarrassment was gone.

" Mrs. Lincoln will be pleased to see you, gentle-

men," said their host. " You will find her in the

other room. You must be thirsty after your long

ride. You will find a pitcher of water in the

library."

Entering the library the visitors found a num-

ber of miscellaneous books on the shelves; two

globes, celestial and terrestrial, in the corners of

the room; a plain table with writing materials upon

it ; a pitcher of cold water, and glasses, but no

wines or liquors. When it was known that the
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committee were coming several citizens called upon

Mr. Lincoln, and informed him that some entertain-

ment must be provided.

"Yes, that is so; what ought to be done?" was

the response. " Just let me know, and I will attend

to it."

** Oh," said his friends, ** we will supply the need-

ful liquors."

" Gentlemen," said Mr. Lincoln, " I thank you

for your kind intentions, but must respectfully decline

your offer. I have no liquors in my house, and have

never been in the habit of entertaining my friends

in that way. I cannot permit my friends to do

for me what I will not myself do." *

And so the entertainment provided by Mr. and

Mrs. Lincoln for their distinguished visitors was a

strictly temperance one, but it was none the less

enjoyable for all that.

Here is Mr. Lincoln's letter to Mr. Ashmun form-

ally accepting his nomination:—

** Springfield, Illinois,

" May 23, i860.
** Hon. George Ashmun,

" President of the National Republican Convention.

** Sir,—I accept the nomination tendered me
by the Convention over which you presided, of which

I am formally apprised in the letter of yourself and

others acting as a Committee of the Convention

'^ Retnijiiscetices ofAbraham Lincoln by Distinguished Men of his

Time, by Charles Carleton Coffin.
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for that purpose. The declaration of the princi-

ples and sentiments which accompanies your letter

meets with my, approval, and it shall be my care

not to violate it or disregard it in any part.

" Imploring the assistance of Divine Providence,

and with due regard to the views and feelings of

all who were represented in the Convention, to the

rights of all the States and Territories and people

of the nation, to the inviolability of the Constitution,

and the perpetual union, harmony, and prosperity

of all, I am most happy, to co-operate for the prac-

tical success of the principles declared by the Con-

vention.

" Your obliged friend and fellow-citizen,

''Abraham Lincoln."

It is gratifying to be able to chronicle the fact

that while many eminent men in the East were

convinced that the Convention had selected by im-

pulse some smart local politician, Stephen A. Doug-

las had the courage and chivalry to declare that the

choice had fallen on **a very able and a very honest

man."

From the moment of writing the letter just quoted

Lincoln maintained a strict silence on all political

questions during the ensuing campaign. The Gov-

ernor's rooms in the State House at Springfield were

placed at his disposal for the reception of callers.

Gifts came to him from many parts of the country,

including wearing apparel, and he laughingly re-

marked to Mrs. Lincoln, " Well, wife, if nothing else
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comes out of this scrape, we are going to have some

new clothes."

The campaign proved one of the most exciting

on record. One of the most remarkable accounts of

it that reached England appeared in Mr. Charles

Dickens's journal, All the Year Round. It was writ-

ten a week before the election, but was not pub-

lished till April 13, 1 861, six months afterwards.

Other visitors to America at this time included the

late King Edward VII., then Prince of Wales, who

was the guest of President Buchanan.

In the month of August, following Lincoln's nomi-

nation, some seventy thousand Westerners visited

Springfield. One among that number brought with

him a song which aroused the enthusiasm of the

masses to the utmost. It had a chorus which ran:

Old Abram is the man !

Old Abram is the man 1

With a sturdy mate
From the Pine-Tree State,

Old Abram is the man !

Lincoln loved Songs. He could not publicly show

his appreciation of this one, but when the huge

gathering of Westerners was melting away, he

sought out the singer, and invited him to his house,

saying, " / want to hear you sing it."

"So he listened to it in private, while it was

being borne over the prairies on tens of thousands

of lips. Did he then dream that the nations would

one day sing the song of his achievements, that

his death would be tolled by the bells of all lands,

and his dirge fill the churches of Christendom with
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tears? It may have been that his destiny in dim

outline rose before him, for the events of his life

were hurrying.*' *

He was cheered by the loyalty of his own people,

but he was saddened by the outlook. ** Douglas,"

he said, " don't care whether slavery is voted up

or voted down, but God cares, and humanity cares,

and I care; and with God's help I shall not fail.

I may not see the end, but it will come, and I shall

be vindicated."

One of Lincoln's most delightful experiences dur-

ing this anxious time was the receipt in October of

a letter from a little girl named Grace Bedell, of

Westfield, New York. Miss Bedell had seen his por-

trait, and expressed the opinion to her mother that

*' Mr. Lincoln would look better if he wore whiskers,

and I'm going to write and tell him so." So she

wrote and told him how old she was ; where she

lived; that she was a Republican; that she thought

he would make a good President; but that he would

look better if he would let his beard grow. Her

father was a Republican, but her two brothers were

Democrats. If he would do as she suggested, she

would try to coax her brothers to vote for him.
*' If," she concluded, *' you have not time to answer

my letter, will you allow your little girl to reply

for you?"

Mr. Lincoln had no little girl. He had, however,

to employ a private secretary to cope with the cor-

respondence that flowed in upon him at this date.

* In the Boyhood of Lincoln, by Hezekiah Butterworth.
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But he sat down at once and penned the following

reply: *' Miss Grace Bedell,—My dear little Miss:

Your very agreeable letter is received. I regret the

necessity of saying I have no daughter. I have

three sons : one seventeen, one nine, and one seven

years of age. They, with their mother, constitute

my whole family. As to whiskers, having never

worn any, do you not think people would call it a

piece of silly affectation if I should begin now?

—

Your very sincere well-wisher, A. Lincoln."

Meanwhile strenuous attempts were made to induce

him to say something that would satisfy the South,

on the one hand; or the abolitionists, on the other.

He was proof against all these efforts. Asked

point-blank what he intended to do, he replied :

** The time comes upon every man when it is best

for him to keep his lips closed. That time has

come upon me." And he persevered in his patience

even though the extreme abolitionists did not hesi-

tate to call him " the Slave Hound of Illinois."

At length the long and trying period of waiting

for the people to make their choice came to an

end. The election took place on November 6, i860.

Out of 300 electoral votes Lincoln received 180;
Breckenridge, 72; Bell, 39; Douglas, 12. Of the

popular vote, Lincoln received 1,866,452; Brecken-

ridge, 847,953; Douglas, i,37S^'^S7', Bell, 590,631.

Fifteen States of the Union gave Lincoln no electoral

votes, and in ten States he received not a single

popular vote. Mr. Hannibal Hamlin, of Maine, the

nominee of the Republican Convention, was elected
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Vice-President. And it may interest the curious in

such things to note that during the campaign the

names of^the two men were arranged thus:—

Ham Lin

Lin Coin

Abra-Hamlin-Coln.

Firmly believing in his destiny now, the heart of

Abraham Lincoln could not but feel glad. But his

knowledge of what was happening in the South

weighed upon his spirit, and the thought of the

immense responsibility of the task before him was
uppermost in his mind.

Before retiring to rest that night he determined

upon the men he would ask to join his Cabinet, so

arranging his selection as to make colleagues of his

rivals, and, as far as was possible, to give satis-

factory representation to the South.

He lay down on a lounge in his chamber. He
was in a highly-strung condition, and a strange

vision came to him. Looking in the mirror of the

bureau opposite he saw two images of himself, one

much paler than the other. Somewhat startled, he

rose and looked in the glass at close quarters. The
illusion vanished. But when he returned to the

lounge, he saw it a second time. No doubt there

was a perfectly normal explanation of the phenom-
enon; and Lincoln himself thought that it was due

to a defect not before noticed in the glass. He saw

it again at a later date, but never afterwards. It
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bothered him, and he mentioned it to Mrs. Lincoln

and tried to get her to see it, without succeeding.

Mrs. Lincohi is said to have thought it a sign that

he was to be elected to a second term of office, but

that the paleness of one of the images was an

omen that he would not live through the second

term.

There was only partial rest for him on the night

referred to. In one of his dreams he saw himself

passing through a great throng of people. Men

made way for him, but as they did so, one said with

scorn, "He's a common-looking fellow." Lincoln

dreamt that he replied, ** Friend, the Lord prefers

common-looking people; that is why He made so

many of them."



CHAPTER XIX

" God will keep Lincoln right "—Farewell to Spring-field—Journey

to Washington—A boy's impressions—Fears of assassination.

Four months were yet to elapse before the in-

auguration of America's sixteenth President. From

one point of view the time was too long. It gave

those who were working for the South too many

opportunities for placing obstacles in the way of

the incoming Administration; but it was barely long

enough for the President-Elect to prepare himself

for the duties of chief of the executive and to draw

around him as official colleagues, as he desired,

those who would work loyally with him and at the

same time be representative of the various sections

and opinions in the country.

Office-seekers were already persistent and numer-

ous. Now, as during the term of his Presidency,

he received every visitor with a patience well de-

scribed as infinite, and a courtesy that was inherent

in his nature. Where he could help with advantage

to his trust, he did so, in small matters as in great.

But when it became known that he was determined

to make no changes where work seemed to be going

forward in competent hands, this departure from

226
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precedent cost him more than one influential sup-

porter, and turned much selfish enthusiasm into carp-

ing criticism. On the heels of the office-seekers

came many full of advice which they thought the

President-Elect should follow when he came to deal

with the differences between North and South'. For

no President of the United States before or since

has the normally trying period between election and

inauguration been so full of anxiety. In Washing-

ton itself a great conspiracy was afoot, in which

officials of almost every grade played a part— a

conspiracy which had for its purpose the scattering

of the naval and military forces of the Union, the

emptying of its Treasury, and the corresponding

strengthening of the resources of the South.

Within a month prior to the inaugural ceremony,

seven of the fifteen Slave States—South Carolina,

Mississippi, Florida, Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana,

and Texas—had seceded, and formed a Confederate

Union, with Jefferson Davis (a Kentuckian) as Presi-

dent and with head-quarters at Montgomery, Ala-

bama. The Southern papers were full of scurrilous

lampoons of the President-Elect, but while large

masses of the Southern people fervently believed in

the justice of their cause, they knew but little of the

growing communities in the North-West, and the

actual secession was brought about by a compara-

tively few political leaders, and against the advice

of Alexander H. Stephens of Georgia, who knew

Abraham Lincoln and admired his sterling quali-

ties, but who later gave impetus to Northern loyalty
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by declaring that ** slavery is the corner-stone of

our new nation."

It needed, indeed, the foresight of a poet to write

of Abraham Lincoln's election as " the redemption

of the country," when many of those who had helped

to bring it about were now eager for peace at any

price—even the price of Mr. Lincoln's resignation,

and a new election on the basis of reconciliation with

the recalcitrant South. Powerful influences began

to work in Europe against the anti-slavery party

and its champion. Already Louis Napoleon was

dreaming of carrying out, with the help of Great

Britain, a scheme under which France was to se-

cure a Western Empire in Mexico, leaving her

potential ally in the matter to adjust the differences,

so far as it might be able to do so, in the terri-

tory known as that of the United States.

Morally, financially, and industrially, a panic was

setting in all over the East, and it was feared by

the friends of Abraham Lincoln that before he could

set foot in Washington he would be a dead man.

The fears were not altogether groundless. Soon

after he was nominated, he began to receive letters

threatening his life. " The first one or two," he

said, ** made me a little uncomfortable. But I came

at length to look for a regular instalment of this

kind of correspondence in every week's mail." Then

they ceased to give him any apprehension. *' There

is," he observed to a friend, " nothing like getting

used to things."

As yet, the majority of the people in New England
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were ignorant of more than the name of the new.

man from the West. To them, indeed, he might

be " something wild and woolly."

The men in the great North-West were animated

by the spirit of " the fathers," as Mr. Lincoln was,

and more in touch with the ideals that found ex-

pression in the Declaration of Independence than were

their fellow-citizens east of the AUeghanies; but

if these fellow-citizens knew so little of the men of

Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, and Minnesota,

the South knew even less. The men of the new

States came into the full light of day only when

the war had called them to the front.

Sad at heart, so sad that he said he should

" never be glad any more," the President-Elect set

himself with rare singleness of heart and purpose

to the Herculean task before him, determined that,

whatever might befall, he would be true to the

twin principles of national unity and the restriction

of slavery to that part of the country in which

it was an institution.

His old friends stood staunch, but his position

was such that but few could render him any effectual

assistance. Herndon, his law-partner, writing to an

inquiring Senator, gave this expression of the faith

that was in him: "Lincoln is a man of heart,

as gentle as a woman's, and as tender; but he has

a will as strong as iron. He therefore loves all

mankind, but hates slavery, and every form of

despotism."

In Herndon 's view Mr. Lincoln might " fail
"
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should some very doubtful point, say in political

economy, which no man could " demonstrate," be

placed before him for settlement. In such a case

his friends might rule him. " But when on jus-

tice, right, liberty, the Constitution, and the Union,

then you may all stand aside. He will rule then,

and no man, no set of men, can rule him. This

is Lincoln; and you mark my prediction. You and

I must keep the people right. God will keep Lin-

coln right."

One or two letters that Mr. Lincoln wrote at

this time serve to show how accurate was Herndon's

estimate. To one correspondent he conveyed his

assurance that, whatever alarmists might say, the

Government was fully able to maintain its integrity.

Another he counselled to entertain no compromise in

regard to the extension of slavery. To a third he

wrote that, in the light of the law, no State could

secede without the consent of the other States.

Throughout the terrible period that was to follow his

inauguration he forbore as far as possible from

the use of the word " rebels "; to him, North and

South were ever members of one family, standing

in the relations of a parent to fractious children.

A fourth correspondent he asked to tell the Com-

mander-in-Chief of the Army, confidentially, to pre-

pare, as well as he could, to either hold or to retake

the forts in the seceding States. To a fifth he ex-

plained how impossible it was for himself to secede

from the ground upon which he had been elected.

Then, as thereafter, he regarded himself as " the
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People's President." Mr. Stephens, who had been

nominated Vice-President of the Confederation, he

assured that the South would be in no more danger

of interference as to its internal affairs under his

administration than it had been under Washington's.

There was another possible obstacle to his in-

auguration than assassination. Before the official

counting of the votes, and declaration of the poll

by the retiring Vice-President, there was some doubt

if this necessary formality would take place. The

Vice-President, J. C. Breckenridge, had been the

pro-slavery candidate for the Presidency. Some
people thought that he would refuse to perform the

duty. And it was not before he received an inti-

mation that events would take their ordinary course

in this matter, that Mr. Lincoln left Springfield for

the Federal capital.

Before this he had many affecting leave-takings.

Hannah Armstrong, whose son he had saved from

the gallows, came from Clary's Grove to bid him

good-bye, and to express her solicitude for his

safety. He journeyed to Chicago to see his old

friends the Speeds. He made a pilgrimage to his

father's grave and arranged for a monument to

be placed there. He spent a few hours with the

survivors of the Hanks and Johnston families, and

he went to bid an affectionate farewell to his step-

mother. She embraced him with deep emotion and

said she was sure she would never behold him again.

** No, no, mother," said he tenderly, " they will not

do that. Trust in the Lord, and all will be well."
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He found a tenant for the old home in Eighth'

Street, and, when quitting the office off the Square,

asked his partner just to leave the sign of " Lincoln

and Herndon " swinging on its hinges till his return

—if he should ever return, adding these words as a

pathetic afterthought.

Two days before the formal counting of the votes

on February 13, 1861, Mr. Lincoln departed for

Washington, accompanied by Mrs. Lincoln, their

three sons, two private secretaries (one of whom was

John Hay, a former student in the office of Lincoln

and Herndon), and a few personal friends. The

weather was wet, and Mr. Lincoln stood with bare

head in the rain, as, repressing his emotion with

difficulty, he bade farewell to his old friends and

neighbours in the following words :
—

" My friends,—No one, not in my situation, can

appreciate my feeling of sadness at this parting.

To this place, and the kindness of these people, I owe

everything. Here I have lived a quarter of a cen-

tury, and have passed from a young to an old man.

Here my children have been born, and one is buried.

I now leave, not knowing when or whether ever I

may return, with a task before me greater than that

which rested upon Washington. Without the assis-

tance of that Divine Being Who ever attended him,

I cannot succeed. With that assistance I cannot fail.

Trusting in Him Who can go with me, and remain

with you, and be everywhere for good, let us confi-

dently hope that all will be well. To His

care commending you, as I hope in your prayers
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you will commend me, I bid you an affectionate

farewell."

The journey to the capital occupied about two

weeks, the President-Elect having accepted invitations

to visit a number of the principal cities on his route.

He made brief stays at the capitals of Indiana, Ohio,

New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania.

In his first address, at Indianapolis, he uttered

these memorable words: "If the union of these

States and the liberties of this people shall be lost,

it is but little to any one man of fifty-two years of

age, but a great deal to the thirty millions of people

who inhabit these United States, and to their pos-

terity in all coming time. It is your business to rise

up and preserve the Union and liberty for yourselves,

and not for me."

At Columbus he said there had fallen to him
" a task such as did not rest even upon * the

Father of his Country,' " adding, " I turn,

then, and look for support to the American

people, and to that God Who has never forsaken

them."

At Trenton he declared that it would be his pur-

pose to "do all that may be in my power to promote

a peaceful settlement of all our difficulties. The man
does not live who is more devoted to peace than I

am, but it may be necessary to put the foot down

firmly."

Here is a recollection of Mr. Lincoln by one

who, when a boy, saw him at Pittsburg. The Presi-

dent-Elect had received a number of council-men at
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a hotel and was passing to his own room when the

interview took place. " I noticed," says the narrator,

" that Mr. Lincoln's face, which had been animated

during the reception, settled at once into a sad and

wearied expression, which pained me greatly. Hear-

ing me approaching, or unconsciously, perhaps, he

looked back, and seeing me looking at him so inter-

estedly, he turned and stepped out into the hall

again; and as I reached out my hand, he stooped,

and, with a most gentle smile, took it in both of

his, covering my hand and arm almost to the elbow.

Looking up into his deep, wonderful, kindly [grey]

eyes, I said, * It is a great pleasure, Mr. President,

to shake hands with you.' He held my hand for a

moment in his warm, strong grasp, and then said,

* God bless you, my son. Love God, obey your

parents, and serve your country, and you will give

the world cause to honour you.' To which I replied,

* Thank you, Mr. President.' " *

At Philadelphia, on Washington's birthday, Feb-

ruary 2 2, in celebration of the admission of Kansas

as a free State, he raised a new flag of thirty-two

stars over Independence Hall. " I am," he said,

" filled with deep emotion at finding myself standing

in this place, where were collected together the wis-

dom, the patriotism, the devotion to principle, from

which sprang the institutions under which we live.

I have," he continued, " often inquired of myself

what great principle or idea it was that kept this

great Confederacy so long together. It was not the

* Dr. Gouchcr, in Tlic Christian Adrocaic, February 4, 1909.
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mere matter of separation of the colonies from the

mother-land, but that sentiment in the Declaration of

Independence which gave liberty, not alone to the

people of this country, but hope to all the world for

all future time, which gave promise that in due time

all men should have an equal chance. Can this

country be saved on that basis? If it can, I will

consider myself one of the happiest men in the world

if I can help to save it. If it cannot be saved upon

that principle, it will be truly awful. But if this

country cannot be saved without giving up that prin-

ciple, I was about to say I would rather be assassi-

nated on this spot than surrender it."

He went on to remark that, in his view of the

existing aspect of affairs, there was no need of blood-

shed and war. *' There is no necessity for it. I am
not in favour of such a course; and I may say in

advance that there will be no bloodshed unless it

is forced upon the Government. The Government

will not use force unless force is used against it.

My friends," he concluded, " this is wholly an un-

prepared speech. I did not expect to be called upon

to say a word when I came here. I supposed I was

merely to do something towards raising a flag. I

may, therefore, have said something indiscreet. But

I have said nothing but what I am willing to live by,

and, if it be the pleasure of Almighty God, to

die by."

Reading these noble utterances to-day, who can

help paying tribute to their sincerity, their wisdom,

and their statesmanship? But their reception in the
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nervous and distracting period of their delivery was

of a very mixed character.

Apart from the bitter personaHties and calumnious

ribaldry of the Southern press, there was the cruel

criticism of the extreme abolitionists, for whom Mr.

Lincoln did not go far enough in his condemnation

of slavery. There were those who believed further

trouble with the South would mean ruin to the North,

and must therefore be obviated at any cost. There

were those who ridiculed him as ** Simple Simon."

In New York the '* superior " people found food

for merriment in the fact that he wore black gloves

at a big social function. When at Westfield he

sought out little Grace Bedell, and remarking to her

that, as she had requested, he had allowed his beard

to grow, he lifted her up in his arms and kissed her.

The incident was described under the heading, " Old

Abe kissed by a Pretty Girl." Insult and ignorance

united in a caricature which represented this staunch

temperance man as a drunken roysterer in the com-

pany of a circle of similar beings " telling yarns,"

in the background of the drawing being a hearse

bearing the corpse of the Union.

Mr. Lincoln's route from New York to Washing-

ton had been planned to include Harrisburg, and

this involved a passage through disaffected Balti-

more. At Philadelphia news came of a plot to

kill him as he passed through this part of Maryland.

He was not to be deterred by this from fulfilling

his engagement at Harrisburg, where he again ex-

pressed his hope that fraternal differences would
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not end in fratricidal strife. But when at Harrisburg

he was persuaded to return to Philadelphia and

thence make his way secretly to Washington, as he

phrased it,
** like a thief in the night."

He still believed that there was no danger to his

life, but he " thought it wise to run no risk where no

risk was necessary." The plan was kept a secret

from most of his party, and even Mrs. Lincoln,

though she earnestly begged to be allowed to travel

with her husband, was not allowed to do so. So

it came to pass that he entered the capital, on the

morning of February 23, before it was awake, in

the company of two detectives and a lawyer friend,

his family and suite following in the train originally

arranged for, happily without any untoward experi-

ence.



CHAPTER XX

Inaug-uration scenes—President Lincoln's mag-nificent address—His

first Cabinet — Secretary Seward's memorandum — War with

England averted— Conquest of Stanton— Doug-las's self-sacrifice

—The office-seekers.

Contemporary photographs and drawings of the

inaugural ceremony of March 4, 1861, show that the

great Capitol at Washington was then only partly

completed. Strikingly symbolical of the division

of the nation, the famous statue of Freedom was

waiting for its lofty pedestal.

Disturbance was feared and every precaution was

taken against it. The city was practically under

martial law. The saloons were closed. And when

the retiring President Buchanan drove with his suc-

cessor down Pennsylvania Avenue, it was between

lines of soldiers and closely surrounded by cavalry.

Platoons of soldiers were stationed at regular in-

tervals along the route. Mounted troops were drawn

up at the ends of all the by-streets. Police spies

mingled with the crowds. Groups of sharp-shooters

occupied commanding positions on the house-tops.

From a neighbouring hill the scene was commanded

by a company of artillery with very distinct orders

as to what to do in the case of need. From the

point where the Presidential carriage stopped a

238
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roofed passage led to the Senate chamber. A tem-

porary platform had been erected before the east

front of the Capitol, and here, in the midst of a

distinguished company, with a dense throng below

him, Mr. Lincoln was introduced by his old Spring-

field friend, E. D. Baker, now a Senator for Oregon.

Only a faint cheer was raised as he stepped forward.

Raising his new silk hat, he stood for a moment with

this in one hand and a walking-cane in the other.

With a flash of his wonted humour he remarked, " I

don't see any nail to hang this hat on." Douglas,

his old rival, seeing his embarrassment, stepped for-

ward and relieved him of hat and cane. "If I

can't be President," said Douglas with a smile, " at

least I can hold his hat." It was a graceful incident,

and a significant one.

The address, so eagerly awaited by friend and

foe, had been prepared at Springfield, and had been

for a brief space lost at Harrisburg. It was read

in a clear, firm voice, and its keynote was one of

pacification. Indeed, it was a plea for that union

to the cause to which he consecrated the remainder

of his life.

He declared once again that he had no purpose,

directly or indirectly, to interfere with the institu-

tion of slavery where it existed. He had no lawful

right to do so. He reiterated the agreement of his

party to respect the right of each State to order and

control its own domestic institutions according to its

own judgment. He stood by the Constitution with

no purpose to construe it or the laws by any hypo-
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critical rules. But, he said, " the union of these

States is perpetual." It could not be destroyed

except by some action not provided for in the Con-

stitution itself. Its preservation needed no blood-

shed, and there would be none unless it were forced

upon the national authority. The mails would con-

tinue to be furnished, unless repelled, in all parts of

the Union. So far as possible the people every-

where should have that sense of perfect security

which was most favourable to calm thought and

reflection. " Physically speaking, we cannot sepa-

rate." They had to remain face to face, and inter-

course, either amicable or hostile, must continue.

** Is it possible, then, to make that intercourse more

advantageous or more satisfactory after separation

than before? Can aliens make treaties easier than

friends can make laws. Can treaties be more faith-

fully enforced between aliens than laws can among
friends? Suppose you go to war, you cannot fight

always ; and when, after much loss on both sides,

and no gain on either, you cease fighting, the identi-

cal old questions as to terms of intercourse are

again upon you."

The chief magistrate derived his authority from

the people, and they had conferred none upon him

to fix terms for the separation of the States. " If

the Almighty Ruler of Nations, with His eternal

truth and justice, be on your side of the North, or

on yours of the South, that truth and that justice

will surely prevail by the judgment of this great

tribunal of the American people." He urged his
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countrymen, one and all, to think calmly and well

upon the whole subject. Nothing valuable could be

lost by taking tim.e. " Such of you as are dis-

satisfied still have the old Constitution unimpaired,

and, on the sensitive point, the laws of your own

framing under it; while the new adminstration will

have no immediate power, if it would, to change

either. If it were admitted that you who are dis-

satisfied hold the right side in the dispute, there

still is no single good reason for precipitate action.

Intelligence, patriotism, Christianity, and a firm re-

liance on Him Who has never yet forsaken this

favoured land, are still competent to adjust in the

best way all our present difficulty."

He closed with these beautiful words: " In your

hands, my dissatisfied countrymen, and not in mine,

is the momentous issue of civil war. The Govern-

ment will not assail you. You can have no conflict

without being yourselves the aggressors. You have

no oath registered in Heaven to destroy the Govern-

ment, while I shall have the most solemn one to

'preserve, protect, and defend it.' I am loath to

close. We are not enemies, but friends. We must

not be enemies. Though passion may have strained,

it must not break, our bonds of affection. The

mystic chords of memory, stretching from every

battlefield and patriot grave to every living heart

and hearthstone all over this broad land, will yet

swell the chorus of Union when again touched, as

surely they will be, by the better angels of our

nature."

Q
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He then slowly repeated the oath: **
I, Abraham

Lincoln, do solemnly swear that I will faithfully

execute the office of President of the United States,

and will, to the best of my ability, preserve, protect,

and defend the Constitution of the United States."

The next day he was able to announce the names

of the members of his Cabinet. They were as fol-

lows: William H. Seward, of New York, Secretary

of State; Salmon P. Chase, of Ohio, Secretary of

the Treasury ; Simon Cameron, of Pennsylvania, Sec-

retary of War ; Edward Bates, of Missouri, Attorney-

General; Gideon Welles, of Connecticut, Secretary

of the Navy; Caleb B. Smith, of Indiana, Secre-

tary of the Interior; Montgomery Blair, of Mary-

land, Postmaster-General.

It is a remarkable fact that not one of the men
whom he had thus gathered around him could be

regarded as his friend. To him, however, it was

sufficient that they were all men of ability and re-

presentative of the various sections in the country
;

and that they might be expected to work together

for the common good. And taking as he did a

serious view of his own responsibility, he felt strong

enough to maintain the dignity of his high office

without humiliating his subordinates and regardless

of what was said or thought about him.

Whilst the South was actively engaged in pre-

paring for war, and could look lor support from

many whose allegiance to their States was greater

than their allegiance to the Union, the North, which

had been threatened so frequently with secession,
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was both unprepared and unwilling as a whole to

regard war as an unavoidable contingency.

The President, who outwardly took the more

hopeful view of the trend of affairs, as long as

this was possible, soon had information in his pos-

session which caused him the gravest anxiety. But

burdened as he was, at the very outset of his term

of office, with considerations of the gravest kind

that can be presented to anyone in whose hands re-

pose the issues of life and death, he had to turn aside

to give audiences to irrepressible office-seekers and

so to act as to keep together a Cabinet the members

of which disagreed amongst themselves and were

only at one in regarding the Chief of State as

unsuitable for his position.

He was soon, however, to show that he was and

meant to remain their chief, if a tolerant one. Mr.

Thurlow Weed, who had done his best to secure the

election of Mr. Seward, sought what consolation he

could in the reflection that he, as a leader of the

Republican party, could still
'* instruct " Mr. Seward,

and that the latter, in turn, would be able to dic-

tate the policy of the Government.

It was a characteristic of Mr. Lincoln all through

his career to see facts in clear relation one to

another. Again and again, and especially during

his years of office, did he, with facts before him

which were common to all around him, see their

bearing more clearly than his colleagues did. It

was this that lay at the root of his ascendency. On
the evening of his inauguration, in reply to a ques-
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tion from the Washington correspondent of the New
York Herald, asking if there was any special news

he might send the editor, Mr. Lincoln replied, *' Yes,

you may tell him that Thurlow Weed has found out

that Seward was not nominated at Chicago." The

correspondent did not at first appreciate the signi-

ficance of the remark. After thinking it over, how-

ever, he saw what that commonplace statement

meant, and his editor crowded out of his paper

the next morning much other matter relating to the

inauguration in order that he might give prominence

to it.

It might have been thought that this plain indi-

cation of his policy as President would not have

been lost upon Mr. Seward, of all people. But

barely a month had passed before the Secretary of

State attempted to seize the reins. On April i,

Mr. Seward submitted to the President a memoran-

dum entitled, " Some Thoughts for the President's

Consideration." This memorandum commenced,
** We are at the end of a month's administration, and

yet without a policy, either foreign or domestic."

The writer continued, ** We must change the ques-

tion before the public from one on slavery, or about

slavery, to one upon union or disunion." He went

on to urge that " explanations should be demanded

from France and Spain, Great Britain and Russia,

and send agents into Canada, Mexico, and Central

America to arouse a vigorous spirit of continental

independence against European intervention." Mr.

Seward's object was to bring about union by raising
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up before the people the figure of a common foe,

a device that has been followed many times in the

course of the history of nations. He concluded :

" Whatever policy we adopt, there must be an ener-

getic prosecution of it. For this purpose it must

be somebody's business to pursue and direct it in-

cessantly. Either the President must do it himself

and be all the while active in it, or devolve it upon

some member of his Cabinet. Once adopted, all

debates on it must end. It is not in my special

province, but I neither seek to evade nor assume

responsibility."

The President's policy, was to avoid striking the

first blow, or doing anything that could be regarded

as an act of aggression. He had made this per-

fectly clear both before and in hi§ inaugural ad-

dress. He replied at once to Mr. Seward. In his

letter he reminded his Secretary of State of the

words in the address, and that orders had been given

to General Scott, the Commander-in-Chief, in ac-

cordance with the views expressed in the address,

to hold, occupy, and possess the property and places

belonging to the Government, so far as he was

able to do so. He proceeded: '* Upon your closing

propositions I remark that if this be done I must

do it. When a general line of policy is adopted,

I apprehend there is no danger of its being changed

without good reason, or continuing to be a subject

of unnecessary debate; still upon points arising in

its progress, I wish, and suppose I am entitled to

have, the advice of all the Cabinet."
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It was not till thirty years later, when Nicolay

and Hay's great biography of Lincoln was published,

that the world knew for the first time of this early

incident of Cabinet dissension. The President ruled,

and, when necessary, reminded his subordinates that

they must abide by his ruling; but it was not his

purpose to hurt their feelings or to prejudice them

before the eyes of the people. His censure never

left an open or an aching wound. " Weakness was

as foreign as wickedness to his strong, gentle nature.

But his courage was of a quality so high that it

needed no bolstering of dark passion."

In May, 1861, Mr. Seward placed before the

President the draft of a letter of instruction to the

United States Minister in London. Had this letter

been despatched as it was written, it is generally

understood that a war with England would have

resulted. The President so altered the text that this

peril was averted. " One war at a time—one war

at a time," he said. It is a notable example ,of

plain common sense and honesty of purpose obtain-

ing a victory denied to experience and learning.

Shortly afterwards we find Mr. Seward writing to

his wife: "Executive force and vigour are rare

qualities. The President is the best of us." When,

some three years later, an attempt was made jto

eject Seward from the Cabinet the President said,

**
I propose to be the sole judge as to the dismissal

or appointment of the members of my Cabinet."

And the matter ended.

Outside the Cabinet, Edwin M. Stanton, who had
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treated Lincoln so cruelly at Cincinnati when called

as counsel in an important patent case, wrote to a

friend from Washington in May: " No one can

imagine the deplorable condition of this city, and

the hazard of the Government, who did not witness

the weakness and panic of the administration and

the painful imbecility of Lincoln." In July, after the

battle of Bull Run, Stanton wrote: "The imbecility,

of this administration culminated in that catastrophe
;

and irretrievable misfortune and national disgrace,

never to be forgotten, are to be added to the ruin

of all peaceful pursuits and national bankruptcy, as

the result of Lincoln's * running the machine ' for

five months. It is not unlikely that some change

in the War and Navy Departments may take place,

but none beyond those two departments until Jeff

Davis turns out the whole concern."

The President was happily unaware of these com-

munications, but he knew of Stanton's feeling against

him. He knew also of Stanton's ability, and throw-

ing all personal considerations aside, he invited him

in the following January to take office as Secretary

for War, a position which was patriotically accepted.

Stanton, like Seward, attempted to rule the President,

found, as Seward found, the President's strength,

learned to admire his lofty character, and thereafter

served him loyally till the end.

When Lincoln's desire to include Mr. Stanton in

his Cabinet was met with objection because of Stan-

ton's well-known excitability the President said :

** We may have to treat him as they are sometimes
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obliged to treat a preacher I know out West. He
gets so wrought up in his prayers and exhortations

that they have to put bricks into his pockets to

keep him down. We may have to serve Stanton the

same way, but I guess we'll let him jump awhile

first."

Senator Fessenden once declared that ** Mr. Lin-

coln never had a Cabinet "; and that his colleagues

were, in fact, "his clerks and messenger boys."

The new President was almost startled at realising

his own superiority in the power of leadership.

Very interesting is it to recall at this juncture the

self-sacrificing support which the President received

from Senator Douglas after the fall of Fort Sumter,

when Congress had been convoked for an extra

session and 75,000 volunteers had been called for.

Mr. Douglas not only proclaimed his decision to

stand by the Government. He went to Illinois to

rally the people of that State, and especially the

members of his own party, to Mr. Lincoln's sup-

port. " There can be," he said, *' no neutrals in this

war: only patriots and traitors." He offered to stay

in Washington or to go to Illinois, just as the Presi-

dent thought would be the most useful thing for

him to do. He threw himself so heartily into the

cause of Union that his health broke down. He
passed away in his home at Chicago on June 3,

1 86 1, a few weeks after Fort Sumter had been

taken.

The difficulties with Seward and Stanton might

be paralleled by instances drawn from the President's
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relations with other members of his Cabinet. But

the cases cited are sufficiently representative.

We may turn now to the army of callers and

office-seekers. " I feel," he said on one occasion,

" like a man letting lodgings at one end of the

house, while the other end is on fire." " If ever

this free people is utterly demoralised," he said at

another time, "
it will come from this struggle for

office."

Sometimes he had to be severe. One petitioner,

who came with a letter of recommendation from

a Senator, so far forgot himself as to use profane

language. On a repetition of the offence, Mr. Lin-

coln opened the door of the audience chamber and

said, '*
I thought Senator had sent me a gentle-

man. I find I am mistaken. There is the door, sir.

Good evening." Another irate visitor whose petition

had to be refused went so far as to question the

President's honesty. He was seized by the collar and

promptly marched to the door.

The President " had such a wonderful capacity

for dealing with questions submitted to him," re-

cords Senator W. M. Ste\yart, " that he would often

receive as many as a hundred representative men in

two hours. I stood in line one morning when

Senator Nye came up to me and handed me a

package of papers on the outside of which was

indorsed in a bold hand :
' The Application of

for Restoration to His Position as Sutler.' My busi-

ness with Mr. Lincoln was dispatched at once, and

I then held forward the package in my hand.
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** He read the indorsement at a glance and said,

* That is a case of a man who has been removed

at the request of Mr. Stanton. Mr. Stanton says he

cannot be trusted. If I should interfere in the mat-

ter, it would cause a heated controversy with Mr.

Stanton. You tell Brother Nye what I have said,

and, if he thinks the matter of sufficient importance

to require me to quarrel with Mr. Stanton, to come

and see me and give me his reasons.'
"

A delegation one day called on Mr. Lincoln to

ask the appointment of a certain gentleman as com-

missioner to the Sandwich Islands. They presented

their case as earnestly as possible, and, besides his

fitness for the place, they urged that he was in

broken health and a residence in that balmy climate

would be of great benefit to him. The President

closed the interview with the discouraging remark,

" Gentlemen, I am sorry to say that there are eight

other applicants for that place, and they are all sicker

than your man."

Mr. F. J. Whipple, of New York, called at the

White House one day. As the President came into

the reception-room from the private part of the

house, his visitor rose, saying, " This is Mr. Lincoln,

I believe."

'• Yes. What can I do for you?"
" Nothing, sir. You have not an office I would

accept."

Mr. Lincoln slapped him on the shoulder.

"Is it possible?" he exclaimed. "Come into

my office. I want to look at you. It is a curiosity
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to see a man who does not want an office. You
might as well try to dip the Potomac dry as to

satisfy them all."

One day Senator John M. Palmer, of Illinois,

called on Mr. Lincoln. When admitted, he found

the President with a towel round his neck, waiting

to be shaved. A caller named Buckingham had

just left. " Got to get shaved some time, Palmer,"

said he. **
I couldn't shave whilst Buckingham was

here. But you are from home; and it doesn't matter

with home folks."

Whilst the barber went on with his task Palmer

thought of the great war that was going on, and

of the man near him, who was conducting it.

" Mr. Lincoln," he said, " if I had known there

was going to be so great a rebellion, I should never

have thought of going to a one-horse town for a

one-horse lawyer for President."

Lincoln stretched forth his arms, pushed the

barber aside, and abruptly wheeled around. Palmer

thought he was angry because of v/hat he had said.

But he replied:

** Nor I either. It's lucky for this country no

man was chosen who had a great policy, and would

have stuck to it. If such a man had been chosen,

this rebellion would never have reached a successful

conclusion. I have had no great policy; but I have

tried to do my duty every day, hoping that the

morrow would find that I had done right."

Apart from the office-seekers who preferred their

claims personally the President had to deal with a
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great mass of correspondence. This, however, had

a lighter side. Here, for example, is a note ad-

dressed to a boy who had spoken of having met

Mr. Lincoln and whose word had evidently been

doubted: "The White House, March 1 8, 1861.—

I did see and talk in May last at Springfield, Illinois,

with Master George Edward Patten.—A. LINCOLN."

Another kindly little note was Sent by thS President

thanking " Master Crocker " for a white rabbit

which had been forwarded to the White House with

a suggestion that " perhaps the President had a

boy who would be pleased with it."

Just after the Battle of Gettysburg Lincoln thought

that prompt pursuit and battle by Meade would de-

stroy Lee's army before it could recross the swollen

Potomac. Meade '3 delay and his failure to seize

his great opportunity deeply grieved and annoyed

the President. He finally sent a peremptory order to

attack Lee forthwith, and accompanied the order by

perhaps the most remarkable note ever sent by a

commander to hia subordinate.

It ran thus: "This order is not of record. If

you are successful you may destroy it, together with

this note; if you fail, publish the order, and I will

take the responsibility."

But even thig did not move Meade.
" I once had occasion to call upon President Lin-

coln with the late Senator Henry Wilson," writes

ex-Governor Rice. " Wc were obliged to wait some

time in the ante-room, and when at length the door

was opened to us, a small lad, perhaps ten or twelve
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years old, who had been waiting for admission

several days without success, slipped in between us

and approached the President. The latter gave the

Senator and myself a cordial but brief salutation,

and turning immediately to the lad, Said, ' And who
is the little boy?' The boy soon told his story,

which was in substance that he had come to Wash-
ington seeking employment as a page in the House

of Representatives, and he wished the President to

give him such an appointment.

" To this the President replied that such appoint-

ments were not at his disposal, and that application

must be made to the doorkeeper of the House at

the Capitol. * But, sir,' said the lad, ' I am a

good boy, and have a letter from my mother, and

one from the supervisors of my town, and one from

my Sunday-school teacher, and they all told me
that I could earn enough in one session of Congress

to keep my mother and the rest of us comfortable

all the remainder of the year.' The President took

the lad's papers and ran his eye over them with

that penetrating and absorbent look so familiar to

all who knew him, and then took his pen and wrote

upon the back of one of them: ' If Captain Good-

now can give a place to this good little boy, I shall

be gratified,' and signed it ' A. Lincoln.'
"



CHAPTER XXI

" The Red Years of War"—Appeal to Garibaldi—The Trent affair—

The ablest of the strategists—Emancipation—Gettysburg—Peace
—The President at Richmond.

In the middle of April, 1861, the South assumed

the offensive. Fort Sumter, an island fortress in

Charleston Harbour, was compelled to surrender.

It was reduced without any casualties, except by-

accident, on the Union side. The first blood was

shed in the streets of Baltimore, where Confederate

sympathisers attacked a body of Union troops. As

the bulk of the regular army of the North was away

on the Indian frontier, whither it had been de-

spatched during the closing period of President

Buchanan's tenure of office, Washington had to rely

for its defence upon a few hundred men.

By June the " Border States " of Virginia, Ar-

kansas, North Carolina, and Tennessee had joined

the seceders, and the Confederate capital was re-

moved from Montgomery to Richmond. The Presi-

dent's call for 75,000 volunteers, the nucleus of

an army which gradually swelled to between two

and three million men, met with an enthusiastic re-

sponse; but for many weary days the capital was

in danger of investment ; and from his windows in

the White House the President could sec the flags

and camp fires of the enemy on the other side of

254
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the Potomac. By skilful action he kept Maryland,

Missouri, and Kentucky loyal to the Union, and these

States sent 600,000 recruits to swell the armies

of the Union.

All around him were influential men loudly calling

for an advance to Richmond ; and his administrative

burdens were intensified by the fact that he was now

by virtue of his high office Commander-in-Chief

of the forces. But his difficulties were stupendous.

Most of the experienced officers of the army and

navy, men of old families, had gone over to the

South, feeling the claims upon them of their native

States more imperative than the claims of the Union.

The Constitution did not provide for such an emer-

gency. There was no precedent for the President

to go by. Alone, practically, he was compelled to

take the helm in the gathering storm. He had to

choose, almost at venture, the men most likely to

take the command of the armies mustering in re-

sponse to his call.

General Winfield Scott, like Admiral Farragut,

remained loyal to the core. But he was seventy-

five years of age, and too old for active service. In

his despair Mr. Lincoln appealed to Garibaldi to

lend the power of his name, his genius, and his

sword to the Northern cause; but before the Libera-

tor of Italy could accept this invitation by the

Liberator of America the hour for profiting in

America by the services of the great Italian had

passed.*

As soon as possible the Potomac was crossed and

* See Century, November, 1907.
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the heights of Arlington seized. One of the first

to fall was Elmer Ellsworth, a young officer who

had come with Lincoln from Springfield. He was

shot whilst taking down a Confederate flag from

a hotel in Alexandria, Virginia. The President was

overwhelmed by grief, and the funeral of his young

friend took place by his express wish from the White

House.

In a letter to the bereaved parents, he wrote: " In

the untimely loss of your noble son, our affliction

here is scarcely less than your own." After a gener-

ous tribute to the lad's remarkable abilities, he con-

tinued: "What was conclusive of his good heart,

he never forgot his parents. The honours he

laboured for so laudably, and for which in the sad

end he so gallantly gave his life, he meant for

them no less than for himself. In the hope that

it may be no intrusion upon the sacredness of your

sorrow, I have ventured to address you this tribute to

the memory of my young friend and your brave and

early fallen child. May God give you that consola-

tion which is beyond all earthly power."

His grief was added to by the fact that two of

his wife's brothers and the husband of one of her

sisters fell whilst fighting in the Confederate ranks.

And he knew that this form of affliction was repeated

all over the country. North and South.

In July, General McDowell was defeated in the

battle of Bull Run by the Confederate forces under

Beauregard. Then G. B. McClellan, a young officer

of promise who had distinguished himself by clear-

ing the Confederates from the mountainous districts
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of West Virginia, was given the command of the

army of the Potomac, which, under his skilful man-

agement, developed into a magnificent force of

180,000 men.

To the President's despair, however, months and

months passed away during which this great army

did nothing but take part in parades and reviews.

McClellan wished to crush the Confederates by one

tremendous " Napoleonic " blow, and spent his days

in preparing for improbable as well as probable

contingencies. He disregarded the President's wise

counsel. But Mr. Lincoln supported him in spite

of this, and before the year was out gave him the

command of all the armies.

In the West General Fremont failed to succour

General Lyon, who fell mortally wounded in a des-

perate bayonet charg'e. In the same month a small

fleet under Flag-Officer Stringham captured Hatteras

Inlet, North Carolina, a much-prized victory. There

were no casualties on the Union side. Twenty-five

guns were captured and 700 prisoners taken. And
the way was cleared for further operations in the

inland waters of the State named. But the victory

stood almost alone. Such consolation as it may have

brought to the harassed occupant of the White

House was more than balanced by an unauthorised

proclamation by Fremont emancipating the slaves

of non-Union owners in Missouri. It was only by

revoking this that Mr. Lincoln saved Missouri, with

Maryland and Kentucky, for the Union; but his

action aroused the abolitionists to fury. The main

issue of the war was now—Union or Disunion? The

R
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slavery question was for a time subordinate to this.

But the slaves caused a great deal of trouble and

anxiety. Many of them sought refuge in Union

camps. By one general they were expelled. By

another they were handed over again to their owners.

By another they were held as " contraband of war."

In October, Lincoln's old friend, E. D. Baker,

was killed at Ball's Bluff. In November, Forts Beau-

regard and Walker were taken by the Union fleet

at Port Royal. On the 8th of this month Captain

Charles Wilkes, in command of the San Jacinto^

stopped the British mail-steamer Trent near Cuba,

and took from her the ex-Senators J. M. Mason and

John Slidell, who had been accredited by the Con-

federate Government as envoys to Europe. This

event was hailed with enthusiasm by the North.

England, France, and Spain were preparing for

active operations against Mexico, in defiance of the

Monroe doctrine. In England, then threatened by a

cotton famine as a result of the war, public feeling

ran high.

But for the calmness, courage, and good-feeling

displayed on the one hand by President Lincoln and

Secretary Seward, and, on the other, by Queen Vic-

toria and Prince Albert, there would have been war

between the two countries.

Meanwhile " President Lincoln had devoted every

spare moment of his time to the study of such mili-

tary books and leading principles of the art of war

as would aid him in solving questions that must

necessarily come to himself for final decision. His

acute perceptions, retentive memory, and unusual
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power of logic enabled him to make rapid pro-

gress in the acquisition of the fixed and accepted

rules on which military writers agree. In this, as

in other sciences, the main difficulty, of course, lies

in applying fixed theories to variable conditions.

When, however, we remember that at the outbreak

of hostilities, all the great commanders of the Civil

War had experience only as captains and lieutenants,

it is not strange that in speculative military problems

the President's mature reasoning powers should have

gained almost as rapidly by observation and criti-

cism as theirs by practice and experiment. The

mastery he attained of the difficult art, and how
intuitively correct was his grasp of military situa-

tions, have been attested since in the enthusiastic

admiration of brilliant technical students, amply

fitted by training and intellect to express an opinion,

whose comment does not fall short of declaring

Mr. Lincoln 'the ablest strategist of the war I '
" *

In January, 1862, Mr. Stanton succeeded to the

office of Secretary of War. In March took place the

famous and epoch-making encounter between the

first armoured vessels of war, the Monitor and the

Merrimac. In April Farragut captured New Or-

leans. In May the President felt called upon to

revoke another emancipation edict by General Hun-

ter. In August, Horace Greeley, in the New York

Tribune published a demand for immediate emanci-

pation. President Lincoln replied: " My paramount

object is to save the Union, and not either to save

* A Short Life ofAbraham Lincoln, by John G. Nicolay.
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or destroy slavery. If I could save the Union with-

out freeing any slave, I would do it. And if I could

save it by freeing every slave^ I would do it, I in-

tend no modification of my oft-expressed wish that

men everywhere shall be free." He did not wish to

issue a document that would be inoperative^ " like

the Pope's bull against the comet."

He had already, in March, suggested a form of

gradual compensated emancipation, which was re-

fused. After the battle of Antietam, in September,

he issued a preliminary proclamation which provided

that from January i, 1863, "all persons held as

slaves within any State or designated part of a

State, the people whereof shall then be in rebellion

against the United States, shall be then, thencefor-

ward, and for ever, free." In December, General

Lee, the greatest leader on the Confederate side, and

one of the greatest soldiers that have ever lived,

defeated General Burnside, who had been appointed

to succeed McClellan, at Fredericksburg.

On New Year '5 Day, 1863, after a great public

reception, when his hand was swollen by shaking

the hands of the vast number attending, he sat down

to sign the Emancipation Proclamation. " If," he

said to Secretary Seward, " they find my hand trem-

bled, they will say, * He had some compunction.'

But, anyway, it is going to be done! " Then slowly

and carefully he wrote his name. " If my name is

ever remembered," he said, " it will be for this

act. And my whole soul is in it."

In May came another disaster to the Federal arms.
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At Chancellorsville General Hooker was defeated

by Lee after a terrible slaughter. To Hooker suc-

ceeded Meade, and in July came the awful struggle

between the new commander and Lee at Gettys-

burg.

The Confederates having received assurances that

after a great victory in the North they would be

recognised by most of the leading Powers of Europe,

decided to invade Pennsylvania. In June Lee's army

crossed the Potomac at two points not far from the

battlefield of Antietam; and the Confederate Gen-

eral, perceiving that Meade could isolate him in an

enemy's country, determined to face towards Gettys-

burg, and to force the battle there.

By general consent there is no great battlefield

more suited to bring contending forces into every

form of action possible upon the land than that of

Gettysburg. The magnificent scenery affords every

variety—mountain, valley, rugged hill, precipitous

cliffs, meadow, plain, stream, forest, miles of un-

dulating green fields—that nature can offer.

The battle covered the greater part of three days,

during which seven severe engagements were fought,

mainly in a valley between two great ridges. With

Meade was the victory, but the Confederate leader

escaped by a masterly retreat across the Potomac.

The losses were as follows :
—

Killed. Wounded. Captured or

Missingf,

Union Army . 2,834 14,492 6,643

Confederates . 5,500 21,500 13,000
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During the second day it was essential that five

minutes should be gained by the Federals to allow

reinforcements to come up to a particular position.

The remaining remnant of the ist Minnesota Regi-

ment, consisting of 262 officers and men, was ordered

to take the colours of a brigade of Confederates.

Only 38 survived—^but they brought back the col-

ours. In a charge of the 26th North Carolinas,

80 out of 800 lived to tell the story. Friend and

foe knelt together in the night at Spangler's Springs

to quench their thirst, the darkness rendering it

impossible to distinguish one from the other.

Among the minor incidents of the battle that

are most remembered is the death of Jenny Wade.

She was engaged to be married to si soldier in the

Union Army, and was going from one house to

another, her hands full of dough which she was

about to bake into bread for the support of the

Union soldiers, when she was shot. Of the 400

monuments in what is now ** the National Cemetery,"

there is one to a Union chaplain who was shot as

he was mounting the steps of a little Lutheran

church, used as a hospital, to minister to the

wounded within.

On the day following the field of Gettysburg,

General Grant, next to Lee the greatest military

genius produced by the war, captured Vicksburg.

The President, on receipt of this news, ordained

August 6 as a day for National Thanksgiving,

Praise, and Prayer.

In the following November the field of Gettysburg
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was dedicated as a National Cemetery. The formal

oration was delivered by Senator Edward Everett,

who spoke for two hours. President Lincoln spoke

for about two minutes. But what Mr. Lincoln said

on this occasion is treasured as one of the most

impressive speeches in the language. He said:

" Fourscore and seven years ago our fathers

brought forth on this continent a new nation, con-

ceived in liberty, and dedicated to the proposition

that all men are created equal. Now we are en-

gaged in a great civil war, testing whether that

nation, or any nation so conceived and so dedicated,

can long endure. We are met on a great battlefield

of that war. We have come to dedicate a portion of

that field as a final resting-place for those who
here gave their lives that that nation might live.

It is altogether fitting and proper that we should do

this. But, in a larger sense, we cannot dedicate

—

we cannot hallow—this ground. The brave men,

living and dead, who struggled here have conse-

crated it far above our poor power to add or detract.

The world will little note nor long remember what

we say here. It is for us, the living, rather, to be

dedicated here to the unfinished work which they

who fought here have thus far so nobly advanced.

It is rather for us to be here dedicated to the great

task remaining before us—that from these honoured

dead we take increased devotion to that cause for

which they gave the last full measure of devotion
;

that we here highly resolve that these dead shall not

have died in vain ; that this nation, under God, shall

have a new birth of freedom; and that government
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of the people, by the people, for the people, shall

not perish from the earth."

On November 8, 1864, Mr. Lincoln was re-elected

to the Presidency, with Mr. Andrew Johnson as

Vice-President. In March, 1865, before an assem-

bly which contrasted wonderfully in its enthusiasm

with that of 1 861, he delivered his second inaugural,

which has been spoken of as one of the noblest

political documents known to history. " Fondly do

we hope," he said, " fervently do we pray, that this

mighty scourge of war may speedily pass away.

Yet, if God wills that it continue until all the wealth

piled by the bondmen's 250 years of unrequited

toil shall be sunk, and until every drop of blood

drawn with the lash shall be paid by another drawn

with the sword, as was said 3000 years ago, so still

it must be said, * The judgments of the Lord are

true and righteous altogether.' With malice toward

none, with charity for all, with firmness in the right

as God gives us to see the right, let us strive on

to finish the work we are in; to bind up the nation's

wounds; to care for him who shall have borne the

battle, and for his widow and his orphan—to do all

which may achieve and cherish a just and lasting

peace among ourselves and with all nations."

In every way that he could he had endeavoured

to show the Southern people that they could gain

nothing by the war, and to induce them to " come

back home." He proclaimed an amnesty as early

as December, 1863; and in the month before his

second inauguration he and Secretary Seward met

three Confederate commissioners at Fort Monroe,
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Hampton Roads, to treat for peace. Mr. Stephens,

not Mr. Jefferson Davis, was the chief Confederate

commissioner, but the point was waived by Mr. Lin-

coln. Pointing to a sheet of paper in Stephens'

hand, he said, ** Let me write ' Union ' at the top

of that page, and you may write below it what you

please." He was even prepared to propose an ap-

propriation of 4,000,000 dollars compensation for

freeing the slaves.

Stephens' powers, however, were limited to treat-

ing upon the basis of a recognition of the Confeder-

acy. " There is no precedent in history," said Mr.

Lincoln, " for a Government entering into negotia-

tions with its own armed citizens." " But there is,"

was the reply; " King Charles of England treated

with the Cromwellians." " Yes," rejoined the Presi-

dent, **
I believe that is so. Usually I leave such

details to Mr. Seward, who is a student. But my
memory is that King Charles lost his head."

Nothing came of this conference. But the tide

had turned long before. All along the line victory

rested with Generals Grant (who was given the chief

command of the Northern armies in March, 1864),

Sherman, Sheridan, and Thomas. It is true that

serious trouble at one time threatened the Union

through the sinking by the Kearsage of the British

privateer Alabama; but this was successfully nego-

tiated.

In April, 1865, Richmond was evacuated by the

Confederate forces, and a few days later, Lee, his

retreat cut off, surrendered at Appomattox.
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At this time there were under arms 150^000 black

men who had fought for the Union; and it was

a black regiment that was accorded the honour of

entering Richmond first after General Grant's van,

and of rendering splendid service in restoring order.

When the President entered on foot, accompanied

by his son Tad—his expectation being that General

Lee would be there to negotiate the peace—the

negroes crowded round him, kissed his hands and

his garments, and even kneeled before him, while

tears ran down their deliverer's careworn cheeks.

"Do not kneel to me; that is not right," he said.

** You must kneel to God only. I am but God's

instrument, but as long as I live no one shall put

a shackle on your limbs."

In the same spirit, in the hall where Jefferson

Davis had sat, he repeated the words, " Judge not

that ye be not judged " to those who declared that

the Confederate President deserved to be hanged.

Ere long the Confederate States were again taken

into the Union and amendments to the Constitution

were passed abolishing slavery and giving the

negroes the right to vote. Lincoln was not to live

to see the full fruition of his labours, but he had

achieved his work as the Great Liberator of his

country and the preserver not only of its nationality,

but of its integrity against foes abroad and enemies

at home.

The war, incidentally, led to great developments

in the building of warships ; and in its later stages

breech-loading rifles were used for the first time.



CHAPTER XXII

President Lincoln and his " boys in blue"—Thrilling incidents of the

War—The story of the sleeping sentry.

Our brief outline of the Civil War must be sup-

plemented by some account of incidents of special

interest which will help us to understand the cha-

racter of the man who, with his soul craving for

peace, came to command one of the greatest armies

the world has ever seen.

The war lasted over four years, cost over a mil-

lion lives, and 8000 million dollars. It is estimated

that the Confederate armies never totalled so much

as 1,000,000 men, while those of the North num-

bered 2,600,000. The uniform of the Confederate

forces was grey; that of the Federals blue; and of

the latter, more than 2,000,000 were under twenty-

one; more than 1,000,000 were under eighteen
;

800,000 under seventeen; 200,000 under sixteen
;

while 100,000 enlisted before they were fifteen years

old.

It was from the throats of these " boys in blue
"

that arose the stirring refrain, ** We are coming.

Father Abraham, three hundred thousand strong."

Testimony after testimony has been made to their

personal devotion to their President, as impressive as

the instances of *' Father Abraham's " constant soli-

267
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citude for their welfare, and his continual refusals

to allow the hard rules of military discipline to be

meted out to them when cases against them were

brought before him for his decision.

Burdened as he was with the cares of State,

harassed as he was by the cross-purposes of his

Cabinet, his officers in the field, and his critics in the

newspapers, saddened as he was by the awful results

of the war, he proved that the heart, however sad

it may be, may yet give expression to thoughts

and feelings in such a manner that other sad hearts

may for a season forget their misery, and return to

the struggle with hopes of brighter days. He never

willingly planted a thorn in any man's bosom.

Military martinets continually demanded that he

should treat volunteer soldiers as they would treat

regulars, and when a soldier fell asleep at his post

or deserted they would have had him shot. But Lin-

coln knew that these men—or boys—had enlisted not

because they loved war, but because they loved their

country. If they were to be shot for lapses of

discipline to which they were unaccustomed, the fires

of patriotism would be quenched and the friends

and relatives of soldiers would rebel. No man
clothed with such vast power ever wielded it more

tenderly and more forbearingly.

One afternoon, writes General Eaton, referring to

an audience at the White House, the discharge of

musketry was heard. The wind, blowing from the

Virginia side, wafted the sound from across the river.

Mr. Lincoln arose, and, stepping past his chair,
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looked out of the open window toward the Virginia

shore. When he turned again the tears were run-

ning down his cheeks. " This is the day," he said,

" when they shoot deserters. I am wondering

whether I have used the pardoning power as much
as I ought."

" One night," writes Schuyler Colfax, ** while Con-

gress was in session, I left all other business and

asked the President to pardon the son of a former

constituent sentenced to be shot for desertion. He
heard the story with his usual patience, although

worried with incessant calls and cares, then re-

plied :
* Some of my generals complain that I im-

pair discipline by my frequent pardons and re-

prieves; but it rests me, after a day's hard work,

that I can find some excuse for saving some poor

fellow's life; and I shall go to bed happy to-night

as I think how joyous the signing of this name will

make himself, his family, and friends.' And with a

smile beaming on his care-furrowed face, he signed

that name and saved that life."

A personal friend of Mr. Lincoln says: " I called

on him one day in the early part of the war. He
had just written a pardon for a young man who had

been sentenced to be shot for sleeping at his post.

He remarked as he read it to m6: * It is not to be

wondered at that a boy, raised on a farm, probably

in the habit of going to bed at dark, should, when

required to watch, fall asleep ; and I cannot consent

to shoot him for such an act.' " The dead body of

this boy was found among the slain on the field of
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Fredericksburg. Worn next to his heart was a

photograph of his preserver, beneath which he had

written, "God bless President Lincoln 1"

An officer writes: "During the first week of my
command, there were twenty-four deserters sentenced

by court-martial to be shot, and the warrants for

their execution were sent to the President to be

signed. He refused. I went to Washington and

had an interview. I said, * Mr. President, unless

these men are made an example of, the army itself is

in danger. Mercy to the few is cruelty to the many.'

"He replied: 'General, there are already too

many weeping widows in the United States. Don't

ask me to add to the number, for I won't do it.'
"

Mr. Lincoln never hampered his generals, but

he was constantly at the rear seeking the comfort of

the wounded. One day, as a stretcher was passing

him, he heard the voice of a lad calling to his mother

in agonizing tones. Stopping the carriers, he knelt,

and, bending over him, asked, " What can I do for

you, my poor child?"

" Oh, you will do nothing for me," replied the

lad in grey. " You are a Yankee. I cannot hope

that my messages to my mother will ever reach her."

Mr. Lincoln's tears, his voice full of the tenderest

love, convinced the boy of his sincerity, and he gave

his good-bye words without reserve. The President

directed them to be copied, and ordered that they

be sent that night, with a flag of truce, into the

enemy's lines. He only told the soldier who he was

to convince him that his word would be obeyed.
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He stopped once by a dying soldier lad to write

for him a letter to his father and mother, adding,

to comfort the dying boy, these words: " This letter

was written by Abraham Lincoln." Asking if he

could do any more, the lad reached out his hand

toward him and said, " I won't live over an hour

or two. Do hold my hand till it is all over."

The President once had a young deserter brought

before him. There was no question of the correct-

ness of the charge.

"Well," said he, "how did this happen?"

The prisoner answered, " It happened thus, Mr.

President. I received a letter from home telling me
my mother was very ill and dearly desired to see

me. I asked permission of my company officer to

go home, but I was refused. Two days later I re-

ceived another letter informing me that my mother

was worse, and most anxious to see me, and then

I asked leave of the Colonel to go, and he also de-

clined. The next day a telegram told me that my
mother was sinking, and that if I was to see her

alive I had to come at once, and I deserted, Mr.

President."

" And did you see your mother alive?" asked the

President.

" Yes," replied the young prisoner, " I arrived

a few hours before she passed away."

Mr. Lincoln, without uttering a word, wrote out

a pardon, and handing it to the youth shook hands

with him, and said, " Go back to your regiment and

be good."
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The officer protested that the lad would only de-

sert again.

" No," was the reply, " a young man who will

forfeit his life in order to see his dying mother will

not shirk his duties."

" Mr. President," pleaded a weeping woman,
** my husband and three sons all went into the army.

My husband was killed in the fight at . I

get along very badly since then, living all alone,

and I thought I would come and ask you to release

to me my oldest son." Mr. Lincoln looked into her

face a moment, and in his kindest accents responded,

** Certainly! certainly 1 If you have given us all^

and your prop has been taken away, you are justly

entitled to one of your boys!" He immediately

made out an order discharging the young man, which

the woman took, and, thanking him gratefully, went

away.

She made her way to the front, with the President's

order, and found the son she was in search of had

been mortally wounded in a recent engagement, and

taken to a hospital. The surgeon made a memo-

randum of the facts upon the back of the President's

order, and, almost broken-hearted, the poor woman

had found her way again into Mr. Lincoln's pres-

ence. He was much affected by her story, and said,

" I know what you wish me to do now, and I shall

do it without your asking; I shall release to you

your second son." Upon this, he took up his pen

and commenced writing the order. While he was

writing, the poor woman stood by his side, the tears
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running down her face, and passed her hand softly-

over his head, stroking his rough jhair, as I have

seen a fond mother caress a son. By the time he

had finished writing, his own heart and eyes were

fuH. He handed her the paper: ** Now," said he,

" you have one and / one of the other two left; that

is no more than right." She took the paper, and

reverently placing her hand again upon his head, the

tears still upon her cheeks, said, " The Lord bless

you, Mr. Lincoln. May you always be the head of

this great nation !

"

Mr. Thaddeus Stevens, who was amongst those

who condemned the President's leniency, went with

an old lady from his own district to ask the pardon

of her son. After hearing the facts Mr. Lincoln

suddenly turned upon his critic, and said, " Now,

Thad, what would you do in this case, if you were

President?"

Mr. Stevens knew that many hundreds of his

constituents were waiting anxiously to hear the result

of that old woman's visit to Washington. He replied

that, as he knew of the extenuating circumstances,

in this particular case he would certainly pardon him.

" Well, then," said Mr. Lincoln, after a moment's

writing in silence, " here, madam, is your son's

pardon."

The old lady's gratitude filled her heart to over-

flowing. She could only thank the President with

her tears ; but when she and Mr. Stevens had

reached the outer door of the White House she

burst out excitedly:

s
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**

I knew it was a lie! I knew it was a lie!
"

"What do you mean?" asked Mr. Stevens in

astonishment.

" Why, when I left my home yesterday, the neigh-

bours told me that I would find that Mr. Lincoln was

an ugly man. He is really the handsomest man I

ever saw in my life."

The letter which President Lincoln wrote to the

mother of five soldier sons who had died in battle

bears witness to his Christian compassion:

&S (7hA4 ^mi, (3«^^. 'Aa^.
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A recent writer ranks this letter, the original of

which is in Brasenose College, Oxford, with the

Second Inaugural and the Gettysburg speech, de-

claring that " these will stand while Magna Charta,

the Declaration of Independence, and the Psalms

stand."

A farmer of Vermont gave his eldest son, Benja-

min, to the Federal cause. One day a message ar-

rived that the lad had been found asleep at his post,

and was condemned to be shot. The terrible news

soon spread in the village, and the minister came

at once to see if it were possible to administer con-

solation to the heart-broken parents. The daughter,

a fair young girl—Blossom, as they called her—sat

near them listening with blanched cheek. Suddenly

she answered a gentle tap at the kitchen door, open-

ing it to receive from a neighbour's hand a letter.

The father could not break the seal for his tremb-

ling fingers, and held it toward their visitor with

the helplessness of a little child.

The minister opened it, and obedient to a motion

from the father, read as follows:—
" Dear Father,—When this reaches you I shall

be in eternity. At first it seemed awful to me,

but I have thought about it so much now that it

has no terror. They say they will not bind me
nor blind me, but that I may meet my death like a

man. I thought, father, it might have been on the

battlefield for my country, and that when I fell it

would be fighting gloriously; but to be shot down

like a dog for nearly betraying it—to die for neglect
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of duty ! Oh, father ! I wonder the very thought

does not kill me ! But I shall not disgrace you.

I am going to write you all about it, and when I am
gone you may tell my comrades. I can't now.

" You know I promised Jemmy Carr's mother

I would look after her boy, and when he fell sick

I did all I could for him. He was not strong when

he was ordered back into the ranks, and the day

before that night I carried all his luggage besides

my own on our march. Toward night we went in

on double-quick, and though the luggage began to

feel very heavy, everybody else was tired, too; and

as for Jemmy, if I had not lent him an arm now and

then he would have dropped by the way. I was

all tired out when I came into camp, and then it was

Jemmy's turn to be sentry, and I would take his

place; but I was too tired, father. I could not have

kept awake if I had had a gun at my head; but

I did not know it until — well, until it was too

late!"

" God be thanked I
" interrupted the writer's father

reverently. " I knew Bennie was not the boy to

sleep carelessly at his post."

" They tell me to-day that I have a short re-

prieve, given to me by circumstances

—

' time to write

to you '—our good colonel says. Forgive him, father

—he only does his duty; he would gladly save me

if he could. And don't lay my death against

Jemmy. The poor boy is broken-hearted, and does

.nothing but beg and entreat them to let him die in

my stead.
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" I can't bear to think of mother and Blossom.

Comfort them, father ! Tell them I die as a brave

boy should, and that when the war is over they will

not be ashamed of me, as they must be now. God
help me, it is very hard to bear ! Good-bye, father !

God seems near and dear to me; not at all as if

He wished me to perish for ever, but as if He felt

sorry for His poor, sinful, broken-hearted child, and

would take me to be with Him and my Saviour, in

a better, better lifel"

A great sob burst from the father's heart.

" Amen I
" he said solemnly. " Amen 1

"

" To-night, in the early twilight, I shall see the

cows all coming home from pasture—Daisy and Brin-

dle and Bet; old Billy, too, will neigh from his

stall, and precious little Blossom stand waiting for

me, but I shall never, never come. God bless you

all! Forgive your poor Bennie!
"

Late that night the door opened softly, and a

little figure glided out and was on her way to Wash-

ington to ask President Lincoln for her brother's life.

She had stolen away, leaving only a note to tell her

father where and why she had gone. She had

taken Bennie's letter with her; no good, kind

heart like the President's could refuse to be melted

by it.

The next morning, she reached New York, and the

sympathetic conductor of the train found suitable

company for Blossom and hurried her on to Wash-

ington. Every minute now might be a year in her

brother's life.
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And so Blossom reached the Capitol and was

hurried at once to the White House. The President

had just seated himself to his morning task of over-

looking and signing important papers, when, without

one word of announcement, the door softly opened,

and Blossom, with eyes downcast and folded hands,

stood before him.
** Well, my child," he said, in his pleasant, cheery

tones, ** what do you want so bright and early in

the morning?"
** Bennie's life ! please, sir I

" faltered out Blossom.

" Bennie? Who is Bennie?
"

** My brother, sir. They are going to shoot him

for sleeping at his post."

"Oh! yes "; and Mr. Lincoln ran his eye over

the papers before him. " I remember. It was a

fatal sleep. You see, child, it was a time of special

danger. Thousands of lives might have been lost

for his culpable negligence."
** So my father said," said Blossom gravely. " But

poor Bennie was so tired, sir, and Jemmy so weak.

He did the work of two, and it was Jemmy's night,

not his; but Jemmy was too tired, and Bennie never

thought himself that he was too tired."

"What is this you say, child? Come here; I

don't understand"; and the President caught

eagerly as ever at what seemed to be a justification

for a pardon.

Blossom went to him ; he put his hand tenderly

on her shoulder, and turned up the pale anxious face

toward his. How tall he seemed; and he was Presi-
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dent of the United States, too ! A dim thought of

this kind passed for a moment through Blossom's

mind; but she told her story simply and straightfor-

wardly, and handed Mr. Lincoln Bennie's letter.

He read it carefully; then taking up his pen,

wrote a few hasty lines and rang the bell.

Blossom heard the order given:

" Send this dispatch at once."

The President then turned to the girl and said:

** Go home, my child, and tell that father of

yours, who could approve his country's sentence,

even when it took the life of a child like that, that

Abraham Lincoln thinks the life far too precious to

be lost. Go back, or—wait until to-morrow. Ben-

nie will need change after he has so bravely faced

death; he shall go with you."

"God bless you, sir!" said Blossom; and who
shall doubt that God heard and registered that re-

quest?

After the President had sent the order he ordered

his carriage, giving his driver orders to drive as

fast as the weather would permit—for it was one

of those August days of heat and dust. Just a

short time before the colonel gave his orders to fire,

a cloud of dust was seen in the distance, then a car-

riage driven furiously, and quickly Lincoln alighted,

and seeing little Bennie all ready for the summons,

said, "That dear boy's life must be saved; and

also let him have a few days' furlough."

Two days later the young soldier visited the

White House with his little sister. He was called
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into the President's private room, and a strap fas-

tened " upon the shoulder "—Mr. Lincoln said

—

** that could carry a sick comrade's baggage, and

die for the good act so uncomplainingly."

Mr. Lincoln asked where he was from. He told

him from Vermont. Mr. Lincoln asked him about

the farm, and about his mother. The lad replied

that he had the picture of his mother in his blouse,

and he took it out and showed it. Mr. Lincoln

looked at it, and said, " My boy, you ought to be

very proud and glad that your mother is living
;
you

never ought to act so as to make her cheeks blush."

The lad promised to do his best in future; and

when he returned to his regiment he asked that he

might do the hardest kind of duty in the hospital,

so that he might teach himself how to keep awake in

the night. In one of the awful battles towards the

close of the war he carried back officer after officer

from the field, where at last he fell. They bore him

back, and his comrades gathered around him. He
looked at them with a smile, and said, " Boys, I

have fought my last battle, and I think I tried to

do my duty. I guess you can tell my mother that
;

and then, boys "—and he breathed heavily
—

*' if you

should ever any of you see Mr. Lincoln, I wish you

would tell him that I—tried to keep—my promise

—

and be true to the old flag—good-bye, boys." And
he died.

" It was," says Major Putnam, " through the spirit

of Lincoln that the spirit in the ranks was pre-

served during the long months of discouragement
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and the many defeats and retreats." When in 1864

the soldiers were given the vote, a party in Libby

prison sought relief in a Presidential election among
themselves. These votes, of course, did not count,

but Lincoln was elected by them by more than three

to one.
'



CHAPTER XXIII

President Lincoln and his generals—" McClellan's bodyguard"

—

Lincoln and the little horse— ** I will risk the dictatorship"—

A

Southerner's eloquent testimony—" George's old friend."

To the examples given in our last chapter of Presi-

dent Lincoln's relations with private soldiers must

be added a few illustrating his forbearance with his

generals. Of these none caused him more anxiety

than G. B. McClellan. General McClellan distin-

guished himself during the Mexican War. He was

a clever young engineering graduate from West

Point. At the outbreak of the Civil War he had

resigned from the army with the grade of captain,

and at the age of thirty-four was President of the

Ohio and Mississippi Railway. He was appointed

to the command of the Ohio contingent, and within

a few months had gained a commission as major-

general of militia, and then one of the same rank in

the regular army, being assigned to a command in

Western Virginia. Here he greatly distinguished

himself. He succeeded first of all to the command
of the army of the Potomac and then to the supreme

command under the President. He raised the army

of the Potomac to a high pitch of efficiency, but his

ambitious schemes led him on to nothing greater

282
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than the questionable victory of Antietam. Through-

out the President supported him in every possible

way until he himself made such support no longer

possible; and he had to be superseded. He was

nominated for the Presidency as Democratic candi-

date in 1864, and, failing to be elected, retired from

the army.

General McClellan had an impression that he

alone could save the nation. One evening the Presi-

dent and Secretary Seward called on important busi-

ness at McClellan's head-quarters. They were told

the general was out, but would soon return. After

they had waited in the reception-room almost an

hour McClellan came back. An orderly told him

who his visitors were, but he went directly upstairs.

Mr. Lincoln, thinking that perhaps he had not been

announced, sent up his name. The messenger re-

turned with the information that the general had

gone to bed. The President showed no resentment.

After a somewhat similar experience he said, " Never

mind; I will hold McClellan's horse, if he will only

bring us success."

**
It is called the Army of the Potomac, but it is

only McClellan's body-guard," wrote the President, in

April, 1862. "If McClellan is not using the army

I should like to borrow it for a while."

Lieutenant-General Howard has given a graphic

account of the incident of Lincoln and the Little

Horse. The occasion was a review of the army of

the Potomac in the autumn of 1861, when McClellan

was in command.
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*' President Lincoln, in a carriage drawn by four

horses, with three gentlemen accompanying him,

drove to our vicinity. About the same time General

McClellan, with a large staff and escort, all in full

dress, appeared near the carriage and dismounted.

A small, active horse, of course bridled and saddled,

was brought forward by an orderly. The President

seized the reins and mounted. It took a few minutes

to let out the stirrup -straps long enough for him
;

then he joined McClellan, who, with his staff and

escort, had already vaulted into their saddles within

a stone's throw of my position. We had a good

opportunity to observe the situation. The President's

tall hat was on the back of his head, his long coat

flowed back from the horse's flank, his trousers were

hitched up so that there was some space between

them and his shoes, and his feet were pretty near

the ground. McClellan was handsome and graceful

anywhere, and particularly so when in full uniform

and mounted upon a faultless steed. The contrast

between the two was indeed striking and ludicrous.

All the group about me laughed at the awkward

figure.

** Though I should have liked to see him make

a better appearance, yet noticing that he rode

sturdily with the best of them, I spoke sharply to

some of his maligners, and rebuked them as well

as I could. My speech had the effect of checking

the ridicule. As we beheld the cavalcade moving

on toward the troops, we all noticed that when Mc-

Clellan trotted, so did the President by his side, and
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without interruption he held himself firmly in his

saddle and accomplished the extended review without

further awkwardness than would pertain to such an

inappropriate dress and outfit as he had." *

Mr. Smith Stimmel tells us a Somewhat similar

story. " During the hot summer months Mr. Lin-

coln made his home at the Soldiers' Home, a short

distance north of Washington. It was then, as a

member of his mounted body-guard, we had the

best opportunity to see him in his everyday life.

An escort from our company would accompany him

out in the evening, camp there overnight, and come

in with him in the morning. Often after he had

had his supper he would stroll down along the edge

of the grove where our tents were pitched and have

a little chat with the lieutenant in command, and

sometimes he would look into the men's tents and

have a passing word with them, ask them if they

were comfortably fixed, or something of that kind.

** Sometimes he would go out to his summer home

on horseback for a change. He did not have a

saddle horse of his own, however, in his livery out-

fit, and when he wanted to go out on horseback

he would send word to our quarters, asking us to

bring a saddle horse with us when we came, and

we would rig up one of our company horses for his

use. We had in the company a long-legged, high-

headed horse that was pretty well gaited and fairly

well suited for the President's equestrian figure, and

because of that horse's tall, angular make-up the

* Century, April, 1908,
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boys called him 'Abe.' One of our difficulties was

in getting stirrup straps long enough. We would

let them out to the end hole, and then the President

would have to kink up his legs to get his feet in

the stirrups. And when he mounted that horse, with

his tall hat extending high in the air, he was, indeed,

an interesting figure. We very much enjoyed seeing

him on his ' high-horse,* as the boys used to say.

He was a good rider, however, and if he had had

a good saddle horse of his own, properly equipped

with stirrup straps of the right length, I think he

could have held his own with the best riders." *

One of Mr. Lincoln's severest critics was

General Hooker, who declared that both the army

and the Government needed a dictator. Despite his

knowledge of Hooker's feelings, Lincoln appointed

him to the command of the Army of the Potomac.
" I have," he wrote to him, on January 26, 1863,
** placed you at the head of the Army of the Poto-

mac. Of course, I have done this upon what appears

to me to be sufficient reasons ; and yet I think it

best for you to know that there are some things

in regard to which I am not quite satisfied with

you. I believe you to be a brave and skilful sol-

dier—which, of course, I like. I also believe you

do not mix politics with your profession—in which

you are right. You have confidence in yourself

—

which is a valuable, if not an indispensable, quality.

You are ambitious—which, within reasonable bounds,

does good rather than harm; but I think that, dur-

* North-Western Christian Advocate, Jan. 15, 1908.
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ing General Burnside's command of the army, you

have taken counsel of your ambition, and thwarted

him as much as you could, in which you did a great

wrong to the country, and to a most meritorious and

honourable brother officer. I have heard, in such

a way as to believe it, of your recently saying that

both the army and the Government needed a dicta-

tor. Of course, it was not for this, but in spite of

it, tha^t I have given you the command. Only those

generals who gain successes can set up dictators.

What I now ask of you is military success, and I

will risk the dictatorship. The Government will

support you to the utmost of its ability—which is

neither more nor less than it has done, and will do, for

all commanders. I much fear that the spirit which

you have aided to infuse into the army, of criticising

their commander and withholding confidence from

him, will now turn upon you. I shall assist you,

as far as I can, to put it down. Neither you nor

Napoleon, if he were alive again, could get any

good out of an army while such a spirit prevails

in it. And now, beware of rashness. Beware of

rashness; but, with energy and sleepless vigilance,

go forward and give us victories."

Before the President sent this, letter, an intimate

friend chanced to be in his cabinet one night, and

Mr. Lincoln read it to him, remarking: *'
I shall not

read this to anybody else; but I want to know how

it strikes you."

During the following April or May, while the

Army of the Potomac lay opposite Fredericksburg,
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this friend accompanied the President to General

Hooker's head-quarters on a visit. One night Gen-

eral Hooker, alone with this gentleman, said: " The

President says that he showed you this letter "; and

he then took out the document. The tears stood in

Hooker's eyes as he added: "It is such a letter as

a father might have written to his son; and yet

it hurt me." Then he said: "When I have been

to Richmond, I shall have this letter published."

Mr. Lincoln visited the Hygeia Hospital at For-

tress Monroe in April, 1862. Says one who was

then lying there: "Mr. Lincoln went through all

the wards and shook hands with and spoke a kind

word to each sick soldier. It is impossible ade-

quately to describe the effect it had upon us. I

have sometimes said that * it was like a great rift

of sunshine on a cloudy day.' We were sick, and,

try as we would, there was a depression of spirits

that we could not shake off. As Mr. Lincoln reached

me, I put one hand on the chair on which I was

sitting, and reached up with the other to take his

hand. In a kindly voice he said, * Don't get up,'

and added, * There is a little fever in that hand,'

and he was gone. But the subtle influence of look,

words, and evident kindness, remained with me, and

to this day I Can feel its power."

Colonel Harry L. Benbow of South Carolina, asked

to tell of his most striking experience during the

Civil War, said that on April i, 1865, he com-

manded three regiments at Five Forks, near Peters-

burg, Virginia. Being shot through both hips, he
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was captured and carried to City Point Hospital,

Virginia, where he was placed in a ward occupied

entirely by wounded Federal officers. He was well

cared for, having every simple luxury which the

exigency of the times would permit.

** After being there a few days, it was reported

abroad through the ward that the President of the

United States would on the next day pay his

wounded officers at City Point a visit. On the

morning of April 8, 1865, a day which I shall

never forget, my attention was attracted by a con-

siderable bustle at the entrance of the ward furthest

from my cot; and in a few moments the door was

thrown open, and I beheld a splendid display of

military officers, clad in the pomp and glitter of

war, plenty of dancing plumes and gold braid, and

boots up to mid-thigh. It was the President's mili-

tary family acting as his escort.

*' Last of these came a tall, gaunt, ungainly figure,

clad in sober black—the President himself, whom
I immediately recognised. He would have attracted

attention, I think, among any assembly of men that

could have been brought together in the world, so

striking was the nobility and the benevolence of his

countenance.
*' He walked down the long aisle between the rows

of cots on each hand, bowing and smiling, and

saying ' Good morning I ' to the different occupants

as he passed. Arriving at length opposite where I

lay, he halted beside my bed and held out his hand.

I was lying on my back, my knees drawn up, my
T
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hands folded across my breast. Looking him in the

face, as he stood with extended hand:
" * Mr. President/ I said, ' do you know to whom

you offer your hand?'
*' * I do not/ he rephed.

" ' Well/ said I, ' you offer it to a Confederate

colonel, who has fought you as hard as he could

for four years.'

" * Well/ said he, * I hope a Confederate colonel

will not refuse me his hand.'
** * No, sir/ I replied, ' I will not,' and I clasped

his hand in both mine.

" I tell you he had the most magnificent face and

eye that I have ever gazed into. He had me
whipped from the time he first opened his mouth.

If he had ever walked up and down a Confederate

line of battle, there never would have been a battle.

I was his, body and soul, from the time I felt the

pressure of his fingers. He talked to me for ten

minutes, most kindly and sympathisingly, and when

about to leave, he shook hands again, and hoped

that I would soon be restored to health and my
family and friends. He knew, although I did not,

that in a few days General Lee must surrender at

Appomattox. He left me, and I saw him for the

first and last time. Not long afterwards the news

came to us that he was dead, and I turned my face to

the wall and wept."

General George E. Pickett, of the Confederate

army, as a lad of seventeen, received from Mr.

Lincoln, then a member of Congress, his appoint-
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ment to West Point. The young soldier had many

friends in the Union army. His wife describes a

touching evidence of the unbroken friendship which

existed between Grant and Pickett.

"General Grant had been a dear friend of my
soldier's ever since the Mexican War. At the time

our first baby was born the two armies were en-

camped facing each other, and they often swapped

coffee and other things under flags of truce. On
the occasion of my son's birth, bonfires were lighted

in celebration all along Pickett's line. Grant saw

them, and sent scouts to learn the cause. When
they reported, he said to General Ingalls:

" ' Haven't we some kindling on this side of the

line? Why don't we strike a light for the young

Pickett?'

" In a little while bonfires were flaming from the

Federal line.

" A few days later there was taken through the

lines a baby's silver service, engraved:
*' * To George E. Pickett, Jr., from his father's

friends, U. S. Grant, Rufus Ingalls, George

Suckley.'
"

Toward the close of the war, the President called

at General Pickett's Virginia home. The General's

wife, with her baby on her arm, met him at the

door. " Is this George Pickett's home?" he asked.

"Yes; and I am his wife and this is his baby,"

was the reply. " I am Abraham Lincoln." "The
President I" "No; Abraham Lincoln, George's old

friend." The baby pushed away from his mother
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and reached out his hands to Mr. Lincoln, who took

him in his arms. As he did so an expression of

almost divine tenderness and love lighted up the

sad face. The baby opened his mouth wide and in-

sisted on giving his father's friend a dewy kiss.

As Mr. Lincoln gave the little one back to his

mother, he said, " Tell your father, the rascal, that

I forgive him for the sake of your bright eyes." *

* McClure's Magazine, June, 1908.



CHAPTER XXIV.

In the telegraph office—The Quaker lady's prayer—Lincoln and
Worden—Prayers for victory—The President and Sunday ob-

servance.

It is said that, during the four years of the war,

Lincoln spent more of his waking hours in the War
Department telegraph office than in any other place,

except the White House.

In 1857 he watched a young operator at his work

in Pekin, Illinois, and asked him about the batteries,

the mysterious current, and the keys. The operator

gladly complied with his request. In 1862 he again

met his instructor, then an operator in the War
Department telegraph office, and spoke apprecia-

tively of the service rendered him in the former

days.

** He was comparatively free from interruption,"

writes Mr. D. H. Bates, who was one of the opera-

tors, in his book, Lincoln in the Telegraph Office^

*'and would frequently remain for hours, and some-

times all night, awaiting the news that might mean

so much to the country, and in the intervals of

waiting he would write messages of inquiry, counsel,

and encouragement to the generals in the field, to

the governors of the loyal States, and sometimes

dispatches announcing pardon to soldiers under sen-

293
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tence of death for desertion or sleeping on post.

He almost lived in the office when a battle was in

progress."

He had little opportunity for recreation, and these

hours with the operators gave him much needed rest

—or at least relief when the messages allowed it.

Not long after the beginning of the war, W. B.

Wilson was walking with him from the White House.

He writes: ** Calling one of his two younger boys

(Willie or Tad) to join him, we three started. It

was a warm day, and Mr. Lincoln wore as part of

his costume a faded linen duster which hung loosely

round his long, gaunt frame; his kindling eye was

beaming with good nature. We had barely reached

the gravel walk before he stooped over, picked up a

round, smooth pebble and, shooting it off his

thumb, challenged us to a game of ' followings.'

We promptly accepted. Each in his turn tried to

hit the outlying stone which was constantly being

projected onward by the President. The game was

short, but exciting, and when the President was de-

clared victor, it was only by a hand-span. He
softened our defeat by attributing his success to his

greater height, and his longer reach of arm."

But Major Eckert, in charge of the office, tells of

the work of days and weeks—the making of the

first draft of the Emancipation Proclamation, which

was prepared there. One morning in June, 1862,

Lincoln asked Eckert for some writing-paper, and

began to write where he sat, at one of the oflicial

desks. ** Pie would look out of the window awhile
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and then put his pen to paper; but he did not write

much at once. He would consider between times,

and when he had made up his mind he would put

down a line or two, and then sit quiet for a few

minutes." Discovering a large spider web near the

desk, he would frequently pause and watch the

colony of spiders. "On the first day he did not cover

one sheet of his paper, nor did he do so, indeed,

on any subsequent day. When ready to leave, he

asked me to take charge of what he had written,

and not allow anyone to see it. When he came to

the desk on the following day he asked for the

papers, and I unlocked my desk and handed them

to him, and he again sat down to write. This he

did nearly every day for several weeks, always hand-

ing me what he had written when leaving the office

each day. Sometimes he would not write more than

a line or two, and once I observed that he had put

question marks on the margin of what he had writ-

ten. He would read over each day all the matter

he had previously written and revise it, studying

carefully each sentence."

Major Eckert, of course, had no idea till Lincoln

finished the writing, and told him, that what he had

been preparing was an order freeing the slaves of

the South for the purpose of hastening the end of

the war.

A few months before the writing of the Emanci-

pation Proclamation, Mr. Stanton declared that

Eckert (then a captain) had been neglecting his

duties at General McClellan's head-quarters. It
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seemed impossible to disprove the charges to Stan-

ton's satisfaction, and Eckert offered his resignation,

prepared to leave his post in disgrace. As he was

about to go, he felt an arm on his shoulder, and

turned to find the President at his side. He spoke

at once to Stanton: "Mr. Secretary, I think you

must be mistaken about this young man neglecting

his duties, for I have been a daily caller at General

McClellan's head-quarters for the last three or four

months, and I have always found Eckert at his post.

I have been there often before breakfast, and in the

evening as well, and frequently late at night, and

several times before daylight. Eckert was always

there, and I never observed any reporters or out-

siders in the office."

The operator, thus conclusively exonerated, was

prevailed on to withdraw his resignation, was pro-

moted, and was given a place at the War Depart-

ment telegraph office.

One day, after the Emancipation Proclamation had

been declared, Mr. Lincoln, who had been all night

in grave counsel with his Cabinet, was retiring,

exhausted, to his private apartments when a sub-

ordinate appeared with a message from a lady who,

he said, was waiting for audience and would not be

denied.

Mrs. T had just arrived by train from hospital

service near the lines. A resident of Philadelphia,

of high position and influence, with leisure, purse,

and heart to serve her country, she offered all to

relieve the suffering soldiers, ordering from her
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home the luxuries the Government could not under-

take to supply, and distributing them discreetly with

her own hands in hospital wards. Her plain Quaker

garb was well known, and her saintly face was ten-

derly reverenced by the hospital boys. To the noble

heart beneath the scant, soft folds of drab, the hopes

of the living and the farewells of the dying were a

sacred trust to be faithfully rendered.

On this morning she appeared at the White

House at that early hour, well primed with this re-

sponsibility. Official hindrance was no hindrance to

her. She came to see the President, and, quietly

though she said it, the President she would see.

On this one of the many excursions she made to

and from her home, she was commissioned by the

boys to stay over a train in Washington on her

return to Philadelphia, to bear their message to

Mr. Lincoln—" and," said Dr. Cookman in teUing

the story, *' nothing earthly would have swerved the

brave little woman from her purpose."

Mr. Lincoln could not deny a visitor whose claim

to his attention seemed so urgent, and she was

announced. Standing before him—for she would

not waste his time nor her own in needless ceremony

—she briefly delivered her commissions, earnestly

pledged to him the hearty co-operation of the ranks

in his latest bold measure, and, with inimitable

pathos, gave him, in their own words, the assur-

ances of the dying that with their last breath they

would pray for victory—and for him.

Mr. Lincoln thanked her for these expressions of
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sympathy and support from the brave boys, and

for the loyal work she so sacredly sustained. Then,

with folded hands and fervent voice, she continued :

" Abraham Lincoln, I have somewhat more to say

to thee—I cannot go till I have prayed with thee."

In her own words to Dr. Cookman, which were noted

by him at the time of the interview, "I kneeled

and Abraham Lincoln kneeled, and the Spirit did

give me utterance, and I did pour out my soul for

Abraham Lincoln; and when we arose, with tears

rolling down his cheeks he took both my hands in

his and said, * God bless you for ever for the

strength, the courage, and the faith you have given

me this hour,' and I came away." *

Rear-Admiral John L. Worden, as lieutenant,

commanded the Monitor in its fight with the Aier-

rimac. When the Monitor was in process of con-

struction, there was considerable discussion at Wash-

ington as to who should command it. As the vessel

was in so many ways an experimental craft, it was

felt to be not entirely a proper thing to order any-

one to take charge of it, and the idea of calling

for volunteers was considered. A friend of Lieu-

tenant Worden, however, suggested his name. He

was asked if he would take the command, and he

gladly accepted it.

When he had made the emergency run from New.

York, on the receipt of news that the Merriinac was

destroying the Union fleet, and after he had defeated

the Confederate ironclad. Lieutenant Worden was

* Outlook, N. K, February 13, 1909.
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taken, wounded and unconscious, from his ship, and

escorted back to Washington by the same friend

who had suggested his name—an officer on duty at

Navy head-quarters. At this friend's house he was

cared for.

On the morning after the battle at Hampton

Roads, President Lincoln and the members of his

Cabinet held a meeting to consider the various as-

pects of the battle, and the naval officer was called

in, as a witness of the battle, to describe it.

"Where is Lieutenant Worden now?" asked the

President.

** At my house, sir," replied the officer. The

President reached for his hat, and a moment later

the meeting adjourned.
**

I don't know what you gentlemen are going to

do," he said, " but for my part I am going to pay

my respects to the young man who fought that

battle."

He went directly to the sick-room where Worden

lay, blindfolded and in great pain. Without speak-

ing, he reached out his great hands and folded them

over one of Worden's.

Someone told the lieutenant that it was President

Lincoln who had come.
" You do me great honour, sir," he said. Presi-

dent Lincoln stroked his hand.

" You need no man to do you honour. Lieu-

tenant," he said, " for you have done great honour

to yourself and your country."

In all his life thereafter Admiral Worden de-
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clared that nothing ever moved him as did the grasp

of the President's hands and the deep, thrilling sym-

pathy in his voice. In the course of that visit

President Lincoln told the lieutenant that promotion

was awaiting him.*

General Daniel E. Sickles, in February, 1908,

made the following statement to the Rev. William

M. Carr, of New York: " On the Sunday after the

Battle of Gettysburg, President Lincoln came to see

me in my private quarters at Washington, whither

I had been removed after my leg had been shot

off at Gettysburg. The President expressed his sym-

pathy with me in my affliction. I spoke of the

anxiety we all felt about the outcome of the war

and that I had heard there was much apprehension

at Washington, so much so that steps had been

taken to preserve the archives, and to remove valu-

able State papers to a place of safety, in case the

enemy should advance upon the capital. The Presi-

dent calmly informed me that he had felt no anxiety

concerning the outcome of the Battle of Gettysburg.

I was much surprised at his attitude, and inquired

why he had had no fears. After considerable hesita-

tion he said with much gravity of countenance:
** ' I did have apprehension, fear, and great

anxiety as to the result, but one day in the pinch of

the campaign up there, when everybody seemed

panic-stricken, and nobody could tell what was going

to happen, oppressed by the gravity of our affairs,

I went into my chamber and prayed to God mightily

* Youth's Companion,
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for victory at Gettysburg. I confessed I had done

all in my power to save the cause, that I was unable

to do more, and my only hope now rested with Him,

and in His mercy and favour I trusted. I told Him
we could not stand another Fredericksburg or Chan-

cellorsville. I told Him it was His cause and His

country that was at stake. I was only an instrument

in His hands, and would depend upon Him, and I

then and there made a solemn vow to Almighty God

that if He would stand by our boys at Gettysburg

I would stand by Him; and He didy and I will.

I arose from my knees with a feeling of comfort,

and I felt that my prayer was answered, and that

all would come out right, and had no more anxiety
;

and that is why I had no fears about you.'
"

General Sickles said he then asked the President,

*' How about Vicksburg?" "Oh, Vicksburg will

come out all right. Grant will win down there; my
faith is strong. I am convinced he will be suc-

cessful."

He rose to take his leave. ** Sickles," he said,

*'
I am told your case is serious. It is true, but I

want to tell you something. I am in a prophetic

mood to-day. You will get well. God bless you 1

Good-bye." And he went.*

From another account of this incident we gather

that Mr. Lincoln asked that nothing should be said

about it—at least not then. " People might laugh

if it got out, you know," he added.

On November 15, 1862, Lincoln sent the follow-

* Christian Advocate^ May 28, 1908.
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ing order for Sunday observance: "The President,

Commander-in-Chief of the Army and Navy, de-

sires and enjoins the orderly observance of the Sab-

bath by the officers and men in the military ^nd

naval gervice. The importance for man and beast

of the prescribed weekly rest, the sacred rights of

Christian soldiers and sailors, a becoming deference

to the best sentiment of a Christian people, and a

due regard for the divine will, demand that Sunday

labour in the Army and Navy be reduced to the

measure of strict necessity. The discipline and cha-

racter of the national forces should not suffer, nor

the cause they defend be imperilled by the profa-

nation of the day or name of the Most High. * At

this time of public distress '—adopting the words of

Washington in 1776— * men may find enough to do

in the service of God and their country without

abandoning themselves to vice and immorality.'

The first general order issued by the Father of his

Country, after the Declaration of Independence, in-

dicates the spirit in which our institutions were

founded and should ever be defended. ' The general

hopes and trusts that every officer and man will en-

deavour to live and act as becomes a Christian sol-

dier, defending the dearest rights and liberties of

his country.'
"

On the night before he was assassinated, the Hon.

Samuel Shellabarger, for many years a member of

Congress from Ohio, called at the White House to

request the appointment of a constituent to a staff

position. " That reminds me of a story," responded
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President Lincoln. " There was a woman living on

the banks of the Sangamon in the early days who

had the reputation of being able to make a good

white shirt. An Irishman about to get married or-

dered a shirt from her for the ceremony. She made

the shirt and starched it, but when the Irishman put

it on he found that the starch went all the way

around and he returned it for reconstruction, with

the comment that he didn't want a shirt that was

all collar.

** The trouble with you, Shellabarger," Mr. Lin-

coln remarked, " is that you want the Army all staff

and no Army."

This was Lincoln's last story.



CHAPTER XXV

Last days — The assassination— Its effect on reconstruction— A
Japanese legfend

—"This rail-splitter, true-born king of men."

" Thank God that I have lived to see this day I

It seems to me that I have been dreaming a horrid

dream for four years, but now the nightmare is

gone."

In these few words, at the close of the war, Mr.

Lincoln expressed the burden of many volumes that

have been devoted to the story of his Presidency.

During this fateful period he had worked night

and day. The strain was almost too much even for

his giant frame. Only his faith in the righteousness

of the cause he had at heart, and his deep religious

convictions, enabled him to breast the storm himself

and to give heart and direction to his people.

We have described but a tithe of the obstacles

raised before him by friend and foe. Many were the

nights in which his couch remained unvisited. Pri-

vate affliction as well as public calamity bowed him

down. In the first winter they spent at the White

House Mrs. Lincoln and the two boys, Willie and

Tad, fell seriously ill. And, harassed though he was

from dawn till eve by his official duties, the Presi-

dent sat by the bedside of his sick dear ones during

the hours when nature demanded that he should seek
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repose for his weary limbs and rest for his aching

head. In the following February, Willie died. The

blow, he said, was the hardest trial of his life.

We have the testimony of a servant in the White

House that ** about the only recreation the President

seemed to enjoy was romping with Tad—playing

horse, blindman's-bluff, and cantering through the

rooms with the boy on his shoulders." During,

these short play-spells, and during these alone, he

appeared to be happy.

Once, when a fire broke out in the stables, he

rushed through the crowd and began to break open

one of the large doors with his own hands. Inside

were the ponies and the goats belonging to Tad

and his brother Willie. The outbreak was not dis-

covered till it was too late to save them. A friend

put his arm in the President's and drew him away.

He actually wept. One of the ponies had been a

favourite of his lost boy.

But he never allowed private sorrow to interfere

with the fulfilment of his duties. He never sought

for himself the sympathy he was ever extending to

others. It was the love of little children that al-

ways brought solace to his wounded soul. His own

boys were devoted to him. But all children went to

him as naturally as to a kind and indulgent father.

When the capital seemed in imminent peril of

capture by the Confederate forces, Mrs. Lincoln was

urged to leave with the boys. But she maintained

that her place was by her husband's side; and there,

during that anxious time, she remained,

u
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Sometimes he had misgiving, as when, in 1863,

he sent this telegram to Mrs. Lincoln, who was

staying at Philadelphia with Tad: "Think you had

better put Tad's pistol away. I had an ugly dream

about him." But usually he displayed more than

normal courage in the most trying circumstances.

Once a very *' grave and reverend signior," who

had not yet come to understand him, complained of

his habit of story-telling, and his quotations from a

certain simple humourist. He replied, in a changed

voice that was at the verge of breaking, " I must

do it. If I could not laugh, I should diel" He
was, be it remembered, not a story-maker, but a

story-teller, who found that a story drawn from

actual experience often made plain what hours of

argument would leave confused.

He never revisited Springfield. But old friends

of his boyhood and youth came to see him. He
always insisted that they should address him, not as

** Mr. President," but in the old, familiar way—as

plain " Lincoln." Dennis Hanks was amongst the

number, and no one could have been received with

greater warmth and consideration. Hanks, who lived

to be almost a centenarian, never tired, in after-

years, of relating his experiences. He stayed with

the President for several days. Before he left, laden

with kindly messages, Mr. Lincoln purchased and

gave to him a beautifully engraved watch, which

Dennis ever afterwards proudly exhibited as a me-

mento of his visit to " Cousin Abe."

Truly, as Phillips Brooks said, " In Lincoln was
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vindicated the greatness of real goodness and the

goodness of real greatness."

Only one instance is on record of a request by

him for a personal favour from one in authority.

It is contained in a letter to General Grant on behalf

of his eldest son Robert. " Please read and answer

this letter," he wrote, " as though I was not Presi-

dent, but only a friend. My son, now in his twenty-

second year, having graduated at Harvard, is anxious

to see something of the war before it ends. I do

not wish to put him in the ranks, nor yet to give him

a commission to which those who have already served

long are better entitled and better qualified to hold.

Could he, without embarrassment to you or detri-

ment to the service, go into your military family

with some nominal rank, I, and not the public, fur-

nishing the necessary means? If no, say so without

the least hesitation, because I am as anxious and

as deeply interested that you shall not be encum-

bered, as you can be yourself."

Robert was attached to General Grant's staff.

Mr. Lincoln's letters, despatches, memoranda, and

written addresses are even better than his speeches.

Though born in a rude wooden hut in the wilds

of Kentucky, and receiving less than a year's school-

ing, he lived to enrich our common speech with

phrases that have become an integral part of it, and

to write some things which will only perish with the

language itself.

He was once asked how he formed his "style."

He expressed surprise that he had such a thing.
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He owed much, undoubtedly, to the study of the

Bible at his mother's knee. He owed much, also, to

the habit he cultivated in his young days, whenever

he heard a word that he did not understand, of

putting it away in his memory, to be conned over

at leisure, and then, when he had arrived at its

meaning, of substituting some word or words that

expressed this meaning more simply.

When peace at last came to the nation—the nation

which was the work to so large an extent of Wash-

ington, but which, under God, he was destined to

preserve—Mr. Lincoln was full of simple happiness.

" Mary," he said to his wife, *' God has been very

good to us. When these four years are over, we

will go back to Illinois, and I will again be a country

lawyer."

The awful conflict had seared the minds of many

of his colleagues and fellow-countrymen, and their

hearts were full of bitterness against the vanquished
*' rebels." But Lincoln harboured no bitterness.

We know now how untrue were the stories then

afloat of Southern plots of vengeance. We know

the lengths to which these stories led those who

believed them.* The President was warned that

his life was not safe. But he put such ideas aside.

He was too preoccupied with those thoughts on
*' The Momentous and Intricate Question of Recon-

struction," with the ways and means of making

peace permanent and alleviating to the utmost the

* Consult, on this point, the masterly volume by David Miller

Dewitt on The Assnsshiation of President Lincoln and ifs Expiation.
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sorrows war had brought in its train, to be over-

concerned about his own safety.

And when on April 14, 1865, in the midst .of

the peace rejoicings in Washington, the mad actor,

John Wilkes Booth, fired the pistol shot that laid

him low, it was well said that *' no single bullet

ever wounded so many hearts."

** Next to the day of the fall of the Confederacy,"

declared Mr. Jefferson Davis, " the darkest day the

South has ever known was the day of the assassina-

tion of President Lincoln." It was Jefferson Davis,

too, who said to his little daughter, ** Always re-

member, my child, no wrong can ever make a right.

Lincoln was a just man, and would have been fair

and generous in his treatment of the Southern

people."

Colonel Watterson, a Southerner and Confederate

soldier, writing on the occasion of the centenary

celebrations of 1909, declared that ** throughout the

contention that preceded the war, amid the passions

inevitable to the war itself, not one bitter word

escaped his lips or fell from his pen, whilst there

was hardly a day that he was not projecting his great

personality between some Southern man or woman

and danger."

Lincoln's single wish was that the South ** should

come back home." Had he lived, much of the

bitterness and humiliation of the reconstruction

period would have been avoided.

Supreme in trial, his great heart could find no

harbourage for enmity. When he died, a few hours
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after he was shot, Springfield claimed his remains,

and the first Martyr President, " the most perfect

ruler the world has ever seen,*' who, as Edwin M.

Stanton said by his death-bed, " now belongs ^o

the ages," sleeps his last sleep where he won his

first victories.

East may be East, and West may be West, but

the two are yet twain as human brotherhood is one :

in proof whereof may be cited the beautiful legend

told a few years since by a Russian diplomat to

an assembly of the Franklin Institute at Philadelphia :

" Many years ago, so far back in the history of

Japan that even the near-date is lost, lived a youth,

the only child of poor parents, who grew to early

manhood amid his humble surroundings, but who

was noted for excellence of judgment and readiness

to aid and comfort the distressed. Disappointed in

an early love, he turned his attention to what we

call state-craft, and ^tep by step, rose until he reached

the highest pinnacle of a subject, and stood next

to the ruler of the land. For many years he ad-

ministered the laws justly and fearlessly, and when,

in his old age, some warlike tribes declared rebel-

lion, he marched against them, subdued them, and

set free a smaller and weaker tribe whom the warlike

rebels had held as slaves. Just after his return,

and while he was negotiating merciful terms of

peace, he fell at the hands of a fanatic member of

one of the subdued tribes. Living but an hour or

two after being wounded, he asked that he be buried

beneath a mound in his garden, which had been his
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favourite spot for meditation, and with all the hon-

ours of those days he was there buried.

" The following morning, when some of his

friends went to the grave with fresh offerings, they

were surprised to find the mound covered with grow-

ing flowers, pure white in colour, and possessing a

fragrance unusual and full even in that land of

pleasing odours. The legend runs that this bloom

lasted unfailingly for a hundred years, when an

earthquake destroyed both mound and garden. In

the meantime roots had been carefully taken up and

transplanted, and the flowers still grow in many parts

of the empire, though, it is claimed, with far less

vigour and beauty than was possessed by those that

grew on the mound. The plant in its growth and

the flower in its bloom and fragrance closely re-

semble the white carnation as we have it here." *

Many poets have sung the requiem of Abraham
Lincoln. Walt Whitman's lines, " O Captain, My
Captain!" are unforgettable. But it was from an

Englishman, one who, with many of his fellow-

countrymen, had sorely misjudged the great Presi-

dent, that came what is at once a beautiful poem,

and one of the noblest, and one of the most touching

apologies ever made. When the news of the assassi-

nation reached England, Tom Taylor contributed

the following lines to Punch:—
You lay a wreath on murder'd Lincoln's bier,

YoUy who with mocking' pencil wont to trace,

Broad for the self-complaisant British sneer.

His length of shambling limb, his furrow'd face,

* Young People i February 6, 1909.
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His gaunt, g-narl'd hands, his unkempt, bristling hair,

His garb uncouth, his bearing ill at ease,

His lack of all we prize as debonair,

Of power or will to shine, of art to please ;

Vou, whose smart pen back'd up the pencil's laugh,

Judging each step as though the way were plain
;

Reckless, so it could point its paragraph,

Of chief's perplexity, or people's pain

—

Beside this corpse, that bears for winding sheet

The Stars and Stripes he liv'd to rear anew,

Between the mourners at his head and feet,

Say, scurrile jester, is there room ior yoii?

Yes : he had liv'd to shame me from my sneer,

To lame my pencil and confute my pen ;

To make me own this hind of princes peer.

This rail-splitter a true-born king of men.

My shallow judgment I had learn'd to rue.

Noting how to occasion's height he rose ;

How his quaint wit made home-truth seem more true
;

How, iron-like, his temper grew by blows.

How humble, yet how hopeful he could be ;

How in good fortune and in ill the same ;

Nor bitter in success, nor boastful he.

Thirsty for gold, nor feverish for fame.

He went about his work, such work as few

Ever had laid on head and heart and hand.

As one who knows, where there's a task to do,

Man's honest will must Heaven's good grace command.

Who trusts the strength will with the burden grow,

That God makes instruments to work His will.

If but that will we can arrive to know.

Nor tamper with the weights of good and ill.

So he went forth to battle, on the side

That he felt clear was Liberty's and Right's,

As in his peasant boyhood he had plied

His warfare with rude Nature's thwarting mights

—
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The unclear'd forest, the unbroken soil,

The iron bark that turns the lumberer's axe,

The rapid that o'erbears the boatman's toil,

The prairie hiding the maz'd wanderer's tracks,

The ambush'd Indian, and the prowling- bear

—

Such were the deeds that help'd his youth to train :

Roug-h culture, but such trees large fruit may bear,

If but their stocks be of right girth and grain.

So he grew up, a destined work to do.

And lived to do it ; four long-suffering years,

111 fate, ill feeling, ill report lived through.

And then he heard the hisses change to cheers,

The taunts to tribute, the abuse to praise

;

And took both with the same unwavering mood,

Till, as he came on light from darkling days.

And seemed to touch the goal from where he stood,

A felon hand, between the goal and him,

Reached from behind his back—a trigger pressed,

And those perplexed and patient eyes were dim.

Those gaunt, long-labouring limbs were laid to rest.

The words of mercy were upon his lips.

Forgiveness in his heart, and on his pen.

When this vile murderer brought swift eclipse

To thoughts of peace on earth, good-will to men.



APPENDIX

THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE

[This famous Declaration of July 4, 1776, was so often referred to in

Mr. Lincoln's writings and speeches that its text may be usefully

printed here.]

When, in the course of human events, it becomes

necessary for one people to dissolve the political

bands which have connected them with another, and

to assume among the powers of the earth the sepa-

rate and equal station to which the laws of nature

and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect

for the opinions of mankind requires that they should

declare the causes which impel them to the separa-

tion.

We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all

men are created equal; that they are endowed by

their Creator with certain inalienable rights ; that

among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit pf

happiness; that, to secure these rights, governments

are instituted among men, deriving their just powers

from the consent of the governed; that whenever

any form of government becomes destructive of these

ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to

abolish it, and to institute a new government,

314
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laying its foundation on such principles, and organis-

ing its powers in such forms, as to them shall seem

most likely to effect their safety and happiness. Pru-

dence, indeed, will dictate that governments long

established should not be changed for light and

transient causes ; and, accordingly, all experience

hath shown that mankind are more disposed to suffer,

while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves

by abolishing the forms to which they are accus-

tomed. But when a long train of abuses and usurpa-

tions, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces

a design to reduce them under absolute despotism,

it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such

government and to provide new guards for their

future security. Such has been the patient sufferance

of these colonies; and such is now the necessity

which constrains them to alter their formal system

of government. The history of the present King

of Great Britain is a history of repeated injuries

and usurpations, all having in direct object the es-

tablishment of an absolute tyranny over these States.

To prove this, let facts be submitted to a candid

world.

He has refused his assent to laws the most whole-

some and necessary for the public good.

He has forbidden his governors to pass laws of

immediate and pressing importance, unless suspended

in their operations till his assent should be obtained ;

and, when so suspended, he has utterly neglected to

attend to them.
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He has refused to pass other laws for the accom-

modation of large districts of people, unless those

people would relinquish the right of representation

in the legislature—a right inestimable to them, and

formidable to tyrants only.

He has called together legislative bodies at places

unusual, uncomfortable, and distant from the deposi-

tory of their public records, for the sole purpose of

fatiguing them into compliance with his measures.

He has dissolved representative houses repeatedly,

for opposing, with manly firmness, his invasion on

the rights of the people.

He has refused, for a long time after such dissolu-

tions, to cause others to be elected; whereby the

legislative powers, incapable of annihilation, have

returned to the people at large for their exercise
;

the State remaining, in the meantime, exposed to

all the danger of invasion from without and con-

vulsions within.

He has endeavoured to prevent the population of

these States; for that purpose obstructing the laws

for naturalisation of foreigners, refusing to pass

others to encourage their migration hither, and rais-

ing the conditions of new appropriations of lands.

He has obstructed the administration of justice,

by refusing his assent to laws for establishing judi-

ciary powers.

He has made judges dependent on his will alone

for the tenure of their offices and the amount and

payment of their salaries.
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He has erected a multitude of new offices, and

sent hither swarms of officers to harass our people

and eat out their substance.

He has kept among us, in time of peace, standing

armies, without the consent of our legislatures.

He has affected to render the military independent

of and superior to the civil power.

He has combined with others to subject us to a

jurisdiction foreign to our constitution and unac-

knowledged by our laws; giving his assent to their

acts of pretended legislation,

—

For quartering large bodies of armed troops

among us

:

For protecting them, by a mock trial, from pun-

ishment for any murders which they should com-

mit on the inhabitants of these States

:

For cutting off our trade with all parts of ^the

world

:

For imposing taxes on us without our consent:

For depriving us, in many cases, of the benefits

of trial by jury:

For transporting us beyond seas, to be tried for

pretended offences

:

For abolishing the free system of English law in

a neighbouring province, establishing therein an

arbitrary government, and enlarging its boundaries

so as to render it at once an example and fit instru-

ment for introducing the same absolute rule into

these colonies:

For taking away our charters, abolishing our most
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valuable laws, and altering fundamentally the forms

of our government:

For suspending our own legislatures, and declar-

ing themselves invested with power to legislate for

us in all cases whatsoever.

He has abdicated government here by declaring

us out of his protection, and waging war against

us.

He has plundered our seas, ravaged our coasts,

burned our towns, and destroyed the lives of our

people.

He is at this time transporting large armies of

foreign mercenaries, to complete the works of death,

desolation, and tyranny, already begun, with cir-

cumstances of cruelty and perfidy scarcely paralleled

in the most barbarous ages, and totally unworthy

the head of a civilised nation.

He has constrained our fellow-citizens, taken cap-

tive on the high seas, to bear arms against their

country, to become the executioners of their friends

and brethren, or to fall themselves by their hands.

He has excited domestic insurrections among us,

and has endeavoured to bring on the inhabitants

of our frontiers the merciless Indian savages, whose

known rule of warfare is an undistinguished de-

struction of all ages, sexes, and conditions.

In every stage of these oppressions we have peti-

tioned for redress in the most humble terms; our

petitions have been answered only by repeated in-

jury. A prince whose character is thus marked by
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every act which may define a tyrant, is unfit to be

ruler of a free people.

Nor have we been wanting in attention to our

British brethren. We have warned them, from time

to time, of attempts made by their legislatures to

extend an unwarrantable jurisdiction over us. We
have reminded them of the circumstances of our

emigration and settlement here. We have appealed

to their native justice and magnanimity, and we

have conjured them, by the ties of our common

kindred, to disavow these usurpations, which would

inevitably interrupt our connections and correspon-

dence. They, too, have been deaf to the voice of

justice and consanguinity. We must therefore ac-

quiesce in the necessity which denounces [i.e. de-

clares] our separation, and hold them, as we hold the

rest of mankind, enemies in war—in peace, friends.

We, therefore, the representatives of the United

States of America, in general Congress assembled,

appealing to the Supreme Judge of the world for

the rectitude of our intentions, do, in the name and

by the authority of the good people of these colonies,

solemnly publish and declare that these united colon-

ies are, and of good right ought to be, free and

independent States; that they are absolved from

all allegiance to the British crown, and that all

political connection between them and the states of

Great Britain is, and ought to be, totally dissolved
;

and that, as free and independent States, they have

full power to levy war, conclude peace, contract
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alliances, establish commerce, and to do all other

acts and things which independent states may of

right do. And for the support of this declaration,

with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine

Providence, we mutually pledge to each other our

lives, our fortunes, and our sacred honour.

Signed by order and in behalf of the Congress.

WiLLlAM BRENDO^. ANU SON. iTtt.

PRINTEKS PIYMOUTK
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Ministering Children. By M. L. Charlesworth.

Ministering Children : A Sequel. By the same Author.

The Water Babies. A Fairy Tale for a Land Baby. By
Charles Kingsley.

*Hans Andersen's Fairy Tales.

The Old Lieutenant and His Son. By Norman Macleod.

Coral Island. By R. M. Ballantyne.

Nettie's Mission. By Alice Gray.

Home Influence : A Tale for Mothers. By Grace Aguilar.

The Gorilla Hunters. By R. M. Ballantyne.

*What Katy Did. By Susan Coolidge.

Peter the Whaler. By W. H. G. Kingston.

Melbourne House. By Susan Warner.
*The Lamplighter. By Miss Cummins.
*Grimm's Fairy Tales.

The Swiss Family Robinson : Adventures on a Desert Island.

*Tom Brown's Schooldays. By an Old Boy.

*Little Women and Good Wives. By Louisa M. Alcott.

The Wide, Wide World. By Susan Warner.
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L*S, 6 3.Cn [continued) .

LIBRARY OF STANDARD WORKS by FAMOUS AUTHORS (conti.)

Danesbury House. By Mrs. Henry Wood.
Stepping Heavenward. By E. Prentiss.

John Halifax, Gentleman. By Mrs. Craik.

*Life and Adventures of Robinson Crusoe. By Daniel Defoe.

Naomi ; or, The Last Days of Jerusalem. By Mrs. Webb.
The Pilgrim's Progress. By John Bunyan.
Uncle Tom's Cabin. By Harriet Beecher Stowe.

Westward Ho 1 By Charles Kingsley.

" Great Deeds " Series,

Large Crown 8vo. 320 pages. Full of lUustratiom. Handsomely bound
in Cloth Boards. 2s. each. (Also with Gilt edges, 2s. 6d. each.)

Famous Boys : A Book of Brave Endeavour. By C. D. Michael.

Noble Workers : Sketches of the Life and Work of Nine Noble
Women. By Jennie Chappell.

Heroes of our Empire : Gordon, Clive, Warren Hastings,
Havelock and Lawrence,

Heroes who have Won their Crown : David Livingstone and
Johfl Williams.

Great Works by Great Men. By F. M. Holmes.
Brave Deeds for British Boys. By C. D. Michael.

Two Great Explorers : The Lives of Fridtjof Nansen, and
Sir Henry M. Stanley.

Heroes of the Land and Sea : Firemen and their Exploits, and
the Lifeboat.

Bunyan's Folk of To-day
; or, The Modern Pilgrim's Progress.

By Rev. J. Reid Howatt. Twenty Illustrations. Crown 8vo.

Cloth extra.

Bible Light for Little Pilgrims. A Coloured Scripture Picture
Roll Contains 12 beautifully coloured Old and New Testament
Scenes, with appropriate texts. Mounted on Roller for Hanging.

Platform. Pulpit and Desk : or. Tools for Workers. Being
148 Outline addresses on all Phases of the Temperance Movement
for all Ages and Classes. By W. N. Edwards, F.C.S. With an
Introduction by Canon Barker. Crown 8vo. 300 pages.

Bible Picture Roll. Contains a large Engraving of a Scripture
Subject, with letterpress for each day in the month. Mounted on
Roller for banging.

Love, Courtship, and Marriage. By Rev. F. B. Meyer, B.A.
Crown 8vo. 152 pages. Embellished cloth cover, 2s. net. Full

gilt edges. 2S. 6d. net.
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Is. 6d. each.

Partridge's- 'Eighteenpenny Series

Of Charming Stories for Holiday and FirIeside Reading

Croum 8vo. 160 pages. Well Illustra/ed and Attractively Bound

The Home of His Fathers. By Lillias Campbell Davidson.
A Great Patience. By L. Moberley.

A Late Repentance. By Hannah B. Mackenzie.
Shepherds and Sheep. By E. Stuart- Langford.

A Noble Champion. By David Hobbs

T/ie Up-to-Date Library

Of Thick Crown 8vo. Volumes. 320 pages. Many Illustrationt,

Cloth Boards.

(Books marked with an asterisk are also bound with gilt edges. 2S. each.)

Coral : A Sea Waif and Her Friends. By Charlotte Murray.

The Scuttling of the ^'Kingfisher." By Alfred E. Knight.

Robert Aske : A Story of the Reformation. By E. F. Pollard.

The Lion City of Africa. By Willis Boyd Allen.

The Spanish Maiden : A Story of Brazil. By Emma E. Horni-
brook.

The Boy from Cuba. A School Story. By Walter Rhoade*.

Through Grey to Gold. By Charlotte Murray.

The Wreck of the Providence. By E. F. Pollard.

Dorothy's Training. By Jennie Chappell.

Manco, the Peruvian Chief. By W. H. G. Kingston.

*Muriel Malone ; or, From Door to Door. By Charlotte Murray.

A Polar Eden. By Charles R. Kenyon.

Her Saddest Blessing. By Jennie Chappell.

*Ailsa's Reaping ; or, Grape Vines and Thorns. By Jennie
Chappell.

A Trio of Cousins : A Story of English Life in 1791. By Mrs.
G. E. Morton.

Mick Tracy, the Irish Scripture Reader.

Grace Ashleigh. By Mary R. D. Boyd.
Without a Thought ; or Dora's Discipline. By Jennie Chappell.

Edith Oswald ; or, Living for Others. By Jane M. Kippen.
A Bunch of Cherries. By J. W. Kirton.

A Village Story. By Mrs. G. E. Morton.
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Is. 6d. each {contmued).

THE UP-TO-DATE LIBRARY {tontinued).

*The Eagie Cliff. By R. M. Ballantyne.

More Precious than Gold. By Jennie Chappell.

The Slave Raiders of Zanzibar. By E. Harcourt Burrage.

*Avice. A Story of Imperial Rome. By E. F. Pollard.

The King's Daughter. By '• Pansy."
The Foster Brothers ; or, Foreshadowed. By Mrs. Morton.

The Household Angel. By Madeline Leslie.

The Green Mountain Boys : A Story of the American War of

Independence. By E. F. Pollard.

A Way in the Wilderness. By Maggie Swan.
Miss Elizabeth's Niece. By M. S. Haycroft.

The Man of the House. By " Pansy."

Olive Chauncey's Trust : A Story of Life's Turning Points.

By Mrs. E. R. Pitman.

Whither Bound } A Story of Two Lost Boys. By Owen Lander.

Three People. By " Pansy."

Chriss/s Endeavour. By " Pansy."

*The Young Moose Hunters. By C. A. Stephens.

Eaglehurst Towers. By Emma Marshall.

Uncle Mac, the Missionary. By Jean Perry. Six Illustrations

by Wal. Paget on art paper. Cloth boards.

Chilgoopie the Glad : A Story of Korea and her Children. By
Jean Perry. Eight Illustrations on art paper. Cloth boards.

The Man in Grey ; or, More about Korea. By Jean Perry.

More Nails for Busy Workers. By C. Edwards. Crown Svo.

196 pages. Cloth boards.

Queen Alexandra : the Nation's Pride. By Mrs. C. N.
Williamson. Crown Svo. Tastefully bound, is. 6d. net.

King and Emperor : The Life-History of Edward VII. By
Arthur Mee. Crown Svo. Cloth boards, is. 6d. net.

William McKiniey : Private and President. By Thos. Cox
Meech. Crown 8vo. i6o pages, with Portrait, is. 6d. net.

Studies ot ^e Man Christ Jesus. His Character, His Spirit,

Himself juy R E. Speer. Cloth, Gilt top. is 6d. net.

Studies of the Man Paul. By Robert E. Speer. Long 8vo.

304 pages. Cloth jilt. is. 6d. net.

Wellington : the Record of a Great Military Career. By A. E,
Knight. Crown Svo. Cloth gilt, with Portrait, is. 6d. net.
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Is. 6d. each (continued).

The British ^oys* Library,

Fully Illustrattd. Crown 8vo. 168 pages. Cloth exits.

The King's Scouts. By William R. A. Wilson.

General John : a Story for Boy Scouts. By Evelyn Everett-

Green.

Dick's Daring ; or, The Secret of Toulon. By A. H. Biggs.

Through Flame and Flood, stories of Heroism on Land and
Sea. By C. D. Michael.

Never Beaten 1 a Story of a Boy's Adventures in Canada.
By E. Harcourt Burrage, Author of " Gerard Mastyn," etc.

Noble Deeds : Staries of Peril and Heroism. Edited by C. D.

Michael.

Armour Bright. The Story of a Boy's Battlti. By Lucy
Taylor.

The Adventures of Ji. By G. E. Farrow, Author of "The
Wallypugof Why."

Missionary Heroes : stories ofHeroism on the Missionary Field.

By C. D. Michael.

Brown Al ; or, A Stolen Holiday. By E. M. Stooke.

The Pigeons' Cave : A Story of Great Orme's Head in i8o6.

By J. S. Fletcher.

Robin the Rebel. By H. Louisa Bedford.

Success : Chats about Boys who have Won it. By C. D. Michael.

Well Done I Stories of Brave Endeavour. Edited by C. D.

Mlchaal
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Is. 6d. each {conUnuui).

The British Girls' Library,

Fully Illustrated. Crown 8vo. 160pagti. Cloth ixtra,

Alison's Quest ; or, The Mysterious Treasure. By Florence E.

Bone.

A Mysterious Voyage ; or, The Adventures of a Dodo. By
G. E. Farrow.

Little Gladvvise. The Story of a Waif. By Nellie Cornwall.

A Family of Nine ! By E. C. Phillips.

Alice and the White Rabbit : Their Trips Round about London
By Brenda Girvin.

The Tender Light of Home. By Florence Wihnot.

Friendless Felicia: or, A Little City Sparrow. By Eleanora
H. Stooke.

Keziah in Search of a Friend. By Noel Hope.

Her Bright To-morrow. By Laura A. Barter-Snow.

Rosa's Mistake ; or, The Chord of Self. By Mary Bradford-
WTiiting

The Mystery Baby ; or, Patsy at Fellside. By Alice M. Page.

Zillah, the Little Dancing Girl. By Mrs. Hugh St. Leger.

Salome's Burden ; or, The Shadow on the Home. By Eleanora
H. Stooke.

Heroines : True Tales of Brave Women. By C. D. Michael.

Granny's Girls. By M. B. Manwell.

The Gipsy Queen. By Emma Leslie.

Queen of the isles. By Jessie M. E. Saxby.

Picture ^ooks.

Size, 10^ X 8 inches. With 6 charming coloured plates, and beautifully

printed in colours throu^hoict. For bulk and quality these books are

exceptional. Handsome coloured covers, wUh cloth backs. Is. 6d. each.

Follow my Leader

!

Once upon a Time

!
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Is. 6d. each {conUnued).

'' The World's Wonders'' Series,

Crown 8vo. 160 pages. Copiously lUustrattd, Handsome Cloth Covers.

The Conquest of the Air : The Romance of Aerial Navigation.

By John Alexander.

Surgeons and their Wonderful Discoveries. By F. M.
Holmes.

The Life-Boat : Its History and Heroes. By F. M. Holmes.

The Romance of the Savings Banks. By Archibald G.

Bowie.

The Romance of Glass Making. A Sketch of the History of

Ornamental Glass. By W. Gandy.

The Romance of the Post Office : its Inception and Won-
drous Development. By Archibald G Bowie.

Marvels of Metals. By F. M. Holmes.

Triumphs of the Printing Press. By Walter Jerrold.

Electricians and their Marvels. By Walter Jerrold.

Popular ^Missionary Biographies.

Large Crown 8vo. 160 pages. Cloth extra. Fully Illustrated

James Hannington : Bishop and Martyr. By C. D. Michael.

Two Lady Missionaries in Tibet : Miss Annie R. Taylor and

Dr. Susie Rijnhart Moyes. By Isabel S. Robson.

,Dr. Laws of Livingstonia. By Rev. J. Johnston.

Grenfell of Labrador. By Rev. J. Johnston.

Johan G. Oncken : His Life and Work. By R«v. J. Hunt Cook*
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Is. 6d. each {continued).

POPULAR MISSIONARY BIOGRAPHIES continuti.

James Chalmers, Missionary and Explorer of Rarotonga and
New Guinea. By William Robson.

Griffith John, Founder of the Hankow Mission, Central China.
By William Robson.

Robert Morrison : The Pioneer of Chinese Missions. By William

J. Townsend.

Captain Allen Gardiner : Sailor and Saint. By Jesse Page.

The Congo for Christ : The Story of the Congo Mission. By
Rev. J. B. Myers.

David Brainerd, the Apostle to the North-American Indians.

By Jesse Page, F.R.G.S.

David Livingstone. By Arthur Montefiore-Bricc.

John Williams : The Martyr Missionary of Polynesia. By Rev.

James Ellis.

Lady Missionaries in Foreign Lands. By Mrs. E. R. Pitman.

Missionary Heroines in Eastern Lands. By Mrs. E. R. Pitman.

Robert Moffat : The Missionary Hero of Kuruman. By David

J. Deane.

Samuel Crowther : The Slave Boy who became Bishop of the

Niger. By Jesse Page, F.R.G.S.

William Carey : The Shoemaker who became the Father and
Founder of Modern Missions. By Rev, J. B. Myers.

From Kafir Kraal to Pulpit : The Story of Tiyo Soga, First

Ordained Preacher of the Kafir Race. By Rev. H. T. Cousins.

Japan : and its People. By Jesse Page, F.R.G.S.

James Calvert ; or, From Dark to Dawn in Fiji. By R. Vernon.

Thomas J. Comber : Missionary Pioneer to the Congo. By
Rev. J. B. Myers.

The Christianity of the Continent. By Jesse Page, F.R.G.S.

Missionaries I have Met, and the Work they have Done.
By Jesse Page, F.R.G.S.

Amid Greenland Snows ; or, The Early History of Arctic
Missions. By Jesse Page, F.R.G.S.

pishop Patteson : The Martyr of Melanesia. By same Author.

I
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Is. 6d. each {continued).

Popular Biographies,

i.iree Crown gvo Cloth Boards. Fully Illustrated.

John Wesley. By Rev. Arthur Walters.
Women of Worth, sketches of the Lives of the Queen ofRoumania ('Carmen Sylva"). Frances Power Cobbe. Mrs T RBishop, and Mrs. Bramwell Booth. By Jennie Chappell •''

Women who have Worked and Won. The Life Storv nf

Noble Work by Noble Women : Sketches of the Lives of theBaroness Burdett-Coutts, Lady Henry Somerset, Mrs Sarah Robmson Mrs_ Fawcett. and Mrs.'^GladstLe. By j;nnie Chawen

Wo^ko l^"""™",,^"?
theirWork: Sketches of the Life and

^h^'^Tj^o^crap'^r"
'"''"'' ^'^''- °°^^' -^ C-"'"-

'''°E.f.aVp!f.ari"^"'=
''"^ ^"""'^^'^ S°'<^'-'^ ""-"• B.

'""L^rtZ^' °^y'^.t\o^-
^"- H-«-^3, Havelock.

'''BarnL.i^t"^^''* ^""^"^^ ^'<>- -" "-°- ^y G.

C. H. Spurgeon
: His Life and Ministry. By Jesse Page, F.R G STwo Noble Lives

: John Wicliffe, the Morning Star of theReformation
: and Martin Luther, the Reformer By David IJDeane. 208 pages. » lu j

.

^^wlfne^"^^^'*
'^^^ ^°^^'° ^P°""^ °^ Faith. By Fred G.

""'dk^J^r^' ^^"^^^' ^^^ ^-^^^^ ^-"^-Hst. B,

Great Evangelists, and the Way God has Used Them.
rJy Jesse Page.

John Bright
: Apostle of Free Trade. By Jesse Page, F.R.G.S.

1 he Two Stephensons. By John Alexander.
J. Passmore Edwards: Philanthropist. Ry E. Harcourt Burrage.

rIv. J H^BaU.^ '

'^^^ Life-work of a Modern Evangelist. By

^%i^mol
^°^ ^^"^ ^""'^""'^ P'-e^sident By Frederick T.
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Is. 6d. each (continued).

POPULAR BIOGRAPHIES {continued).

Heroes and Heroines of the Scottish Covenanters. By
J. Meldrum Dryerre, LL.B., F.R.G.S.

John Knox and the Scottish Reformation. By G. Barnett
Smith.

Philip Melancthon : The Wittemberg Professor and Theologian
of the Reformation. By David J. Deane.

The Slave and His Champions : Sketches of Granville Sharp,
Thomas Clarkson, William Wilberforce, and Sir T. F. Buxton.
By C. D. Michael.

William Tyndale : The Translator of the English Bible. By G.
Barnett Smith.

The Marquess of Salisbury : His Inherited Characteristics,
Political Principles, and Personality. By W. F. Aitken.

Joseph Parker, D.D. : His Life and Ministry. By Albert
Dawson.

Hugh Price Hughes. By Rev. J. Gregory Mantle.

R. J. Campbell, MA. ; Minister of the City Temple, London.
By Charles T. Bateman.

Dr. Barnardo : "The Foster-Father of Nobody's Children." By
Rev. J. H. Batt.

W. Robertson Nicoll, LL.D. ; Editor and Preacher. By Jane
Stoddart.

F. B. Meyer : His Life and Work. By Jennie Street.

John Clifford, M.A., B.Sc, LL.D., D.D. By Chas. T. Bateman.

Thirty Years in the East End. A Marvellous Story of Mission
Work. By W. Francis Aitken.

Alexander Maclaren, D.D. : The Man and His Message. By
Rev John C. Carlile.

Lord Milner. By W. B. Luke.

Lord Rosebery, Imperialist. By J. A. Hammerton.

Joseph Chamberlain : A Romance of Modern Politics. By
Arthur Mee.

Sir John Kirk: The Children's Friend. By John Stuart
Crc^TJ Svo. Cloth boards, 1$. 6d. lamU
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Is. 6d. each {continued),

" Onward ** Temperance Library,

Crown 8vo. Illustrated. Cloth txtra.

The Bird Angel. By Miss M. A. PauU.
"One of Miss Paull's most delififatfal stories."

Lyndon the Outcast By Mrs. Clara Lucas Balfour.

Ronald Clayton's Mistake. By Miss M. A. Paull.
" It is a capital book to place in the hands of working lads."

Nearly Lost, but Dearly Won. By Rev. T. P. Wilson, M.A.
Author of •• Frank Oldficld," etc.

Is. each.

Letters on the Simple Life. By the Queen of Roumania, Marie
Corelli, Madame Sarah Grand, "John Oliver Hobbes," Sir A.
Conan Doyle. The Bishop of London, Canoa Hensley Henson,
Sir J. Crichton Browne, Rev. S. Baring-Gould, Dr. Robertson
Nicoll, etc. Crown 8vo. 160 pages. With Autographs of con-
tributors in fac-simile. Imitation Linen, 6d. net. Cloth boards,
IS. net. (Not illustrated).

Uncrowned Queens. By Charlotte Skinner. Cloth Boards, is.

Golden Words for Every Day. By M. Jennie Street, is.

Novelties, and How to Make Them : Hints and Helps
in providing occupation for Children's Classes. Compiled by
Mildred Duff. Full of Illustrations. Cloth boards, is.

In Defence of the Faith: The Old Better than the New.
By Rev. F. B. Meyer. Cloth Boards, is. net.

Ingatherings : a Dainty Book of Beautiful Thoughts. Compiled
by E. Agar. Cloth boards, is. net. Paper covers, 6d. net.

The New Cookery of Unproprietary Foods. By Eustace
Miles, M.A, 192 pages, is. net.

The Child's Book of Health. By W. N. Edwardi, F.C.S. ii. net
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Is. each {continued).

One Shilling Reward Books,

Fully Illustrated . Crown 8vo. Cloth extra.

Jeffs' Charge : A Story of London Life. By Charles Herbert.

The Making of Ursula. By Dorothea Moore.

Jimmy : The Tale of a Little Black Bear. By May Wynne.
"Tubby"; or, Right about Face. By J. Howard Brown.

Alan's Puzzle ; or, The Bag of Gold. By F. M. Holmes.

Auntie Amy's Bird Book. By A. M. Irvine.

The Ivory Mouse : A Book of Fairy Stories. By Rev. Stanhope
E. Ward.

Billy's Hero; or, The Valley of Gold. A Story of Canadian
Adventure. By Marjorie L C. Pickthall.

The Straight Road. By Marjorie L. C. Pickthall.

One Primrose Day. By Mrs. Hugh St. Leger.

The Reign of Lady Betty. By Kent Carr.

The Whitedown Chums. By J as. H. Brown.

Sweet Nancy. By L. T. Meade.
Little Chris the Castaway. By F. Spenser.

All Play and No Work. By Harold Avery.

Always Happy; or, The Story of Helen Keller. By Jennie
Chappell.

Cola Monti ; or, The Story of a Genius. By Mrs. Craik.

Harold; or, Two Died for Me. By Laura A. Barter-Snow.

Indian Life in the Great North-West By Egerton R. Young.

Jack the Conqueror; or, Difficulties Overcome. By
Mrs. C. E. Bowen.

Lost in the Backwoods. By Edith C. Kenyon.
The Little Woodman and his Dog Ca?sar. By Mrs. Sherwood
Roy's Sister ; or, His Way and Hers. By M. B. Manwell.

Norman's Oak. By Jennie ChappelL
A Fight for Life, and other Stories. By John R. Newman.
The Fairyland of Nature. By J. Wood Smith.

True Stories of Brave Deeds. By Mabel Bowler.

Gipsy Kit; or. The Man with the Tattooed Face. By Robert
Lcighton.

Dick's Desertion; a Boy's Adventures In Canadian Forests.

By Marjorie L. C. Pickthall.

The Wild Swans ; or, The Adventure of Rowland Cleeve. By
Mary C. Rowsell.
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IS. C2.cn (continued),

ONE SHILLING REWARD BOOKS {continued).

George & Co.
; or, The Chorister of St. Anselm's. By Spencei

T. Gibb
The Children of the Priory. By J. L. Hornibrook.
Ruth's Roses. By Laura A. Barter-Snow.
In Paths of Peril. By J. Macdonald Oxley.
Pets and their Wild Cousins : New and True Stories of

Animals. By Rev.
J. Isabell, F.E.S.

Other Pets and their Wild Cousins, By Rev. J. Isabell, F.E.S.
Sunshine and Snow. By Harold Bindloss.
Donalblane of Darien. By J. Macdonald Oxley.
Crown Jewels. By Heather Grey.
Birdie and her Dog, and other Stories of Canine Sagacity. By

Miss Phillips (Mrs. H. B Looker).
Bessie Drew ; or, The Odd Little Girl. By Amy Manifold.

Partridge's Shilling Library,

Crown 8vo. 136 pages. Illustrations printed on Art Paper. A Splendid
Series of Stories for Adults.

Nance Kennedy. By L. T. Meade.
Robert Musgrave's Adventure : a Story of Old Geneva. By

Deborah Alcock.

The Taming of the Rancher : a Story of Western Canada.
By Argyll Saxby.

"Noodle": From Barrack Room to Mission Field. By S. E.
Burrow.

The Lamp in the Window. By Florence E. Bono.
Out of the Fog. By Rev. J. Isabell, F.E.S.
Fern Dacre

; A Minster Yard Story. By Ethel Ruth Boddy.
Through Sorrow and Joy : A Protestant Story. By M. A. R.
A Brother's Need. By l. S. Mead.

Is. each net
Cfonm 8vo. 192 pages. Stiff Paper Covers, Is. each net. Cloth BMrd

Is. 6d each net. {Not Illustrated).

Partridge's Temperance Reciter.

Partridge's Reciter of Sacred and Religious Pieces.
Partridge's Popular Reciter, old Favourites and New.
Partridge's Humorous Reciter.
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Is. 63.cn (continued).

Cheap Reprints of Popular Books for the Young,

Crown 8vo. 160 pages. Illustrated. Cloth Boards, Is. each.

A Red Brick Cottage. By Lady Hope.
Dick's Chum. By M. A. PaulL
Mousey ; or, Cousin Robert's Treasure. By E. H. Stooke.

Carola's Secret By Ethel F. Heddle.

The Golden Doors. By M. S. Haycraft.

Marigold's Fancies. By L. E. Tiddeman.
Andrew Bennett's Harvest By Lydia Phillips.

The Thane of the Dean. A Story of the Time of the Conqueror.
By Tom Bevan.

Nature's Mighty Wondert>. By Rev. Richard Newton.

Hubert Ellerdale : A Tale of the Days of Wicliffe. By W.
Oak Rhind.

Our Phyllis. By M. S. Haycraft.

The Maid of the Storm. A Story of a Cornish Village. By
Nellie Cornwall.

Philip's Inheritance
; or, Into a Far Country. By F. Spenser.

The Lady of the Chine. By M. S. Haycraft.

In the Bonds of Silence. By J. L. Hornibrook.

A String of Pearls. By E. F. Pollard.

Elsie Macgregor ; or, Margaret's Little Lass. By Ramsay Guthrie

Hoyle's Popular Ballads and Recitations. By William Hoyl"

Heroes All ! A Book of Brave Deeds. By C. D. Michael

The Old Red Schoolhouse. By Frances H. Wood,
Christabel's Influence. By J. Goldsmith Cooper.

Deeds of Daring. By C. D. Michael.

Everybody's Friend. By Evelyn Everett-Green.

The Bell Buoy. By F. M. Holmes.

Vic : A Book of Animal Stories. Bv A. C. Fryer, Ph.D., F.S.A.

In Friendship's Name. By Lydia Phillips.

Nella ; or, Not My Own. By Jessie Goldsmith Cooper.

Blossom and Blight By M. A. PauU.

Aileen. By Laura A. Barter- Snow.

Satisfied. By Catherine Trowbridge.

Ted's Trust By Jennie Chappell.

A Candle Lighted by the Lord. By Mrs. E. Ross.

Alice Western's Blessing. By Ruth Lamb.
Tarnsin Rosewarne and Her Burdens. By Nellie Cornwall.
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Is. 63.Ch {continued).

CHEAP REPRINTS OF POPULAR BOOKS FOR THE YOUNG
{continued)

.

Raymond and Bertha. By Lydia PhilUps.
Gerald's Dilemma. By Emma Leslie.
Fine Gold

; or, Ravenswood Courtenay. By Emma MarshaU.
Mangold. By Mrs. L. T. Meade.
Jack's Heroism. By Edith C. Kenyon.

iJ^^rK^^^^ ^ ^^°^y ^^'^ ^°^°g Me° and Maidens. ByMrs. Charles Garnett. ^

Rag and Tag. By Mrs. E. J. Whittaker.
The Little Princess of Tower Hill. By L T Meade
Clovie and Madge. By Mrs. G. S. Reaney.
EI ershe House : a Book for Boys. By Emma LesUe.
Like a Little Candle; or, Bertrand's Influence. By MrsHaycraft. ^

The Dairyman's Daughter. Bv Legh Richmond.
Bible Jewels. By Rev. Dr. Newton.
Bible Wonders. By the same Author.
The Pilgrim's Progress. By John Bunyan. 416 pages. Eightcoloured and 46 other Illustrations.

^ ^
Our Duty to Animals. By Mrs. C. Bray.

Books for Christian Workers.
Large Crown 16mo. 128 pages. Chastely bound in Cloth Boards. Is. each.

The Home Messages of Jesus. By Charlotte Skinner.

Eb^rman
' ^®^^*^^^°°s ^^^ ^^e Q"iet Hour. By Clarence E.

The Master's Messages to Women. By Charlotte Skinner.
Royal and Loyal. Thoughts on the Two-fold Aspect of theChristian Life. By Rev. W. H. Griffith-Thomas.
Thoroughness

: Talks to Young Men. By Thain Davidson, D.D.Some Secrets of Christian Living. By Rev. F. b. Meyer.The Overcoming Life. By Rev. E. W. Moore.
Marks of the Master. By Charlotte Skinner.
Some Deeper Things. By Rev. F. B. Meyer.
Steps of the Blessed Life. By Rev. F. B. Meyer.
Daybreak in the Soul. By Rev. E. W. Moore.
The Temptation of Christ By C. Arnold Healing. M.A.
For Love s Sake. Ry Charlotte Skinner.
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Is. 6B.cn {continued).

Everyone*! Library,

A re-issM of Standard, IVorks in a cheap form, containing from 320 to

500 pages, printed in the best style ; with Illustrations on art paper,

and tastefully bound in Cl<4h Boards. Is. each.

Ben Hur. By Lew Wallace.

Adam Bede. By George Eliot.

The Schonberg-Cotta Family. By Mrs. Rundle Charles.

Reminiscences of a Highland Parish. By Norman Macleod.

The Strait Gate. By Annie S. Swan.
Mark Desborough's Vow. By Annie S. Swan.
From Log Cabin to White House. By W. M. Thayer.
The Gorilla Hunters. By R. M. Ballantyne.

Naomi ; or, The Last Days of Jerusalem. By Mrs. Webb.
The Starling. By Norman Macleod.

The Children of the New Forest. By Captain Marryat.

Danesbury House. By Mrs. Henry Wood.
Granny's Wonderful Chair. By Frances Browne.
Hereward the Wake. By Charles Kingsley.

The Heroes. By Charles Kingsley.

Ministering Children. By M. L. Charlesworth.

Ministering Children : A Sequel. By the same Author,

Peter the Whaler. By W. H. G. Kingston.

The Channings. By Mrs. Henry Wood. \

Melbourne House. By Susan Warner.
Alice in Wonderland. By Lewis Carroll

The Lamplighter. By Miss Cummins.
What Katy Did. By Susan Coolidge.

Stepping Heavenward. By E. Prentiss.

Westward Ho ! By Charles Kingsley.

The Water Babies. By the same Author.

The Swiss Family Robinson.

Grimm's Fairy Tales. By the Brothers Grimm.
The Coral Island. By R. M. Ballantyne.

Hans Andersen's Fairy Tales.

John Halifax, Gentleman. By Mrs. Craik.

Little Women and Good Wives. By Louisa M. Alcott.

Tom Brown's Schooldays. By an Old Boy.

The Wide, Wide World. By Susan Warner.
Life and Adventures of Robinson Crusoe. By Daniel Defoe.

Uncle Tom's Cabin. By H. B. Stowe.

The Old Lieutenant and His Sosx By Norman Marleod.
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is, 63.cn {continued).

New Series of One Shilling Picture Books,

Size 10^ by 8 inches. 96 pages. Coloured Frontispiece and numerous other

illustrations. Handsomely bound in Paper Boards, covers printed in 10

colours and varnished.

Snowflake's Picture Book. By Uncle Maurice.

Daisyland ! A Picture Book for Boys and Girls. By Aunt Ruth.

Playmates. By Uncle Maurice.

Frolic and Fun : Pictures and Stories for Everyone. By Aunt
Ruth.

My Dollies' A.B.C. By Uncle Jack.

Merry Madcaps ! By Aunt Ruth.

By the Silver Sea. By R. V.

Funny Folk in Animal Land. By Uncle Frank.

A Trip to Storyland. By R. V.

Holiday Hours in Animal Land. By Uncle Harry.

Animal Antics 1 By the Author of " In Animal Land with Louis
Wain."

Little Snow-Shoes' Picture Book. By R. V.

In Animal Land with Louis Wain.

Scripture Picture Books,

Old Testament Heroes. By Mildred Duff,

Feed My Lambs. Fifty-two Bible Stories and Pictures. By the

Author of " The Friends of Jesus."

Bible Pictures and Stories : Old Testament. By D.J.D.

Bible Pictures and Stories : New Testament. By James
Weston and D.J.D.

The Life of Jesus, By Mildred Duflf. iia pages.

Gentle Jesus. \

Jesus the Good Shepherd. .,. „., , _,, . t> , u ;
The Prodigal Son. I

^'^ ?'"* 5'^'"". ^°°,''= '•"^"
',

The Prophet Elijah. \ f''
P-^^'^f .'f

''°""'" """^

My Bible Picture Boole
descnptive letterpress.

The Children's Saviour, j

Commendations from all parts of the world have reached
Messrs S W. Partridge & Co upon the excellence of their

Picture Books. The reading matter is high-toned, helpful, and
amusing, exactly adapted to the requirements of young folks

;

while the Illustrations are by first-class artists, and the paper is

thick and durable. Bound in attractlva r'^loured covers, they

form a unique seriea
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9d. each.

Ninepenny Series of Illustrated Books,

96 pages. Crown 8vo. Illustrated. Handsome Cloth Covers.

Willie's Battles and How He Won Them. By E. M. Kendrew.

Into a Sunlit Harbour. By M. I. Hurrell.

Dick Lionheart By Mary Rowles Jarvis.

A Regular Handful : or, Ruthie's Charge. By Jennie Chappell.

Little Bunch's Charge ; or, True to Trust. By Nellie Cornwall.

Mina's Sacrifice ; or. The Old Tambourine. By Helen Sawer.

Our Den. By E. M. Waterworth.

Only a Little Fault ! By Emma Leslie.

Marjory ; or, What would jesus Do ? By Laura A. Barter-Snow.
The Little Slave Girl. By Eileen Douglas.

Out of the Straight ; or, The Boy who Failed and the Boy
who Succeeded. By Noel Hope.

Bob and Bob's Baby. By Mary E. Lester.

Grandmother's Child. By Annie S. Swan.
The Little Captain : A Temperance Tale. By Lynde Palmer.

Love's Golden Key. By Mary E. Lester.

Mystery of Marnie. By Jennie Chappell,

Caravan Cruises : Five Children in a Caravan. By Phil Ludlow.

Secrets of the Sea. By Cicely Fulcher.

For Lucy's Sake. By Annie S. Swan.
Giants and How to Fight Them. By Dr. Newton.

How Paul's Penny became a Pound. By Mrs. Bowen.
How Peter's Pound became a Penny. By the same Author.

A Sailor's Lass. By Emma Leslie.

Polly's Hymn ; or, Travelling Days. By J. S. Woodhouse.
Frank Burleigh : or, Chosen to be a Soldier. By Lydia

Phillips.

Lost Muriel ; or, A Little Girl's Influence, By C. J. A.. Opper-
mann.

Kibble & Co. By Jennie Chappell.

Brave Bertie. By Edith C. Kenyon.

Marjorie's Enemy : A Story of the Civil War of 1644. By Mrs.
Adams.

Lady Betty's Twins, By E. M. Waterworth.

A Venturesome Voyage. By F. Scarlett Potter.

Robin's Golden Deed. By Raby Lyni*.
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v/Q. 63.cn {continued),

NINEPENNY SERIES OF ILLUSTRATED BOOKS {continued^.

The Runaway Twins; or, The Terrible Guardian. By Irene
Clifton.

Dorothy's Trust. By Adela Frances Mount.
Grannie's Treasures : and how they helped her. By L. E.

Tiddeman.

His Majesty's Beggars. By Mary E. Ropes.

Faithful Friends. By C. A. Mercer.

Only Roy. By E. M. Waterworth and Jennie Chappell.

Aunt Armstrong's Money. By Jennie Chappell.

The Babes in the Basket ; or, Daph and Her Charge.

Birdie's Benefits; or, A Little Child Shall Lead Them. By
Ethel Ruth Body.

Carol's Gift; or, "What Time I am Afraid I will Trust in

Thee." By Jennie Chappell.

Cripple George ; or, God has a Plan for Every Man. A Tem-
perance Story. By John W. Kneeshaw,

Cared For ; or. The Orphan Wanderers. By Mrs. C. E. Bowen.
A Flight with the Swallows. By Emma Marshall.

The Five Cousins. By Emma Leslie.

How a Farthing Made a Fortune; or, Honesty is the Best
Policy. By Mrs. C E. Bowen.

John Blessington's Enemy : A Story of Life in South Africa.
By E. Harcourt Barrage.

John Oriel's Start in Life. By Mary Howitt.

The Man of the Family. By Jennie Chappell.

Mattie's Home ; or. The Little Match-girl and her Friends.

Phil's Frolic. By F. Scarlett Potter.

Paul : A Little Mediator. By Maude M. Butler.

Rob and 1 ; or, By Courage and Faith. By C. A. Mercer.

Won from the Sea. By E. C. Phillips (Mrs. H. B. Looker).

6d. each.
Devotional Classics,

A New Series of Devotional Boohs by Standard Authors. Well printed on

good paper. Size 6^ by 4^ inches. Beautifully bound in Cloth Boards,

6d. each, net. ; Leather, 2s. each, net. (Not illustrated).

The Imitation of Christ. By Thomas i Kempit.

The Holy War. By John Bunyan.
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6d. each {centmwd).

New Series of Sixpenny Picture Books,

Crown 4to. With Celow^ti Frontispiece «md many other Illustrations.

Handsomely bound in Paper Boards, with cover printed in ten colours.

Sunnylock's Picture Book. By Aunt Ruth.

Ring o' Roses. By Uncle Jack.

Two in a Tub ! By Aunt Ruth.

Little Tot's A.B.C By Uncle Jack.

Full of Fun ! Pictures and Stories for Everyone. By Uncle
Maurice.

Hide and Seek, stories for Every Day in the Week. By the
same Author.

Playtime I A Picture Book for Boys and Giris.

Little Snowdrop's Bible Picture Book.

Sweet Stories Retold. A Bible Picture Book.

Happy Times ! A Picture Book of Prose and Rhymes.
Bible Stories. \

Stories of Old. Four Bible Picture Books with

Sunday Stories. coloured illustrations.

Coming to Jesus.

Mother's Sunday A.B.C. A Little

which can be coloured by hand.
Book of Bible Pictures,

T/ie " Rec/ Dave " Series,

New and Enlarged Edition.

Well

Elsib's Sacrivicx. By Nora C.
Ushet

Timfy Sikes : Gentleman. By
Kent CaiT.

Greypaws : The Astonishing Ad-
ventures of a Field Moaae. By Paul
Creswick.

The SgoiRE's Yocng Folk. By
Eleanora H. Stook«.

The Christmas Children : A
Story of the Marshes. By Dorothea
Moore.

The Little Woodman and his
Dog Caesar. By Mrs. Sherwood.

Brave Toviak. By Argyll
Saxby.

Thb Adventcris of Phyllis.
»y MaM Bowles.

Handsomely bound in Cloth Boards,

Illustrated.

A Plucky Chap. By Loaie
Slade.

Farthing Dips ; or N\Tiat can I

do ? By J S. Woodhouse.

Roy Carpenter's Lesson. By
Ksith Marlow.

Gerald's Guardian. By Charles
Herbert.

Where a Qubbn once Dwelt.
By Jetta Vogel.

BcY YooR OWN Cherries.

Left in Charge, and other
Stories.

Two Little Girls and What
They did.

The Island Home
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6d. each (continued).

THE " RED DAVE " SERIES {ctntinued.)

Chrissy's Treasure.
Dick and His Donkey.
Come Home, Mother.
Almost Lost. By Amethyst.

Jepthah's Lass. By Dorothea
Moore.

Kitty King.
Knight.

The Ddck Family
By A. M. T.

" Roast Potatoes !

"

ance Story. By Rev.
wiok, M.A.

His Captain. By Constancia
Sergeant.

" In a Minute !
" By Keith Mar-

low.

Uncle Jo's Old Coat. By
Eleanora H. Stooke.

The Cost of a Promise. By
M. I. Hurrell.

Wilful Jack. By M. I. Hurrell.

Willie the Waif. By Minie
Herbert.

A Little Town Mouse.

By Mrs. H. C.

Robinson.

A Temper-
S. N. Sedg.

The Little Governess.

Puppy-Dog Tales.

Mother's Boy.

That Boy Bob.

A Threefold Promise.

The Four Young Musicians.

A Sunday Trip and What Came
of it. By E. J. Romanes.

Little Tim and His Picture.
By Beatrice Way.

Midge. By L. E. Tiddeman.

The Conjurer's Wand. By
Henrietta S. Streatfeild.

Benjamin's New Boy.

Enemies : a Tale for Little Lads
and Lassies.

Cherry Tree Place.

Joe and Sally : or,,A Good Deed
and its Fruits.

Lost in the Snow.
Red Dave : or What Wilt Thou

have Me to do 7

Jessie Dyson.

4d. each.

The Young Fol\s' Library

Of Cloth Bound Books. With Coloured Frontispiece. 64 pages.

Well Illustrated. Handsome Cloth Covers.

Little Jack Thrush.
A Little Boy's Toys.

The Pearly Gates.
The Little Woodman.
Ronald's Rbasom.

4 Bright Idca.

Sybil and her Live Snowball.
The Church Mouse.
Dandy Jim.

A Troublesome Trio.

Perry's Pilgrimage.

NiTA ; or, Amonf; the Bricands.
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3d. each.

New ''Pretty Gift Book'' Series,

With Beautiful Coloured Frontispiece, and many other Illustratiom

Paper Boards, Cover printed in eight Colours and Varnished, 3d. each

Size, 6 by 5 inches.

Jack and Jill's Picture Book.

Lady -Bird's Pictures and
Stories.

Playtime Joys for Girls and
Boys.

Dolly's Picture Book.

By the Sea.

Toby and Kit's Animal Book
" Pets " and •• Pickles."
Our Little Pets' Alphabet.
Bible Stories-Old Testament.
Bible Stories-New Testament.

Paternoster Series of Popular Stories,

An entirely New Series of Books, Medium Svo.in size, 32 pages, fully Illustrated.

Cover daintily printed in two Colours, Id. each. Titles as follows :

The Little Captain. By Lynde
Palmer.

True Stories of Brave Deeds.
By Mabel Bowler.

Alice in Wonderland.
The Dairyman's Daughter.
Robin's Golden Deed. By

Ruby Lynn.

The Basket of Flowers.

Buy Your Own Cherries. By
John Kirton.

Jennett Cragg : A Story of the

Time of the Plague. By M. Wright

"Our Father." By Alice Grey.

Rab and His Friends. By Dr.

John Brown.

The Scarred Hand. By Ellen

Thorneycroft Fowler.

The Gipsy Queen. By Emma
Leslie.

A Candle Lighted by the Lord.
pit Mrs. Ros».

Grandmother's Child. By
Annie S. Swan,

The Babes in the Basket ; or,

Daph and her Charge.

Jenny's Geranium ; or, The
Prize Flower of a London Court.

The Little Princess of Tower
Hill. By L. T. Meade.

The Gold Thread. By Norman
Macleod, D.D.

Through Sorrow and Joy. By
M. A. R.

The Little Woodman and his
Dog Caesair. By Mrs. Sherwood.

Cripple George. By
J. W

Kneeshaw.

Rob and I. By C. A. Mercer.

Dick and his Donkey. By Mrs
Bowen.

Tbb Light of the Gospb^.
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Partridge's Illustrated Magazines,

"A word of •mphatlc praise should be glveB to the old-established and excellent
magazine* of Messrs. Partridge k C: They ought to hold their ewn against
the great oompetition, for they are •minently sound, healthy, and interesting."—BuTisH Wkekly.

" It would be difficult to sarp€iss these Magazines. All have marched with the
times."

—

Daily TsLXGRArH.

" There are no more attraetive Annual Volumes than those issued by S. W.
Partridge & Co."

—

The Christiam.

THE BRITISH WORKMH. A fuUy illustrated Magazine con-
taining popular Stories and Practical Articles on industrial and
home life, Biographies of eminent Self-made Men, specially written
book reviews, and much information of value to the sons of toil.

id. Monthly.
The Yearly Vohime, 144 pages fan of lUnstrations, coloured paper boards.

It. M. ; ekHh, 2s. M.

THE FAMILY FRIEND. A beautifully lUustrated Magazine for
the Home Circle, with Serial and Short Stories by Popular
Authors. Helpful Articles and Reviews, expert Hints on Health,
Cookery, Needlework, Gardening, etc. Interesting Competitions.

id. Monthly.
The Yearly Volmne, la eoloured paper boards and oloth back, Is. M.

cloth, Ss. ;
gilt edges, 2s. 6d.

THE FRIENDLY VISITOR. A Magazine for the people, full of
entertaining reading with sound religious teaching in the form of
story, article, and poem. Printed in good type and fully illustrated.

Just the paper for " the Quiet Hour." id. Monthly.
The Yettfly Volume, coloured paper boards and oloth baok. Is. 6i. : cloth,

2s.; gilt edges, 3s. Cd.

THE CHILDREN'S FRIEND AND PLAY-HOUR COMPANION.
51st year. A world-wide favcurite. Charming Schcx)l Stories.
Tales from History and of Adventure. Beautiful Pictures. Helpful
Competitions. ''The Play-Hour," an international comradeship
for boys and girls, etc. id. Monthly.

The Yearly Volume, coloured paper boards, with cloth back and excellent
coloured frontispiece. Is. M. ; oloth, 2s> ; gilt edges, 2s. fid.

THE INFANTS' MAGAZINE. No other periodical can be com-
pared with The In/itnts' Magazine foe freohnass, brightness, and
interest. Full of clever pictures and merry rc&ding to delight and
instruct th« little ones. Easy Painting and Drawing Competitions.

id. Monthly.
The Yearly Volume, coloured paper boards, with oloth beek and beaatifuUy

coloured frontispiece, Is. 6d. ; cloth, 2s. ; gilt edges, 2s. fid.

THE BAND OF HOPE REVIEW. The Leading Temperance
Periodical for the Young, containing Serial and Short Stories,
Concerted Recitations, Prize Competitions, etc. Should be in the
hands of all Band of Hope Memt}ers. ^. Monthly.

Th* Yearly Volsme, eoloured papec boards, la. ; elolh bMrda, Ifi. M.
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